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Ever since he discovered fire, Man has shown how his creative 

brain could dominate the world. The Mauritian Genius is a telling 

example of this characteristic of Man. This is why I am honoured 

to write the preface to this History of Electricity in Mauritius. 

Spanning a period starting in the 1880s and up to today, 

electricity has played and continues to play a major role in our 

economic and social development. 

In February 2014, the CEB honoured one of the early pioneers 

of electricity in Mauritius. “Major” Amode Ibrahim Atchia, with 

his brothers, was largely responsible for setting up the original 

Hydro Electric Power Station at Réduit in 1906 as well as another 

station at Grand Port. In an unprecedented action, the C.E.B., 

with the approval of Government, renamed the Réduit Hydro 

Electric Power Station as the “Amode Ibrahim Atchia Hydro 

Electric Power Station”.

This event highlighted the great debt of gratitude which 

Mauritius owes to many inventive ground-breakers in the 

field of electricity. To name a few :  Atchia, Fanucci, Adam (at 

Tamarind Falls) in 1903, the Fatehmamode and Cader Families 

in Rodrigues in the 1950s. With their sense of entrepreneurship, 

practical intelligence and vision, these pioneers changed the 

course of Mauritian history and laid the foundations for our 

modern society.

Today, 109 years after the Atchia Brothers launched their 

project (1906), the C.E.B. has a nationwide, highly impressive 

and reliable network, and has formed diversified and strong 

partnerships with private energy producers, small, medium and 

large. The role of renewable energy is now assuming increasing 

significance, both in Mauritius and Rodrigues. Besides hydro 

and bagasse, other renewable energy technologies, such as 

solar and wind, have been successfully integrated into the grid 

and contribute towards achieving Government’s target of 35% 

Preface
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renewable energy in the energy mix by 2025. The implementation 

of a Smart Grid and the sustained endeavour to provide a high 

standard of customer service, are at the very heart of the C.E.B.’s 

vision for the future.

But all our accomplishments to date would not have been 

possible without the goodwill and ceaseless exertion, over so 

many decades, of thousands of employees, not mentioning the 

sense of leadership and dedication demonstrated by members of 

the Board. As we read Professor Serge Rivière’s well-researched 

and well-presented History of Electricity, commissioned by 

the C.E.B., we cannot but feel, as a nation, an immense sense 

of pride at what the whole of C.E.B. staff, past and present, 

have achieved. Mauritius is greatly indebted to them. Their 

unflinching commitment towards the country especially in times 

of crisis has helped to realize our socio-economic dreams. Their 

collective patriotism needs to be glorified. 

The History of Electricity in Mauritius since the 1880s, and 

that of the C.E.B. since 1952, conveys the need for a perpetual 

self-reinvention in order to meet an ever-growing demand for 

affordable and environmentally sustainable energy, whilst coping 

with unexpected vicissitudes thrown up by Mother Nature. I am 

confident that the C.E.B. is endowed with the inherent capability 

and highly-skilled personnel to respond to such challenges with 

the support of its Board.

I am proud to be associated with this first comprehensive 

History of Electricity in Mauritius published during my tenure 

of Office as the Minister responsible for the portfolio of energy. 

In this respect, one of my prime responsibilities is to ensure the 

availability and reliability of electricity supply at an affordable 

price, in line with C.E.B.’s Mission. Although progress since 1952 

has been exponential, we must acknowledge that much more 

remains to be done, as is beautifully conveyed by the lines from 

the celebrated Welsh poet, T.S. Eliot:

“Time present and time past

And both perhaps present in the future,

And time future contained in the past.”

(Four Quartets, Part 1, 1936)
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In 1948, the Government requested that the Colonial Office set 

up an investigation into electricity services in the Colony “with 

a view to preparing a Report and making recommendations 

for improvement and development.” By virtue of Ordinance 79 

of 1951, the C.E.B. was first conceived at a time when private  

companies only ran the Réduit Station (Mauritius Hydro Electric 

Co.), the Cascade Cécile (Darné family), and the Tamarind Falls 

Power Station (G.E.S. Co.). In keeping with the same Central 

Electricity Board Ordinance, finally passed by the Legislative 

Council in 1952 (No. 79), the Organisation was set up and started 

operating with a Shadow Board on 12 August 1952. The Official 

Board, itself, was formally constituted and met for the first time 

on 8 December 1952.

The 1953 Annual Report of the C.E.B. listed the inaugural  

members of the Board, with the dates when they took office:

A. R. Adam  –  December 8, 1952.

Hon. H. J. Hinchey –   December 8, 1952.

(ex-officio member)

G. Taylor  –  December 8, 1952.

J. W. Larché  –  December 8, 1952.

R. W. Knight  –  April 8, 1953.

M. Paturau  –  April 8, 1953.

The Central Electricity Board has therefore reached its sixty-third 

year in December 2015. This project, by way of an illustrated  

History of Electricity in Mauritius, has been undertaken, in part 

at least, to pay homage to those pioneers and employees of the  

early trying decades after the C.E.B.’s inception. At the same 

time, one must not forget the vital ground-work done by  

precursors of the C.E.B., such as: (a) in Mauritius, the Mallac 

Brothers (Adrien and Louis) who set up a small steam plant in 

Curepipe in the 1880s; Major Amode Ibrahim Atchia and his 

brothers, responsible for designing the original Hydro Power  

Stations at Réduit and Grand Port; Messrs. Fanucci and 

Adam, the pioneers of Tamarind Falls; (b) in Rodrigues, the  

chairman’s message
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Fatehmamode and Cader families who brought electricity for the 

first time to the inhabitants of Port Mathurin in the 1940s and 

1950s. Their contribution, as well as that of the Mauritius Hydro 

Electric Company Ltd. and the General Electric Supply Company of 

Mauritius (G.E.S.), founded by Messrs. Fanucci and Adam in 1903, 

should never be forgotten and hence is highlighted in this book.

Moreover, from 1952 onwards, the C.E.B. has been led by men 

of vision on Boards and in teams: dedicated, loyal and talented 

Chairmen, General Managers, Deputy General Managers and 

Chief Engineers, Secretaries and, more recently, Departmental 

Heads, to whom generations of employees and customers owe 

an immense debt of gratitude. But equally important over the 

past six decades was the daily contribution of all members of the 

C.E.B. personnel. In its commemorative edition of the Annual 

Report (2002), published to mark the Fiftieth Anniversary of the 

C.E.B., the then Chairman aptly underlined the immeasurable 

role played by all past and present workers towards the growth, 

development and modernisation of the Organisation: “The  

continued strength of the C.E.B. rests on the commitment of the 

management and employees. I am indeed grateful to them for 

their contribution to our progress. On behalf of the Board, I wish 

to thank them all for their performance.”

May I, in turn, express my own personal thanks, and pass on the 

congratulations of all members of the present C.E.B. Board, both 

to retired and existing employees. It would be remiss of me not to 

state publicly that without our valued customers, our supportive 

stakeholders, loyal partners, including various past government 

agencies and Ministries, and the I.P.P.s, our journey over the last 

sixty-three years would have been far less smooth and far more 

arduous. May the coming years live up to the promise of the first 

sixty-three! May the C.E.B. continue to serve the country well!

“The future is purchased by the present”. (Samuel Johnson).

Mootoosamy NAIDOO

Chairman 
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Ever since 1952 and, indeed, since the very dawn of electric  

energy in Curepipe and Port Louis in the 1880s, we in  

Mauritius have travelled a long way; first of all, thanks to visionary  

entrepreneurs. From exclusively Hydro Power Stations, to Diesel / 

Fuel Oil generating sets, and through numerous partnerships with 

I.P.P.s involved in coal / bagasse-generated energy, we have been 

successful in fulfilling our prime public service mission by respond-

ing to the nation’s foremost concern - reliability and quality of 

supply at the lowest possible cost.  In the wake of an international 

concern on environment and climate change, we have in recent 

years, shown a genuine commitment to renewable energy. This 

is a high priority of Government, which has been fully taken on 

board by the C.E.B in its Generation Expansion Programme, both 

for Rodrigues and Mauritius.

I am pleased to recommend to the general public, and to 

the C.E.B. broad family, the following historical book that  

constitutes for us all a devoir de mémoire. Indeed, it represents a 

hall-mark in the history of the Organisation and will, undoubtedly, 

stand the test of time. It is an important legacy that the 

present Board, and previous Boards, as well as former and  

existing employees of the Organisation, wish to offer to  

future generations of Mauritians. As the History of Electricity in  

Mauritius is intrinsically linked with the History of Mauritius  

itself, there is much to learn about our country’s past and  

present achievements, by perusing this well-documented and  

comprehensive book.

In 2002, the C.E.B. released its first national Integrated Electricity 

Plan (I.E.P.), covering the period 2003–2012, with a view to  

guiding Mauritius towards a more stable electricity future and 

thereby supporting the continued socio-economic development 

of the country. In February 2013, a new I.E.P., covering the pe-

riod 2013–2022, presented an overview of C.E.B.’s broad strat-

egies to address energy challenges, both in the short and long 

terms. At the time when the C.E.B. launched this latest forward-

looking plan, it aimed to create a sufficiently broad energy port-

general Manager’s message
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folio to safeguard the country against energy security concerns 

and price instability, whilst raising awareness of the need to be  

sensitive to environmental imperatives. I am pleased to note 

that both I.E.P.s have been integrated into the present book for 

they tell us a lot about the C.E.B.’s priorities in their day.

We can look back with considerable satisfaction and pride on 

what the C.E.B. has achieved since 1952, but also look forward 

with determination, confidence and renewed commitment to  

playing a major role, as a privileged partner of Government, in  

moving Mauritius forward towards new phases of its development. 

 Working together with all stakeholders, we shall do our utmost to 

ensure that the demand for reliable, affordable and sustainable 

energy is effectively and efficiently met in the short and long 

terms.

May I end by thanking warmly, on behalf of the C.E.B., all those 

involved in the research, preparation and publication of this 

book and, in particular, Professor Marc Serge Rivière, the Chief  

Researcher. May it stand as a fitting tribute to the countless men 

and women, and their families, who, through their hard work and 

loyalty since 1952, have made the C.E.B. what it is today: a pillar of 

our country’s economic, cultural and social advancement.

Gérard HÉBRARD, OBE

General Manager
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1 Histoire de la ville de Curepipe, 
Port-Louis: Esclapon, 1957, 
p. 85.
2 Curepipe had electricity in 
the same year as Paris and 
New York.
3 Ibid., p. 111.
4 Ibid., p. 111.

By Company and where dates were mentioned 

+ complementary information. 

1. The Atchia Brothers

 For the Réduit Station:

 a. Amode Ibrahim Atchia: Manager

 b. Hossen Ibrahim Atchia: Engineer

2. The Mauritius Hydro Electric Company 

 First Managers:

 a. Lettellier d’Orvilliers

 b. Emile Desvaux

 c. Movice

 d. Georges Rouillard

 e. Paul Piat-Dalais

 Major personalities: 

 Technical Branch:

 Amode Ibrahim Atchia 

 Hossen Ibrahim Atchia

 Management:

 A. Lettellier d’Orvilliers

 T.J. Corvin

 Others:

 Sir Jules Leclézio

 George Rouillard (1935) Manager 

 Paul Piat-Dalais

 Emile Desvaux (for the Moka Electricity Company). 

3. The General Electric Supply Company 

 1st Board:

 Pierre Adam, Chairman

 Paul Garie, Member

 Clément Dumat, Member

 Maurice P. Pitot, Member

 C. Dauban, Member

 J. Henry Adam, Engineer and Manager

 Adrien Doger de Spéville, Secretary 

 Major personalities (1880s–1952):

 Louis Mallac

 Adrien Mallac

 Goudin

 Gabriel Régnard

 Sylvio Fanucci

 J. Henry Adam

 Adrien Doger de Spéville

 Pierre Adam

 Eugène Tarby

 Henri Leclézio

 Joseph Pitot

 A.O. Lucci

 René Tennant

 Mark Koenig

 Louis Le Roy

 Gustave Lamusse

1904–1913 and 1914–1929: 

J. F. E. Tarby, Manager.

1922: 

Joseph Pitot, Secretary but then  

Secretary / Manager.

names of chairmen 
and general Managers
 
names of other Early staff
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1 Histoire de la ville de 
Curepipe, Port-Louis: Esclapon, 
1957, p. 85.
2 Curepipe had electricity in 
the same year as Paris and 
New York.
3 Ibid., p. 111.
4 Ibid., p. 111.

End of 1934: 

Joseph Pitot, retired and was replaced 

by R. Tennant; Secretary/Manager in 1935.

Technical Direction: 

Mr. A.O. Lucci

G.E.S. Supply Co. was bought in 1956 by the C.E.B.

4. Grand Port Electricity Supply Company  

 Atchia Brothers:

 a. Amode Ibrahim Atchia: Manager

 b. Hossen Ibrahim Atchia: Engineer

Purchased later by Mr. E. Patel, Mr. J. Ramjan  

and A. Ibrahim and became the Electric Generating 

Power Company Limited.

Mr. Ramjan sold his shares to Messrs. Barbès  

Pougnet and others.

Mr. E. Patel maintained as Manager

Mr. A. Darné, Director

5. Government Electric and Telephones  

Department, Personalities:

 1. Mr. Williams, Director of Electrical  

  and Telephones (1938–1949)

 2. Mr. Stevens, Director of Electrical  

  and Telephones (1949–1955)

 3. Mr. Glen

 4. Mr. G. Bond

6. Personalities of the Electric Generating  

and Power Company:

 1. Amode Ibrahim Atchia

 2. Hossen Ibrahim Atchia

 3. E. Patel

 4. J (Y). Ramjan

 5. A. Ibrahim

 6. A. Darné

 7. H. Patel

 8. J. Lefèvre

7. The Societé Fanucci, Adam & Compagnie (which 

purchased the Goudin, Coutanceau & Compagnie 

– who themselves purchased the Mallac electric  

undertaking of Curepipe – which in 1903 became The 

General Electricity Supply Company of Mauritius 

Limited).

S. Fanucci: Engineering

H. Adam: Finance

A. Doger de Spéville: Accountancy
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Year Chairman General Manager Deputy General  

    Manager

1953 G. Taylor, A.M.I., Mar. E. A.N. Bott 

   (18.08.53) 

1954 A.R. Adam  A.N. Bott

  (on leave 13.04.54 – 30.11.54)  

1955 G. Taylor  A.N. Bott

  (from 01.02.55)  

1956 A.J. Borland  A.N. Bott

  (13.12.55)  

1957 A.J. Borland A.N. Bott 

1958 A.J. Borland A.N. Bott 

1959 R.H. Maingard de la Ville-ès-Offrans, C.B.E. L. Le Roy 

   (acting G.M. 15.08.59) 

1960 R.H. Maingard de la Ville-ès-Offrans A.N. Bott 

1961 R.H. Maingard de la Ville-ès-Offrans A.N. Bott 

1962 R.H. Maingard de la Ville-ès-Offrans A.N. Bott

   L. Le Roy 

   (acting G.M. 31.03.63) 

1963 R.H. Maingard de la Ville-ès-Offrans R. Desmarais 

   (22.08.63)

   R. Desmarais, A.C.G.I. ; BSC ;

   A.M.I.E (U.K.) ; A.M.I.E.E. (S.A.) ;

   Membre de la Société Française 

   des Electriciens 

1964 R.H. Maingard de la Ville-ès-Offrans  

1965 O.C. Rickett, O.B.E., C. Eng., M.I.E.E. R. Desmarais 

1966 O.C. Rickett R. Desmarais 

1967 O.C. Rickett  R. Desmarais

  (up to 14 April)  

1968 D. Burrenchobay, (BSC (Hons.) ; A.C.G.I.) R. Desmarais  J.G.J. Labat

  (15 April)    

1969 D. Burrenchobay R. Desmarais J.G.J. Labat

List of c.E.B. chairmen and general 
and Deputy general Managers 
1953–2015
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Year Chairman General Manager Deputy General

    Manager

1970 D. Burrenchobay R. Desmarais J.G.J. Labat

1971 D. Burrenchobay R. Desmarais J.G.J. Labat

1972 D. Burrenchobay R. Desmarais J.G.J. Labat

1973 D. Burrenchobay J.G.J. Labat R.Retnasami

1974 D. Burrenchobay J.G.J. Labat R.Retnasami

1975 D. Burrenchobay J.G.J. Labat R.Retnasami

1976 D. Burrenchobay J.G.J. Labat R.Retnasami

1977 D. Burrenchobay J.G.J. Labat                     R.Retnasami

1978 D. Burrenchobay J.G.J. Labat R.Retnasami

1979 D. Burrenchobay J.G.J. Labat R.Retnasami

1980 J.M. Paturau J.G.J. Labat R.Retnasami

1981 J.M. Paturau J.G.J. Labat R.Retnasami

1982 J.M. Paturau J.G.J. Labat R.Retnasami

1983 Professor J. Manrakhan  J.G.J. Labat R.Retnasami

  (up to 14.09.83) 

1984 G. Comarmond J.G.J. Labat R.Retnasami

1985 G. Comarmond J.G.J. Labat R.Retnasami

1986 G. Comarmond J.G.J. Labat R.Retnasami

  G. Comarmond 

  (up to 16.07.87)  

  A. Kisnah 

  (Ag. Chairman 17.07 to 30.11)  

1987 C. Geneviève  J.G.J. Labat R.Retnasami

  (as from 01.12.87) 

1988 C. Geneviève J.G.J. Labat R.Retnasami

1989 C. Geneviève J.G.J. Labat R.Retnasami

1990 C. Geneviève J.G.J. Labat R.Retnasami

1991 C. Geneviève G.M. Ramamurthy R.Retnasami

1992 M. Chumroo G.M. Ramamurthy R.Retnasami

1993 M. Chumroo G.M. Ramamurthy R.Retnasami 

    (up to 16 April)
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0016

Year Chairman General Manager Deputy General

    Manager

   R. Retnasami 
   (17 April to 8 August)

   R. Kisnah 
   (as from 9 August) 

1994 M. Chumroo R. Kisnah 

1995 M. Chumroo S. Desai 

1996 S. Vithilingem S. Desai 

  J.H. Dacruz 
  (up to 10.07)  

1997 R. Bikoo  S. Desai
  (as from 11.07)  

1998 R. Bikoo S. Desai 

   S. Desai 
   (up to January) 

1999 R. Jepaul E. Astruc 
   (as from September) 

2000 R. Jepaul (up to September) E. Astruc 

2001 Professor A.S. Kasenally E. Astruc 

2002 Professor A.S. Kasenally E. Astruc 

2003 Professor A.S. Kasenally P.J.S. van Niekerk 

2004 Professor B.K. Baguant P.J.S. van Niekerk (up to February)

   D. Le Clair (March to November) 

   R. Dajee (as from December) 

2005 Professor B.K. Baguant (up to June) R. Dajee 

  P. Assirvaden (as from September)  

2006 P. Assirvaden R. Dajee 
   (up to November) 

   K. Guptar G.Hébrard
   (as from December)

2007 P. Assirvaden K. Guptar G.Hébrard
   (up to 20 November) 

2008 P. Assirvaden C. Dabeedin  G.Hébrard
   (as from November) 

2009 P. Assirvaden C. Dabeedin G.Hébrard

2010 P. Assirvaden (up to April) C. Dabeedin  G.Hébrard
   (up to November)     

2011 B. Narroo (as from October) S.K. Thannoo  G.Hébrard
   (as from October) 

2012   B. Narroo S.K. Thannoo G.Hébrard

2013 B. Narroo S.K. Thannoo G.Hébrard
    (up to June)  

2014 B. Narroo S.K. Thannoo H. Fakim
    (As from May)

    P. Sembhoo
    (As from May)

2015 M. Naidoo G.Hébrard H. Fakim
  (As from April) (As from April)



1 Histoire de la ville de 
Curepipe, Port-Louis: Esclapon, 
1957, p. 85.
2 Curepipe had electricity in 
the same year as Paris and 
New York.
3 Ibid., p. 111.
4 Ibid., p. 111.The Dawn of elecTrificaTion in MauriTius

(1880s–1952)

Chapter 1

Tamarind Falls Dam

Original painting by Sylvio de Lapeyere, 50x75 cm
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1  Histoire de la ville de
 Curepipe, Port-Louis: 
 Esclapon, 1957, p. 85.
2 Curepipe had electricity  
 in the same year as Paris  
 and New York.
3  Ibid., p. 111.

1. BEFORE THE C.E.B.

1.1 The town of Curepipe was provided with electricity from gas 

as early as 1865. The streets were later lit up on 28 December 

1881. At the time, the number of inhabitants stood at 10,000; 

some of them would have attended the Casino Ball of 2 Decem-

ber 1881, in a large meeting room measuring 80 feet long by 30 

feet wide. Giblot Ducray described the Casino Ball as follows:

“The great attraction of the evening will be the ballroom lit up through electricity...” 1 

From that moment on, there was rapid progress in lighting up the streets in 1893 and much 

earlier than those of Port Louis.2

Moreover, Curepipe reaped the benefits of the talent of the Mallac Brothers (Adrien and 

Louis) who set up a small plant, driven by steam, to generate energy on a plot of land which 

belonged to Mr. Salaffa, in Royal Road.3

“The great attraction of the evening will be the ballroom lit 

up through electricity ... ”

chapter 1
 
the Dawn of Electrification  
in Mauritius (1880s–1952)

Town Hall Curepipe, 1890

Mr. Giblot Ducray
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In 1889, the same innovators founded, in Ritter Street, an “usine fonctionnant avec des  

moteurs à rotation rapide, accouplés directement sur dynamos.” 4 Thus, residences in Curepipe 

were lit up by electricity for the first time on 5 October 1889. Alas, this experiment proved to 

be very costly for the Mallac Brothers who had to resort to a Belleville steam generator, so 

much so that they sold out to Goudin, Coutanceau and Co. in 1892. The latter endeavoured 

to cut the costs of producing electricity by using gas, an experiment that failed to provide the 

positive results expected.

In the meantime, Port Louis was forging ahead, with the Theatre being lit up for the first 

time in 1884. The following year (1885), the Civil Hospital benefited from electricity. It is also 

worth-noting that the streets of Curepipe and Port Louis were switched on to electricity long 

before London which depended on gas lamps until well into the twentieth century. The Board 

of Curepipe provided lamps (of 10 watts) for the modest sum of Rs 66 per year.5

Subsequently, in 1902, Messrs. Sylvio Fanucci and Pierre Adam acquired the Mallac Brothers’ 

factory that was not sufficiently economical. At the same time, Tamarind Falls, where a 

small power station had been operating up to 1885, were bought by the Fanucci and Adam  

Company, together with 350 arpents at Sept Cascades and the neighbouring area, which had 

Place d’Armes Port Louis, 1900 Port Louis, Theatre, 1909

Sir John Pope Hennessy, 

Governor 1883–1889, 

(when Port Louis was 

first lit up), his wife 

and son. Courtesy of 

the Bodleian Library, 

Oxford, MSS, Brit. Emp. 

S.409

4  Ibid., p. 111. 
5  Ibid., p. 112.

Chaper 1 – The Dawn of Electrification in Mauritius (1880s – 1952)

Tamarind Falls Power Station
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6  R. Rivaltz Chevreau de 
 Montléhu, Les Centrales
 Hydro-Électriques à l’Ile
 Maurice, in Proceedings of
 the Royal Society of Arts and
 Sciences in Mauritius, vol. VII
 (2004) p. 24.
7  Ibid., p. 24.
8  Mauritius Illustrated, ed.
 Allister Macmillan, London:
 Les Éditions du Pacifique,
 1914, p. 420.
9  Chevreau, op.cit., p. 24: 
 “A long and painful job
 undertaken in the rain and in
 the mud […] men carried
 sacks of macadams, sand and
 cement on their heads” – my
 translation.
10 Mauritius Illustrated, p. 420.
11 Ibid., p. 420.
12 Chevreau, op.cit., 
 p. 24 – my translation.
13  Port-Louis: Diocese of Port  
 Louis, 1996, p. 103.

belonged to Honourable George Robinson.6 The combined waters of Rivière des Aigrettes and 

of the Tamarind River were used to generate energy at Tamarind Falls Power Station from 1902 

onwards.7 This station was the work of Aristide Régnard. In December 1903, Fanucci and Adam 

Company founded the General Electric Supply Company of Mauritius (G.E.S.) that provided  

electricity to Curepipe, Vacoas, Phoenix and Quartier Militaire.8 These activities were to  

continue until 1956, when the C.E.B. acquired the holdings of the G.E.S. The first turbine,  

installed in 1903, had a capacity of 250 kW, and the conditions in which it was set up were  

extremely difficult. According to Chevreau, there was no access road at the time, and the  

equipment had to be transported along a winding path on the edge of the Gorges.9 In 1914, 

the Mauritius Illustrated summed up the Hydro-Electricity available from this station as follows:

The fall of water at Tamarind is about 960 feet – the highest in Mauritius, and the power  

available is 1,500 kilowatts, of which only 250 kilowatts are used during the night.In connection 

with the falls, the Company has built two dams, one on the Aigrettes River and the other on the 

Tamarind River.10 

The equipment used in 1914 consisted of a Voith turbine, with a speed of 500 rotations per 

minute; an A.E.G. generator of 6,600 volts (50 periods); a Escher Wyss turbine (750 rotations 

per minute) and a generator Westinghouse of 6,600 volts (50 periods).11 The C.E.B. justifiably 

celebrated the centenary of this station in 2003 which, according to Chevreau, represented 

“such an important stage in the country’s development.” 12 

1.2 THE RÉDuIT POWER STATION

In his Histoire de la colonie Isle de France – Ile Maurice, the late Amédée Nagapen has  

noted the innovative spirit of the Atchia Brothers that led to the foundation, in 1890, of the 

Mauritius Hydro-Electric Co. in Rose Hill.13 In her study of Rose Hill, the late Lilian Berthelot 

also provides a number of details on the lighting up of the town: the power station at Réduit 

was under the supervision of M. Hossen Ibrahim Atchia.14 Chevreau adds that “this small  

power station, built at the beginning of the last century, was last renovated in 1984, and its  
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15  Chevreau, op.cit., p. 28.
16 M. Mamet, Mémoires d’un  
 temps passé, Curepipe:  
 MBC, 1988, p. 7.

capacity increased to 1,2 MW.” 15 In her narrative, Magda Mamet reviews succinctly the  

accomplishments of Major Atchia as an entrepreneur: “It is he who created the Hydro Power 

Station of Réduit, with its stone building and its machinery set up deep in enormous rocks; the 

flying gangway, as we called it, connected the two banks above a wide river. ”16

1.3 Amode IbrAhIm AtchIA (AlIAs MAJOr, 1868–1947): 

The Réduit Power Station built in 1901

In collaboration with his three brothers, Mamode Ibrahim (who sat on the Board of  

Beau Bassin/Rose Hill from 1901, for several years), Hossen Ibrahim and Suleyman Ibrahim, 

the Major formed A.I. Atchia Bros. Ltd. which owned the Sugar Estate, L’Industrie, between 

Amode Ibrahim Atchia, photograph at réduit Station Inception of Réduit Power Station, 1900

Chaper 1 – The Dawn of Electrification in Mauritius (1880s – 1952)

réduit Power Station
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Montagne Longue and Crève-Coeur (1910–1921). They were also the proprietors of l’Amitié or 

Grand’Garde in 1916.17

The initials A.I.A., according to Cader Kalla, “can be seen today on the part of the concrete steps 

leading to the Hydro-Electricity power plant of Réduit, the achievement for which the Major is 

nationally famous.” 18 

In his informative writings in l’Express, Chit Dukhira has underlined the invaluable contribu-

tion made by Major Atchia to Hydro-Electricity in Mauritius as follows:

Major attracted general attention, if not admiration, when he set up at Réduit, his hydro-electric 

plant. It supplied energy to the inhabitants of Rose-Hill, Beau-Bassin, Quatre-Bornes and Moka, 

besides installing a telepheric for crossing the river. He then created, along with his brothers, 

 the Mauritius Hydro Electric Company of which he became the Engineer. The government 

subsequently took over its control. The Atchia Family also set up a central hydro-electric 

plant for the benefit of the inhabitants of Mahébourg, Rose-Belle and other neighbouring  

villages.19

In effect, in addition to the Réduit Power Station, the Atchia Brothers were to lend a hand in 

setting up a Power Station at Cascade Cécile (near Surinam).

Conceived in the 1890s, the Réduit Hydro Electric Power Station was brought into operation 

in 1901. It is known that the plans and technical drawings were the work of Mr. Gustave de 

Coriolis, born on 20 August 1856 in Port Louis, who died in Paris on 9 December 1928. Coriolis 

worked in collaboration with Amode Ibrahim Atchia and his brothers on the planned 

Réduit Station in the 1890s. As Surveyor General, he had, of necessity, been consulted and,  

subsequently, gave strong support to the Atchia Brothers in their bid to secure a contract 

to provide electricity to Beau Bassin/Rose Hill in the 1900s. The Atchias set up the Mauritius 

Hydro Electric Company in Rose Hill in 1900, to produce electricity at Réduit, using the  

waters of Terre Rouge River and Cascade River. In his manuscript notes on the early history of  

electricity, Vigier de la Tour refers to an incident in the course of a reception at the Réduit 

Station, when stones rolled down onto the station, causing great panic among the guests.  

He adds that this resulted in engineers digging a cave into the side of the hill to house the 

generator.20 In 1882, the Electricity Lighting Act paved the way for the Atchias’ pioneering 

work, whilst in 1889, the Supreme Court authorised them to erect a dam across the Réduit 

River. The first Electricity Ordinance was promulgated in 1902.

The essential preparations for the Réduit Power Station lasted from 1899 to 1900, and a fairly 

rudimentary Hydro Power Station started functioning in 1901, with a hydraulic turbine of 40 

kW housed in a rock cavern, below the present dam. Relics of the original turbine can be still 

seen nowadays in the Réduit Station. It was only in 1906 that the turbine began to work to 

its full potential, with electricity at 60 cycles per second, five years after the Hydro Power  

Station had started operating; it produced enough electricity for the town of Beau Bassin/

Rose Hill, essentially for lighting. According to existing notes found at the C.E.B., the  

“transmission system in 1906 was single-phased.” 21
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In his reminiscences of the accomplishments of Major Atchia, Cader Kalla stressed the  

difficulties encountered at Réduit and, hence, the immense credit due to the innovator, as  

follows:

His most single work is no doubt the Réduit Hydropower Station in 1901. He tamed the River  

Cascade at Réduit Waterfall to provide water for the electric power plant. With the help of his 

young brother, Hossen, and local engineers, he installed the turbine and other items in the plant 

which he caused to be built. There is no need for us to underscore the problems encountered  

during the construction of this plant.22

Indeed, when one embarks on a descent to the station along the original 200 steps, one  

cannot fail to become aware of the physical obstacles that faced its founders. The original 

plant was encased in a rock cavern where stands the portrait of the Major, with the date 1906. 

Chaper 1 – The Dawn of Electrification in Mauritius (1880s – 1952)
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Much later, in 1930, A. I. Atchia and his brother, Engineer Hossen Ibrahim Atchia, had a  

gangway téléphérique built, which used a single cable, to facilitate the descent of equipment to 

the station. This mechanism was to be renovated and consolidated by the C.E.B. in 1984; it is 

still functional today and is admired by all who gain access to the station, with the permission 

of the C.E.B. The two banks of the river were, at one time, the preferred spot for walkers who 

never failed to observe what Mauritian-born writer, Magda Mamet, named the passerelle  

volante.23 

Rivaltz Chevreau draws a parallel, in his notes, between the arduous task of erecting stations 

at both Tamarind Falls and at Réduit: “One cannot fail, during a visit to the sites, to realise, even 

today, how much effort, endurance and patience, was required to achieve all this.” 24

Thanks to the Atchias’ pioneering spirit, the town of Beau Bassin/Rose Hill was lit up, including 

the Major’s own home at the corner of Sir Virgile Naz and Vandermeersch Streets. The 

State House was, soon after, provided with electricity during Sir Charles Bruce’s term of  

office (1897–1902).25 The Major did not stop at this but proceeded to supply electricity to the 

South, with the construction of a Hydro Power Station at Cascade Cécile, near Surinam; the  

original station (310 kW) was alas completely destroyed by cyclones Alix and Carol (1960) and,  

subsequently, replaced by a new one-MW station, downstream from the previous station, on 

the Savanne River. It was inaugurated by Governor Sir John Shaw Rennie on 26 September 

1963.26 Moreover, long before, Amode and Mamode Atchia had founded the Electric Power 

Generation Company that was renamed the Grand Port Electricity Supply Ltd. in 1926, by  

virtue of Proclamation No. 40..27

In 1930, renovation and consolidation works proved necessary at Réduit Hydro Power  

 Station; it was then that the small dam upstream from the station required strengthening 

and was replaced by a new one. Some appurtenances and structures are still in place today 

and bear the date 1930, along with an inscription of the names of the chief shareholders of 

the Mauritius Hydro Electric Company:

Gangway/téléphérique at réduit Power Station

Chaper 1 – The Dawn of Electrification in Mauritius (1880s – 1952)
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“Sous le patronage et la direction de M. M.: John Cowin; E. Desvaux de Marigny; E. rochery 

de Marcenay; Adrien Dalais; Jules Leclézio; Pierre Montocchio; Edouard Piat, Secrétaire; par 

Adolphe Le Tellier d’Orvilliers … Hydro Electric a pris sa grande extension [sic], 1916–1928”.

By that time, the three Atchia Brothers, Mamode, Hossen and Suleyman, had sold their shares 

in the above-mentioned company to the persons listed; not so the Major who preserved his 

interests. Another inscription at the dam recalls the history of the original Réduit Station: 

“Mauritius Hydro Electric, erected in 1900-April 1906, by Hossen Ibrahim Atchia, Electrical  

Engineer.” This indicates clearly that if the driving force had been A.I.A., the technical  

expert on the project, from the start, was Hossen Ibrahim. On the steps that now lead down 

to the station is inscribed the following: “1930. A.I.A. Hydro Electric, Rose Hill.” Inside the 

modest, but historic, edifice that houses the Réduit Station, one finds cement panels, built 

by the Atchia Factory in Rose Hill, that bear the date 1935, as well as a star; it may point to 

the fact that solid renovation works were undertaken by the firm at, or around, that date. The 

same cement factory had provided materials to erect a number of residences in Beau Bassin/

Rose Hill after the destructive cyclone of 1892.

1.4 BEAu BASSIN/ROSE HILL PROvIDED WITH ELECTRICITY28

Port Louis had been gas-lit as early as 1860–1870 by the Mauritius Gas Co. Ltd.29 Many more 

streets of the capital were lit up with electricity much later in 1909, after several streets of 

Curepipe (including Lees Street) had been lit up in 1893.
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As for Beau Bassin/Rose Hill, thanks to the pioneering work of the Atchia Brothers, especially 

following the nomination of Mamode Ibrahim Atchia to the Board in 1899, electrification was 

to follow closely behind Port Louis. As early as 1898, the Board of Beau Bassin/Rose Hill took 

cognizance of a report by the Surveyor General (Gustave de Coriolis),30 regarding electricity 

for the town (8 August 1899).31 On 28 August 1899, the Board, on the advice of the Surveyor 

General, decided to grant a privilege to the Atchia Brothers for fifteen years, relating to the 

lighting up of the town.32 By 1901, the Company had erected 111 supports for electric wires, 56 

in Rose Hill and 55 in Beau Bassin.33 In 1903, the Board resolved to spend the tidy sum of Rs 

1,357 on electricity for the streets.34 The previous year (1902), in order to mark the coronation, 

festivities were organised and lit up until midnight, as well as the station, the building where 

the Board met and the public fountains. Fireworks were also set up opposite the Board’s  

venue.35 From then on, the Atchias played a vital role in electricity being provided to the town. 

In 1928, the minutes of the Board indicate an increasing demand for electricity by residents; 

a new contract with the Mauritius Hydro Electric Company of the Atchias was granted for the 

period 1908 to 1928.36

Enjoying the monopoly of supplying electricity, the Mauritius Hydro Electric Company serviced 

Beau Bassin/Rose Hill, Phoenix, Quatre Bornes and Mangalkhan. 

The Company was exempted from Ordinance No. 18 of 1902, aimed at regulating “the  

employment of Electricity for the purposes of electric lighting and Power generally (26 September, 

1902)”. This Ordinance stated explicitly:

Chaper 1 – The Dawn of Electrification in Mauritius (1880s – 1952)

Le Plaza, rose Hill, 1950
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That the contract entered into between the Government and Messrs. A. I. Atchia Brothers, on 

the 23rd December 1899, be exempted from the operation of this Ordinance and Regulations 

made thereafter, other than falling under categories (a) and (b) mentioned in the first paragraph 

of this Article.37

A specific contract existed between residents of the above-mentioned towns and villages and 

the Mauritius Hydro Electric Company, which included “Rules, conditions of subscriptions for 

lighting…”, to be found in 28 Articles in the Minutes of the Board of Beau Bassin/Rose Hill of 

13 June 1917.38 In 1918, the Government School (Rue Moka), Bon Secours School (Edward VII 

Street), École des Frères (Lourdes Street) were lit up.39 The Meter System was introduced by 

the Mauritius Hydro Electric Company in 1934.40 
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Le Mauricien, 1952

railway Bridge at réduit

1.5. RÉDuIT HYDRO POWER STATION SINCE 1935

It is worth noting that up to 1936, the single 40 kW turbine, installed in 1906, and a  

single-phased system of 60 Hertz, were catering for the needs of Lower Plaines Wilhems in 

electric energy. By 1936, the street-lights, placed in the middle, had been moved to the edge 

of the roads in Beau Bassin/Rose Hill.41 At the beginning of World War II, the Chairman of the 

Electricity and Telephones Company, asked for lamp-shades to be placed on street-lights so 

that they would not be visible from above, in case of an air attack.42 Moreover, in 1936, metres 

were installed in customers’ homes.

The Mauritius Hydro Electric Company had its headquarters at the corner of Vandermeersch 

and Royal Streets, Rose Hill. It was a wooden structure on a site where stand the present 

C.E.B. offices. Later, Major Atchia had a concrete building erected next to it. In 1936, the 

Réduit Station’s capacity was increased when two 150 kW and one 300 kW turbines were 

installed. Three-phase alternators, much more economical, were added, operating at 6.6 kV, 

and the entire system was thus modernised. Perhaps it was, at that time, that the cement 
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panels, bearing a star (see above), were placed within the station. The said turbines were to 

serve the Station well, until 1955 and beyond.43

On 6 October 1952, the Mauritius Hydro Electric Company Ltd. submitted to the Board of 

the C.E.B. an application for the sale of its assets to the General Electric Supply Company of  

Mauritius (G.E.S.), founded by Messrs. Fanucci and Adam in 1903. This request was granted, 

and 1952 saw the end of operations under the aegis of the Mauritius Hydro Electric Company 

Ltd. at the Réduit Hydro Power Station. Its production was, at that time, of the order of 3.4 

GWh annually, while its production capacity was 600 kW. According to Rivaltz Chevreau, the 

Réduit Station was operating with the flow because of the lack of a large volume of water 

and on account of the low capacity of its reservoir.44 In 1955, access to the station was still 

by way of the steep steps, as they exist today behind the engineers’ offices, or the security 

guards’. The original pipeline, Chevreau tells us, was made of riveted iron sheets, assembled in  

sections that were plumbed and required constant checking. It appeared, from his  

observations, that the original dam, built by Major Atchia, had been made of wood and that, 

over the years, it had been rebuilt on several occasions, between 1935 and 1984. 1952 was the 

last year of Réduit Station being managed by the Mauritius Hydro. The dam capacity at Réduit 

Station was increased by raising it by three feet in 1974, at which time the relevant area was 

enlarged. According to L’Express of 8 January 1975, the total cost of refurbishing and upgrading 

 the new station was Rs 1,500,000. In theory, the electricity production was expected to rise 

from 2 million to 5 million units per annum.
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When Mr. Rivaltz Chevreau was Engineer-in-charge (1955–1957), two employees went down 

to the station to complete shifts of 8 hours; they were responsible for starting the turbines and 

checking the control panels.The despatch orders, in 1955, came directly from the Curepipe 

Head Office.

The cable way was used to lower equipment vital for repairs and construction works. The 

Francis turbines (from the U.K.) were replaced in 1984, when three turbines made way for 

a single 1.2 MW turbine, under the supervision of Engineer Jean Lassémillante, Messrs.  

Alexander Gibbs and Partners, Mauritius, were responsible for the complete reconstruction 

of the dam.45
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Engine room at réduit Power Station

The new Francis turbine, installed in 1984, had a capacity of 1,200 kW and was bought from 

the Société Dumont de France;46 it is still operating well to-date.

More recently, in 2002, the Réduit Power Station was fully automated by a P.L.C. System 

which enables the Unit to operate on its own. From the time that the new (1984) turbine 

became operational until November 2009, it had clocked 100,000 hours of service and had 

generated about 62 million kWh.

1.6. TAMARIND FALLS
As early as 1903, the General Electric Supply Company of Mauritius (G.E.S. Co.) was founded by 

Messrs. Sylvio Fanucci and Pierre Adam who acquired 350 arpents of land around Tamarind 

Falls.47 By 1914, the G.E.S. was providing electricity to Curepipe, Vacoas, including the  

military camp, and parts of Phoenix and Quartier Militaire. The Company’s Manager, from its 

inception until May 1913, was Mr. J.E. Tarby who left Mauritius for the U.K. in that year. His 

successor was Mr. Dermine, one of the Chief Engineers of the Société Gramme of Paris.48 In 

1914, Mauritius Illustrated reported that G.E.S. Co. “had been authorised by the Government 

to extend its operations for financial motives, as well as illuminating power to Port Louis.” 49  
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The Company was also expected, then, to: 

Extend its services to sugar and aloe factories and workshops along the lines of its connections. 

The Company is also studying the question of introducing electric tramways to connect Curepipe, 

Mangalkhan and Vacoas.50

The original capacity was around 0.6 MW which was increased progressively over the  

decades. According to the same source, the Tamarind Falls Station stood at 960 feet high and 

produced 1,500 kW, of which only 250 kW were used at night in 1914. Two dams had been 

built by 1914, one on Rivière des Aigrettes, the other on Tamarind River which was diverted 

into the former by a trench 1,000 feet long. From Rivière des Aigrettes, a canal 3,000-feet 

long took the water to a pipeline 2,800-feet long, composed of steel pipes, “24 by 22 by 20 

½ inches, supplied by Messrs. Stewarts, Lloyd and Co. of Glasgow and fitted with air-valves.” 51

Tamarind Falls Power Station

Sept Cascades
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In the power-house, the electric equipment consisted of one Voith high-pressure turbine, 

turning at 500 revolutions per minute, coupled with a three-phase 250-kW A.E.G. generator – 

at 6,600 volts, 50 periods; together with one Escher Wyss high-pressure turbine, 750 revolutions 

per minute, direct coupled with a three-phase 300-kW Westinghouse generator – one Westing-

house switchboard with the necessary instruments; one set of liquid lightening arrestors; and 

there [was] spare room for two more turbo-generators.52

Despite the existing and impressive equipment, the G.E.S. Co. planned to increase the plant’s 

potential by acquiring, first a 500-kW – and, subsequently, a 750-kW turbo-generator. The 

Company provided Curepipe, five miles away, with current through overhead wires, and, 

then, Phoenix and Vacoas, four miles distant.53 G.E.S. was making provision in 1914 to run a 

direct power line to Port Louis,54 covering a distance of 20 miles. 

Mauritius Illustrated provided details of the Company’s revenue for the years 1904–1912, 

which stood at Rs 102,914.56.The names of members of the Board of Directors are also listed: 

Messrs. Maurice P. Pitot, Chairman; Pierre Adam; Ivanoff Desvaux; H. Fraise; Tristan Mallac 

and Aristide Rey. The Secretary of the Board is named as Mr. Adrien de Spéville.55

Tamarind Falls, with a head drop of 298 metres, figure on two stamps, representing two  

monarchs, King George V (4 cents) and Queen Elizabeth II (10 cents), with the mention  

Mauritius.56 On the occasion of the Centenary of Tamarind Falls Hydro Power Station in  

September 2003, the then Chairman, Professor Swalay Kasenally, unveiled new strategic plans 

for a continued partnership of the C.E.B. with private companies. The then Production Manager, 

Mr. Gérard Hébrard, paid homage to the immense contribution made by Tamarind Falls Station 

to electricity production in Mauritius. He stressed the courageous role of the early employees who 

had acted as pioneers by building this station “on a site, to which gaining access was so difficult, in 

trying circumstances.” 57 The station had been inaugurated on 1 September 1903.

Magenta Power Station

Mauritian Stamps 

depicting Tamarind Falls
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Indeed, in 1954, Tamarind Falls produced almost all the electricity consumed in Mauritius, 

drawing water from not less than seven streams/rivers, namely: Aigrettes, Bambous,  

Tamarind, Ruisseau Dimanche, Comerage, Cresson and Bigaignon. In 1903, the station had 

been established with a 250-kW turbine. By 1954, the power-house comprised three new 

turbines, namely, two 2-MW Turgo wheel (Gilbert Gilkes) installed in 1945–1946, with two 

English Electric alternators and a Mather and Platt 3-MW alternator, coupled with a Turgo 

turbine of a higher rating. Thus, the total capacity was 8-MW in 1953. A Pelton turbine was 

finally added in 1987, with an alternator of 4,156 kW.58 According to ageing witnesses, in the 

old days, anyone wishing to visit the Tamarind Falls Hydro Power Station had to be carried by 

porters on their backs, since using the winch was such a frightening experience.

In the 1960s, Tamarind Falls Station’s tailrace was fed into Magenta Power Station, where the 

head drop is about 46 metres. The water, coming out of the Magenta Power Station, is then used 

for irrigation on the West Coast.59 

By virtue of Ordinance 79 of 1952, the C.E.B. was founded at a time when two private  

companies ran the Réduit Station Mauritius Hydro Electric Co., the Cascade Cécile (Darné  

family), and the Tamarind Falls Power Station.

1.7. GrAnd-Port electrIcAl suPPly

Cascade Cécile Power Station Cascade Cécile Dam

In addition to the Réduit Hydro Electric Station, another station was engineered by the  

Mauritius Hydro Electric Co. located in Mahébourg in 1923. Six years later, Messrs. Essack  

Esmaël Patel, Yacoob Ramjan and Achmed Ebrahim bought the Company for Rs 110,000. Of 

these, Rs 20,000 were paid in cash, and the balance was remitted over five years. 

The change of ownership resulted in a change of name, to Electric Generating Power Ltd. 

Moreover, the distribution network was reconstructed and the initial low voltage was raised 

from 110 Volts DC to 230 Volts AC, and all electric bulbs were replaced by the new Company. 

The hours of supply were extended through the night from 5 p.m. to 8 a.m. In 1937, as a  

result of the ever-increasing demand, the need was felt for a more powerful generating plant.  

Mr. Yacoob Ramjan, at around the same time, sold his shares to Messrs. Barbès, Pougnet 

et al who were inclined to invest more funds in the electrification of the South. However,  

Mr. E.E. Patel remained as Manager, and Mr. André Darné proved to be a dynamic Director 

in the 1940s.
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Engine room at Cascade Cécile Power Station

1.8. CASCADE CÉCILE HYDRO POWER STATION
Drawing water from the River Savanne, the old Cascade Cécile was pioneered by the  

Mauritius Hydro Electric Co., with an initial capacity of 125 kW, which was increased to 310 kW. 

Work started in 1938 on a 8-foot dam, as well as on a feeder canal, with a surge pond at its 

end.The initial building, made of corrugated iron sheets, was thirty-foot deep and fifty-foot 

wide and was driven (half-deep) into the rocks; it sheltered all the machinery.

In 1960, the Station was virtually destroyed by Cyclones Alix (19 January) and Carol  

(28 February). A decision was taken by the C.E.B. which, by then, had taken over from the  

Mauritius Hydro Electric Company Ltd. to re-design and re-site the station lower down the 

Savanne River, and to increase its capacity to 1MW, as well as its potential output from 0.8 to 

4GWh annually. 

Thus, not only was the C.E.B.’s output consolidated, but in 1961, and in the following years, 

the network was extended.

The new Cascade Cécile Station (1MW) was inaugurated on 26 September 1963 by Governor 

Sir John Shaw Rennie.60 The Power Station was completely automated by the C.E.B. in 2006.

1.9. 1946–1952 

Before commenting, in the next chapter, on the arrival on the scene of the C.E.B. on 8 

December 1952, it has seemed to us fitting to pay tribute to such Electricity Pioneers and 

Entrepreneurs as the Atchia and Mallac Brothers and Sylvio Fanucci, as indeed we have 

done above.Sir Isaac Newton was once praised for his achievements and replied that he 

had only seen a little further because he had stood on the shoulders of giants; such was the 

contribution of the early pioneers of Electricity until 1946. 
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Port Louis, 1946

C.E.B. building under construction in Curepipe. Courtesy of Tristan Bréville – Musée de la Photographie

However, World War II had a negative impact on the infrastructures of Mauritius, and its 

electricity undertakings, in 1946, were in a generally run-down state. Much depended on 

the General Electric Supply Company; Port Louis and Rose Hill, in particular, relied heavily 

for their energy on its organisation. 

A power shortage in 1947 brought home to the population the reality of the fragile undertakings 

of Mauritius. It became clear that, in the long term, existing Hydro facilities would not meet an 

ever-increasing demand. Aware of the importance of electricity, the Government decided to 

call on the services of Consultants to investigate the electricity system in Mauritius and report 

back.

In 1948, the output of electric current from all sources, administered by the Department 

of Electricity and Telephones, was 15.6 GWh, and some 12.5 GWh were supplied by the 

Tamarind Falls Hydro Electric Power Station, the rest coming from the Power Stations of 

the Mauritius Hydro Electric Company and the Electric Generating Power Company Ltd. Only 

Tamarind Falls Station was capable of economic development. 

Even though an extension of the latter’s capacities was envisaged, it was manifest that this 

would not solve the long-term problem of rising demand. It, therefore, became imperative 

to locate and develop new sources of Hydro Electric Power. In the event of these not being  

economical nor sufficient, Government foresaw the need to install new Thermal Power  

Stations. Such was the conclusion of the Brazell Report of 1949, as explained Chapter 2. 

It is also interesting to note that Governor Sir Bede Clifford (Governor from 1937 until 1941) 

had himself published a work on Electricity on the island.61 This suggested several potential 

Hydro Schemes, including the Eau Bleue project, which was indeed to be recommended by 

the Brazell Report of 1949.
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2. the FoundInG oF the c.e.b. (1952)

2.1. In keeping with the Central Electricity Board Ordinance, passed by the Legislative Council 

 in 1952 (No. 79), the Organisation was constituted. In 1948, the Government had requested 

 that the Colonial Office set up an investigation into the electricity services in the Colony 

“with a view to preparing a Report and making recommendations for improvement and  

development.” 1 As a result, the firm of Messrs. Preece, Cardew and Rider, Consultants to the 

Crown Agents, was appointed to carry out this task. One of their Senior Partners, Mr. Brazell, 

travelled to Mauritius early in 1949 and produced a Report on 30 June, which was published 

in February 1950 as the Brazell Report. Section 10 of the said Report recommended that “the 

development of the electricity services in the Colony should be entrusted to the care of a Board to 

be appointed by the Governor.” 2 The powers of the Board were, amongst others:

1.  to borrow money […] for the purpose of acquiring existing undertakings as necessary  

 or expedient, for the construction of new works, and for working capital;

2.  to appoint a General Manager as its Chief Executive;

“In the meantime, a private house was secured in Pope  

Hennessy Street, Port Louis, although this was somewhat 

inadequate. The Shadow Board met for the first time on 20 

June 1952, and another seventeen times thereafter.”

chapter 2
 

the first decade (1952–1962)

First C.E.B. Headquarters, Pope Hennessy Street, Port Louis, 1952
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3.  to take over and operate the electricity undertakings managed by the Department  

 of Electricity and Telephones;

4.  to purchase and run the operations of the Electric Generating Power Company;

5.  to transmit, distribute and sell electricity to consumers throughout the island, at charges

 that would be sufficient to cover working expenses and capital charges.

Accordingly, pending the passage of the Bill through the Legislative Council, in May 1952, a 

Shadow Board was appointed, with 5 members (Mr. A. R. Adam as Chairman; Messrs. D. Kain, 

Acting Financial Secretary; J. Newlands, Development Commissioner; G. Taylor and J.W.  

Larché). This Board was entrusted with the responsibility of: 

a) “entering into consultation with the Electricity and Telephones Department with a view 

to setting up an organization which would be in a position to take over the functions of that 

Department, in so far as public electricity supply was concerned;” b) dealing with problems in 

connection with the Electric Generating Power Company which had expressed its wish not to 

renew its licence; c) finding appropriate offices for the new Electricity Board.3 On this last 

count, it was resolved that a disused building at La Poudrière Street, Port Louis, would be 

renovated to house the Board’s staff.

Staff and Manual Workers in the yard of Headquarters, Pope Hennessy Street, Port Louis, 8 Dec. 1952

In the meantime, a private house was secured in Pope Hennessy Street, Port Louis, although 

this was somewhat inadequate. The Shadow Board met for the first time on 20 June 1952, 

and another seventeen times thereafter.4

One of the first decisions taken by the Shadow Board was to advertise the post of General 

Manager. On its first meeting, it also set about organizing its staff, most of whom were 

inherited from the technical side of the Electricity and Telephones Department. 

The General Manager was, in point of fact, not appointed until 12 August 1953 (Mr. A.N. Bott, 

M.I.E.E., F.R.S.A.). He arrived in Mauritius on 15 August 1953. Although the C.E.B. Ordinance 

(Section 16) made provision for an Electricity Advisory Committee of 12 members, this was 

Chaper 2 – The first decade 1952–1962
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deemed to be neither useful nor appropriate at such an early stage.5 There was much work to 

be done by the Shadow Board: the setting up of the Organisation; the transfer of functions 

from the Electricity and Telephones Department; and taking over the undertaking owned by 

the Electric Generating Power Company, as recommended by the Brazell Report.6

Staff and Members of 8 Dec. 1952:

3rd row standing from left to right: G. Ramasawmy, B. Hossanee, Miss. A. Jean-Louis, R. Blin, C. Perdrau, J. Henri.  

2nd row standing from left to right: G. Mustan, B. Jagatsingh, N. Glenn, F. Rey (Secretary), R. Manton, M. Nahaboo, A.B. 

Ramjan 1st row sitting from left to right: W. Larché, G. Taylor (Member), R. Adam (Chairman), H. Hinchey (Member), R.  

Stevens (Manager)

The Government had extended the Company’s licence for one year, upon its expiry in 1949. This 

licence was further extended by another year at the request of Government, and thereafter 

until 31 January 1953. During 1952, the assets were independently valued at Rs 1,048,000.7 

Once set up, the C.E.B. offered to acquire these assets from 1 February 1953 at a price of 

Rs 1 million, although it was well aware of the fact that this undertaking might be a “serious 

handicap on the Board’s finances in the early years.” 8 This indeed proved to be a heavy liability. 

Eventually, after a process of arbitration, the figure awarded to the Electric Generating Power 

Company was Rs 1,177,000. The said Company decided to cease operations on 31 January 

1953, thus leaving the C.E.B. no option but to accept the ruling of the Board of Arbitration.

Section 5 of the C.E.B. Ordinance (No. 79) laid down clearly the establishment and functions 

of the Board which was to consist of: a Chairman; an ex-officio Member (the Hon. Financial 

Secretary of the Colony) and not less than 3, and not more that 5, other members.9 The 1953 

Annual Report of the C.E.B. lists the following members of the first Board, with the dates when 

they took office:

Mr. A.N. Bott, General 

Manager, 1953–1962

Chaper 2 – The first decade 1952–1962
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A. R. Adam – December 8, 1952; Hon. H.J. Hinchey, (ex-officio member) – December 8, 1952; 

G. Taylor 10 – December 8, 1952; J.W. Larché – December 8, 1952; R.W. Knight – April 8, 1953; 

M. Paturau – April 8, 1953.

2.2. INITIAL PROBLEMS AND DECISIONS

One of the most serious problems faced by the first Board was the generating situation. The 

output of Tamarind Falls Station, on which virtually all consumers on the island depended, fell 

well short of the country’s requirements, and any future drought would make the situation 

critical. The whole question of adding new equipment was deferred because of a lack of funds 

in 1953. A new 3,000 kW generator was finally installed at Tamarind Falls and new connections 

were allowed, but matching supply to demand remained a thorny problem. The Board looked 

forward to presenting a complete Development Programme during 1954, spread over a  

ten-year period. This scheme was expected, in 1953, to cost between Rs 30 and 40 million.11

Much progress was made, however, in 1953 in terms of activity by the C.E.B., as the total units 

sold to all consumers amounted to 28,900,000, representing an increase of 30.4% over the 

previous year. The total revenue was Rs 1,008,909 and the total surplus came to Rs 192,034. 

While the core of the staff was made up of personnel transferred from the Electricity and 

Telephones Department, 17 new employees were recruited, and Mr. F. Rey was appointed 

Secretary, with additional duties as Accountant. Moreover, Messrs. F. Vignes and R.D.  

Collen were seconded to the C.E.B. After Mr. R.T. Stevens had been Acting General Manager,  

Mr. A.N. Bott took office in August 1953. The Organisation was divided into four main  

divisions: a) Secretarial and Administrative; b) Engineering; c) Accounts; d) Commercial. 

The Engineering Department would be further sub-divided into the Generation and  

Distribution Departments.12 At a Board meeting in May 1953, in the Merven family home, a 

decision was taken to build Headquarters for the Board at La Poudrière Street, Port Louis. The 

C.E.B. moved in on 1 February 1954.

Mr. A.r. Adam Mr. G. Taylor

Le Mauricien, 

23 January 1952
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Much of the early work, from 1953 to 1956, in terms of generation, distribution and transmission, 

can best be described as a holding operation and applying first-aid measures to existing  

undertakings. It soon emerged in 1953 that no development construction programme,  

worthy of its name, would be possible, firstly on account of the fixed number of millions  

allotted to the C.E.B. by the Government in 1952, and then because much of the initial budget 

would be taken up by the consolidation of the system inherited from the precursors of the 

C.E.B. However, some steps were taken in the right direction.

2.3. 1953–1954: 
Developments, St. Louis at Plaine Lauzun

After negotiations had been completed with the Electric Generating Power Company in 1953, 

the Board moved into its new offices at La Poudrière Street; the additional space was most 

welcome to the staff. A site at Plaine Lauzun on the western outskirts of Port Louis was  

selected for a new plant.

Since sea-water cooling was not available, cooling ponds had to be incorporated. The Board 

called upon Messrs. Boullé, Lagesse, Schaub for help as architects, and tenders were soon 

issued, with the civil works being finally entrusted to the Building and Engineering Company, 

Mauritius. The construction works commenced in May 1954, and the contractor was asked 

to work day and night, in view of the urgent need to meet demand for electricity. The roof of 

the station, which consisted of a concrete arched vault, was the first of its kind in Mauritius; 

it was to prove vital during the fierce cyclones of 1960. Enough progress had been made for 

engine erection to begin in October 1954; a ceremony was performed by Mr. A. R. Adam, 

C.E.B. Chairman, to start up the first diesel generating set on 24 December 1954. With the 

installation of Set No. 2, the St. Louis Station was officially inaugurated by Governor Sir  

Hilary Rudolph Robert Blood on 26 October 1955. It had taken a mere 30 weeks to complete. 

A double circuit of 6,600 kV lines was erected between St. Louis and Bell Village; its capacity 

was 7,000 kW, and the site was laid in such a way as to allow for a further 8 sets that would 

increase the capacity to 20,000 kW, in stages, in the future.

In 1954, the “Board’s policy was to develop all available Hydro Power to the economic limit in 

relation to thermal generating costs.” 13

La Poudrière Street Headquarters, 1953 Plaine Lauzun Engineering Building, 1953
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The building of St. Louis Station, in 1954, was the only way of closing the generation gap, but 

the Board was well aware of the high costs of using fuel, and of the fact that generation costs 

would be higher. However, the low seasonable rainfall (December to July) posed considerable 

problems for Hydro Power. Moreover, although Hydro Schemes required large capital, 

the C.E.B. resolved to press ahead with Hydro Power. A complete survey of the island was  

carried out in 1954 to identify possible Hydro sites. For the time being, only one scheme was 

ready for construction: Eau Bleue, at an estimated cost of Rs 4 million. First, it was postponed 

because of fears of water seepage at the reservoir. But with a Colonial Government Welfare 

Loan, the project was soon revamped, and work commenced in December 1954, in the hope 

that it would be completed within three years. 

The works consisted in the impounding of a 6 million cubic metre earth-filled dam at Eau 

Bleue, with waters from River Eau Bleue and a deviation of waters from Grand River South 

East at Pitel Bridge, through a dedicated concrete feeder canal. The associated Power Station 

at Le Val was supplied by two 915 m-long penstocks through a gross head of 183 m, powering 

two turbo turbines and corresponding generators of 2.5 MVA.

Saint-Louis Power Station, 1954

Le Val Hydro Power Station
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The whole scheme was designed and overseen by Engineer Jean Nairac of the Public Works 

Department, with C.E.B. Engineers, Robert Vigier de Latour and Rivaltz Chevreau, being  

responsible for electro-mechanical works. It came into operation in 1961 and was formally 

inaugurated by Governor Sir Colville Montgomery Deverell on 24 January 1962.

Although in 1954, 1,607,890 units (by Thermal plants) had been generated and 27,123,740 units 

sold, this represented a decrease of 6.1% with respect to 1953. The total of units generated 

was 27,123,740, but nearly six million units were lost in transmission. A drop in the number 

 of consumers (29,695 in 1954 as against 31,050 in 1953) and a surplus of only Rs 59,563  

represented a risky situation for the C.E.B. Moreover, there was a serious shortage of power, 

due to a lack of water at Tamarind Falls. Electricity was curtailed from 1 May 1954 (in fact, no 

power was supplied at all from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.), and in spite of heavy rains, brought on by 

a cyclone, some restrictions were enforced from 6 October to 15 December, the worst being 

only twelve and a half hours of supply out of twenty-four.14 Virtually, the whole supply of the 

island depended on Tamarind Falls Station, before St. Louis Station was commissioned.

The C.E.B. resolved, therefore, to draw up a Development Programme that would take it up 

to 1960. This was submitted to Government in 1954 and received a mixed reception; some 

Members felt that it was both too optimistic and too ambitious for Mauritius which could 

ill-afford an all-island supply. Moreover, though eventually approved, the Programme was 

conditional on funds being available. The C.E.B. also hoped to make electricity accessible to 

all villages of over 200 people, a plan which would be accomplished within ten years.

2.4. SuGAR POWER, 1957

In 1955, St. Antoine Sugar Estate made an offer to sell power to the C.E.B., despite being 

twenty miles from the nearest load centre. The Board wisely resolved that a connection had 

robert Vigier de Latour

rivaltz Chevreau
Inauguration of Eau Bleue Reservoir and Hydro Power Station, 24 January 1962
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to be established, in order to show that this was a practical solution for the future. This first 

Independent Power Producer became operational in July 1957 during the crop season. The 

Agreement with St. Antoine was that they were to supply 4 M (million) units during the 1956, 

1957 crop seasons and 2.5 million per season thereafter. Further agreements were reached 

with F.U.E.L., Savannah and Beau-Vallon, as well as Bois-Chéri, for a small Hydro plant.  

In 1958, a total of 1,400 kW were generated, but in 1959, the projected capacity of the above-

mentioned estates reached 6,000 kW.15 The total number of units imported from Sugar  

Estates in 1958 was 2,129,810, an increase of 9.6% over 1957.16 In 1959, the power imported 

from Sugar Estates increased markedly to 9.6 M units (17.1% of 55.6 M units generated).

By 1960, the C.E.B. was purchasing power from five Sugar Estates – F.U.E.L; St. Antoine;  

Savannah; Médine; Riche-en-Eau and Bois-Chéri. The import of energy had risen to 9.6 M 

units in 1959, but fell to 5.7 M in 1960. Because of the effect of Cyclones Alix (19 January 1960) 

and Carol (28 February 1960), there was a reduction of bagasses available.17 In effect, there 

was almost a 50% fall in the energy obtained from Sugar Estates; in 1960, out of 54.3 M units 

generated, 52% came from Hydro Stations, 37.6% from Thermal Stations and only 10.4% 

from Sugar Estates. The output was much better in 1961, an excellent year all round; the total 

units generated went up by 15.5%, as did energy purchased from Sugar Estates.18

2.5. humAn resources, 1952–1962

One of the main problems facing the C.E.B. from its inception in 1952 was recruiting  

suitably qualified staff and technicians. As indicated above, it was not until August 1953 

that the advertised post of General Manager was filled by Mr. A.N. Bott who was only  

confirmed in office on 31 July 1962. During the C.E.B.’s first year (1952–1953), taking over the  

undertakings owned by the Electric Generating Power Company meant also taking over their  

existing staff. By December 1953, the new C.E.B. reported having 2 Managers; 17 Clerical Staff; 4  

Technical Staff; 6 Commercial Staff; 3 Foremen; 99 Linemen; 2 Carpenters; 8 other workers.19 

The 1954 Annual Report stressed the difficulties encountered in recruiting high-profile staff and  

technicians.20

Moreover in 1961, the same message was conveyed: Fully-qualified staff had been in short 

supply since 1952, and the C.E.B. had resorted to offering two full-time scholarships.21 This 

shortage persisted throughout the first decade, despite the fact that the C.E.B.’s workforce 

was enlarged in 1956 by employees of the General Electric Supply Company. 22 A new Craft 

Apprenticeship Training Scheme was introduced to resolve the problem at lower levels, and 

during the first year, the apprentice boys were to spend three months in various Departments 

Substation 22 kV at 

Saint–Antoine Sugar 

Estate, 1957

St. Antoine Sugar Factory Mahébourg, Cavendish Boyle Bridge
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or Sections. By the end of 1958, 15 boys were employed. The number of monthly-paid staff 

had risen in the same year to 254, and the C.E.B. had 716 daily-paid staff.23 In that year, too, 

courses in First-Aid were organised and certificates awarded to 11 C.E.B. employees, whilst 

sports clubs were formed in all three districts.24 Yet, the story, overall, is one of challenges to 

be met in recruiting highly-skilled workers.

C.E.B. linemen at work
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2.6. Innovations and Developments, 1952–1962

Quite apart from St. Louis Station and the launch of the Eau Bleue Hydro Scheme, referred to 

above, other initiatives were decided upon by the Board during the first decade (1952–1962). 

Having completed negotiations with the Electric General Power Company, the C.E.B. also made 

a formal offer to purchase the assets of the General Supply Company for Rs 11,960,000.25 New 

electric plants were urgently required to answer the growing demand for energy; hence, in 

addition to the installation of Generating Sets 3 and 4 at St. Louis, which brought the capacity 

to 7,000 kW as planned, two further Hydro projects were approved in 1956: at Magenta 

and La Ferme, which were estimated to be able to generate, in future, 4.5 M and 4 M units,  

respectively. By the end of 1956, the foundations at Magenta were well advanced, and survey 

work had been carried out at La Ferme, with the aim of commissioning this new Station in 

1959.

Major steps were also taken in 1956 to provide twenty-four hour electricity to Mahébourg and 

Rose Hill.26 

Moreover, a concrete pole-making plant was completed in January 1956 and became  

operational in February, producing 1,308 poles in that year. And on the first of January 1956, 

the Board took over all consumers in the Port Louis District. Many poles produced at that 

time are still in use nowadays in the C.E.B. network islandwide.

In the following year (1957), tenders for the Power House of La Ferme Hydro Power Station, 

and its ancillary buildings, were called for, and the contract was awarded to Mr. S. Beedessy; 

by December, the concrete retaining wall of the Intake Pond for the Station had been  

completed. By the end of 1958, the tailrace channel and 60% of all pipelines had been built, 

and it was confidently predicted that La Ferme Hydro Station would be commissioned in 

April-May 1959. The inauguration, indeed, took place on 6 May 1959, and was officiated upon 

by Sir Robert Scott, K.C.M.G., Governor of Mauritius. Stage I was to generate 3 M units, whilst 

for Stage II, a study of the diversion of Trianon Irrigation Feeder (Grosse-Roche) was carried 

out in 1958, but this was not conclusive.

Pole-making plant at Plaine Lauzun
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As for Magenta Hydro Scheme, tenders for civil engineering works were called for, and the 

construction began in March 1958. By the end of the year, the dam and intake works were fifty 

percent complete. The Board hoped that the Hydro Power Station would be commissioned 

in 1959, and controlled from Tamarind Falls Station, providing some 4 M units.27 However, 

it was not until 29 March 1961 that Magenta Hydro Power Station, with a 940-kW output,  

operating on the tailwaters of Tamarind Station, was commissioned by His Excellency  

Governor Sir Colville Montgomery Deverell, K.C.M.G., C.V.O., O.B.E. In 1961, the output was 

a mere  1.8 M units, as against the anticipated 4 M units, on account of a shortage of rainfall.28 

Pressing ahead with its resolve to face the challenge of meeting a rise in demand during the 

first decade (1952–1962), the Board explored all avenues of increasing Hydro Power. A study 

showed that a project at Rivière des Créoles and Rivière La Chaux was viable, and the C.E.B. 

decided in 1958 that works, involving tunnelling, would be undertaken on a grander scale 

than before.29 Steps were, accordingly, taken to engage overseas contractors – Reed, Mallik 

and Roberts Construction Ltd. – in the hope that works would start no later than July 1959. 

The new scheme was to provide 10,000 kW and 25–30 M units per annum. The key objective 

was to satisfy demand after 1964–1965, through a combination of oil/diesel, hydro, bagasse, 

steam, and other sources of energy. 

Interestingly, sea power became a serious option (as included in the Programme of 1954). 

Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners were asked, in 1958, to produce a report entitled Sea Power 

Scheme Electricity Supply Feasibility Report by the Central Electricity Board, Mauritius (submitted 

 in August 1959).30 In May 1960, a Report on the performance of various designs of Ramp was 

provided by the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (U.K.).31 The option of using 

sea power remained uppermost in the minds of the Board’s members throughout the first 

decade and beyond.

2.7. nAture’s onslAuGht: drouGhts And cyclones (1952–1962)

Despite all the good-will in the world, the Board could not execute its plans without the  

assistance of Mother Nature during the first period of its existence. A serious shortage 

of water in April, and later in November/December 1954, resulted in drastic cuts in the  

supply of energy to all customers, as indicated above. Virtually, the whole production of the 

island’s power came from Tamarind Falls Power Station in 1954. Right up to 1960, financial  

problems, allied to a lack of rainfall, played havoc with the C.E.B.’s plans and projects. In 1956, 

a need to change two of the penstock pipes at Tamarind Falls Station reduced the output from 

6,500 kW to 4,000 kW. In 1958, the shortage of rainfall meant a heavy use of St. Louis Diesel  

Station; diesel accounted for 36.5% of units in the last six months of the year. The following 

year (1959) saw rainfall once more below normal, by 18.4%, so that St. Louis Station had to 

send out 16 M units to make up for the shortage of Hydro Power.

2.8. the yeAr oF cyclones (1960)

However, this was nothing compared to the catastrophic year of 1960, when Nature unleashed 

all her fury, through Cyclones Alix (19 January) and Carol (28 February 1960). Cyclone Carol, in 

particular, was the worst since records had been kept. With wind-speeds of up to 176 m.p.h., 

Damaged C.E.B. Lattice 

after Cyclone Carol 

in 1960

Damages after Cyclone 

Carol
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it was to prove a most destructive cyclone, and the C.E.B.’s entire existing Programme had 

to be either shelved or modified: “Most of the money and manpower available had perforce to 

be diverted to reconstruction and rehabilitation.” 32 Hundreds of miles of overhead cables were 

destroyed or damaged; substations were overturned and dams breached. At a total cost for 

damages of Rs 6 M, the impact on the C.E.B.’s financial situation was considerable.33 It was 

estimated that 80,000 people were made homeless and Rs 1 M were lost in revenue because 

of the two cyclones, Alix and Carol.

And, inevitably, all development programmes were delayed for three years. The spillway at 

Mare-Longue and Eau Bleue were breached, and much water was lost. Eau Bleue, in its sixth 

year as a project, was seriously affected by floodwaters; as a result, reservoir works were not 

completed by December 1960. Magenta’s inauguration was delayed by six months because 

of the cyclones and although it went on load in October 1960, it produced very little power, 

Old C.E.B. Office, Rose Hill after Cyclone Carol

Royal Road, Port Louis (after Cyclone Carol), 1960
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paradoxically, because of water shortage. During the two cyclones of 1960, one section of 

pipeline, weighing two and a half tons, had been carried down Tamarind River. So, both the 

Power Station and the pipelines were damaged, and civil works to protect the pipelines had 

to be undertaken for the sake of future security.34

Likewise, the cyclones had a major impact on other ongoing and planned projects: the 

Rivière des Créoles Project was postponed because of high capital costs, and funds had to be  

diverted to reconstruction works all over the island. A section of Cascade Cécile was completely 

destroyed by Cyclone Carol, and instead of re-building the station, re-designing and re-siting 

it were the order of the day, to increase its output from 0.8 M units to 4 M units. The Board 

voted to proceed, at a cost of Rs 1.2 M, with the re-building of the new Cascade Cécile Power  

Station, which began in mid-1961, with a British Government Advance of Capital under the  

Cyclone Relief Fund.35 Elsewhere, extensive development works, planned, were abandoned,  

except for essential industrial and commercial supply. All other repair works were now geared 

to strengthening the transmission and distribution systems, but at a price for consumers.

Tariffs of electricity that generously stood in 1960 at only 20% above those of 1938, were  

increased from 1 April 1960, by 15% for domestic, commercial and industrial customers. 

Following the cyclones, the shortage of suitably qualified staff and technicians, once more, 

raised its ugly head; the remoteness of Mauritius and the absence of Technical Institutes partly 

 explained this, but so did the lack of training available. In times of crises, this became more 

apparent, and urgent remedial action was needed: hence, a Special Education and Training 

Committee was set up to examine the whole question of training.36

Attempts to speed up other vital projects also resulted from widespread damages caused 

by Cyclones Alix and Carol. The firm of Consultants, Messrs. Preece, Cardew and Rider, 

were asked to prepare a report on Ft. George Diesel Station, for a slow-speed diesel plant, 

Motorised Meter-Reading Section in the 1960s
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and to proceed with the design, subsequently, of a plant that would become operational 

by early 1963. Several designs were studied and Ile-aux-Tonneliers was chosen for Ft. 

George Station because of the proximity of cooling waters and oil supplies. The site was 

to be laid out, with an eye to a possible extension of up to 40,000 kW. 37 This decision had 

repercussions for St. Louis Station, which was being moved onto Stage B in 1959 and 

1961, with the commissioning of Generating Sets No. 5, 6, 7 and 8, up to a total of 16,000 

kW. The planning of a Thermal Station at Fort George did not materialise and finally, 

in lieu of the development of Fort George, the Board decided to proceed with a new  

thermal development at Fort Victoria at Bain des Dames. Two low-speed FIAT units of 6.2 

MW were commissioned in 1964 to complement the production of St. Louis. 

The two cyclones had manifestly wreaked havoc throughout the island’s infrastructures in 

1960. The C.E.B. was deeply and universally affected; in March 1960, J.H.P. Hawtrey, Chief 

Engineer of the Crown Agents, came to Mauritius to inspect cyclone damage. The C.E.B.  

received help from the engineers of H.M.S. Gambia and the Jeanne D’Arc, as well as from the 

French Army in Madagascar which sent out technicians. Sympathy was not in short supply; in 

April 1960, the Secretary of State for the Colonies, Hon. Iain McLeod, visited the island and 

inspected damaged areas, as well as the C.E.B., with Hon. A.L. Nairac, Minister of Industry, 

Commerce and External Communications.38 All in all, 1960 was a sad year: very little progress 

was made in production, distribution and transmission; the total number of units generated 

was 54.3 M, a decrease on 1959 (55.53 M); there was a 50% reduction in energy produced by 

Sugar Estates, and no significant increase in consumers connected in 1960 was noted, com-

pared to 1959. The network at Port Louis, Quatre Bornes, and Mahébourg required partial or 

complete reconstruction; HV and LV lines and poles were seriously damaged by falling trees.39

2.9. the touGh Get GoInG (1961)

But, as the saying goes: “When the going gets tough, the tough get going.” After the débâcle 

of 1960, the energy, enthusiasm and creativity, as well as the resilience, of all workers at the 

C.E.B. were mustered to mark a renaissance in the production, distribution and transmission. 

1961 was to prove an excellent year, the best thus far in the history of the C.E.B. that ended its 

first decade on a high. The total number of units generated for the year 1961 was 63,151,174, 

representing an increase of 15.5% over 1960.40 Of these, Sugar Estates had produced 15.5% 

from bagasses. Sales of units to customers went up by 16.8% over 1960, the largest increase 

in the Board’s annals. Moreover, there were 7.6% more customers, and income rose by 29.5% 

or Rs 1,606,275. Clearly, all this demonstrated the C.E.B.’s greater efficiency; the cost of  

production per unit sold fell by 21%, and the net surplus for the year 1961 was the quite  

impressive sum of Rs 393,058, from a less than felicitous situation in 1960.

Yet, part of the system remained inadequate and overladen, still showing the effect of the 

destructive cyclones of 1960. There was little development in 1961, as all efforts were geared 

to repairing and strengthening existing networks.41 It took quite some time, and a great 

deal of commitment, to make good the areas affected by Alix and Carol, such as Port Louis,  

Quatre Bornes and Mahébourg. Thermal generation remained far too costly, 20% more than 

predicted. Reservoirs were severely depleted because of a prolonged drought at the start of 

1961; this had a negative bearing on Hydro Power Stations and led to drastic cuts in supply. 
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Heavy rainfall in December 1961 alleviated the situation somewhat and reduced the strain on 

Tamarind Falls Station, where 37.16 inches fell in the last month of the year.42 Another cyclone, 

Beryl, on 25 December was, fortunately, not as destructive as its predecessors in 1960,  

although it caused flooding in Lower Plaines Wilhems and destroyed many lines and poles. 

However, by 26 December, 39% of customers were reconnected, and by the last day of 1961, 

all supplies were back to normal.

The main burden of power generation during the last months of 1961 fell on St. Louis Thermal 

Station which produced 90% of all energy during long periods. St. Louis’ annual  generation 

figure was 33 M units, and its Thermal efficiency was of the order of 35%. In spite of the  

prolonged drought at the start of the year, Hydro Power output rose to 19 M units (30.2% 

of all requirements), and of this, the combined generation of Tamarind Falls and Magenta  

Stations was 10.9 M units.43 

For all that, and in spite of the fact that 1961 represented a high for the C.E.B., after the lows 

of the previous years, the Board never stopped looking forward to improved performances 

in the years to come. Thus, the Government asked the Board to prepare “a comprehensive 

technical and financial appraisal of the stage reached in the island’s electrical development and 

of the future plans and requirements for electrification up to 1970.” 44 As a means of facilitating 

 new developments, the Government applied to the International Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development (I.B.R.D.) for a loan of Rs 53,837,000. After visiting the island in June and 

October 1961, a Consultant from Messrs. Preece, Cardew and Rider recommended a new 

thermal generating plant near Port Louis. During their visit in November 1961, Hon. James 

Callaghan and Hon. J. Arbuthnot, British M.P.s, inspected C.E.B.’s installations and gave due 

praise to the Board. 

A new site for offices was acquired in Mahébourg, and the land, on which stand the offices of 

the C.E.B. at La Poudrière Street today, was purchased from the Municipality of Port Louis.45 

Tamarind Falls Power Station

rose Hill Market, 1960
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The office staff of the C.E.B. increased in 1961 from 294 to 312, and the daily-paid employees 

went up to 660 from 651 in 1960, a sign of increasing confidence.

Source: Annual report 1961, p. 4

TABLE OF C.E.B. STAFF, 1957–1961

31 DEC 1957 31 DEC 1958 31 DEC 1959 31 DEC 1960 31 DEC 1961

Staff Employees 232 254 269 294 312

Daily Paid Employees 689 716 708 651 660

TOTAL 921 970 977 945 972

The future appeared brighter, despite a succession of difficult problems facing the Board since 

its inception in 1952 and the setbacks of 1960. A change over from private ownership to State 

ownership partly explains the rough road along which the C.E.B. had travelled. Recruiting able 

and qualified staff had proved difficult; droughts and cyclones delayed progress and stability. 

But the Annual Report of 1961 ended on an optimistic note: “The fact is that the Board’s plans 

– laid in 1953/54 – for providing new sources of energy, particularly Hydro Power and power from 

sugar estates, have now reached maturity and are paying off […]”.46 The following Table bears 

witness to the distance travelled since 1954:

uNITS GENERATED, SOLD AND CONSuMPTION, 1954–1961
1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961

Energy generated 
Million Wh

33.1 36.8 41.2 44.6 48.6 55.59 54.3 63.2

Energy sold Million 
Wh

27.7 29.5 33.8 36.6 39.9 45.6 37.5 43.8

Number of new 
consumers at 31 
December of each 
year

29700 3301 3623 3826 4135 4547 4618 4970

Yearly consump-
tion per consumer 
based on number 
of consumers at 31 
December

913 894 933 956 965 1002 813 883
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BIOGrAPHy: 
Mr. Henri was among the first employees of the Electricity and Telephones Department from 

1947 to 1952, the year in which he was transferred to the newly-created Central Electricity Board 

(C.E.B.). He worked in various functions during his time of service, being first a Metering Inspector. 

He then worked at the St. Louis Station as Control Supervisor; then at Curepipe in the Control 

Room as Supervisor; he was afterwards the Control Engineer of the Department and ended his 

career as Meter and Instrument Engineer in 1993. He received the distinction of the President’s 

Meritorious Service Medal (P.M.S.M.) for his career.

J.H.: Quand le C.E.B. fut ouvert le 3 novembre 1952, dans le bâtiment Merven à la rue Pope 

Hennessy, il y avait M. Adam qui était Président et les autres membres du Board étaient M. 

Taylor, M. Larcher et M. Hinchey. 

En ce qui concernait l’électricité à Port-Louis, c’était la Municipalité qui s’en chargeait alors; 

il a fallu s’organiser pour faire le transfert de la Municipalité au C.E.B.; et pour les régions 

en dehors de Port-Louis, c’était le Département d’Electricité et Téléphone qui opérait. Donc 

avec la création du C.E.B., tout cela s’est centralisé et ce fut le 15 novembre 1952 où tout a  

vraiment démarré.

S.J.: Combien de temps avez-vous travaillé au sein du Central Electricity Board (C.E.B.) et 

à quels postes? 

J.H.: J’ai commencé au Département de l’Electricité et Téléphone en 1947 et j’y suis resté 

jusqu’en 1952; puis en novembre 1952, j’ai été transféré au C.E.B. et je suis resté au C.E.B. 

jusqu’au 25 mai 1993; donc avec les années au Gouvernement, j’ai eu une carrière de  

46 années de service. 

Le C.E.B. était une organisation semi-gouvernementale qui était régie alors par M. Adam, le 

Président, davantage comme une compagnie privée que gouvernementale. Les gens étaient 

alors fiers et contents de faire partie de cette nouvelle organisation pleine d’avenir. 

“Since this interview was recorded,  

Mr. Jean Henri has sadly passed away  

in 2013.  

The interview was carried out by Sharon  

Jacquin-Ng Ping Cheun (S.J),  

on 13 August 2012 at Quatre Bornes. ”

interview
 

Mr. Jean Henri (J.H.)

Note: The Interviewee has 
agreed to be interviewed and 
has seen and approved the 
following transcript of his 
interview. He gave his consent 
to his name appearing on the 
transcript.

Mr. Jean Henri
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S.J: Quelles sont, selon vous, les améliorations majeures apportées par le C.E.B. durant les 

années que vous y avez passées? 

J.H: La première des choses était qu’il fallait améliorer le service d’électricité car il y avait 

des restrictions pour tous les appareils électriques car nous ne pouvions pas fournir l’énergie  

voulue à tout le monde; il y avait beaucoup de coupures surtout aux heures de pointe. C’est 

par la suite que nous nous sommes mieux organisés. Il n’y avait alors que deux moteurs; l’un 

se trouvant à Plaine Lauzun et l’autre à la rue de la Poudrière. Ces deux moteurs aidaient un 

peu aux heures de pointe mais en période de sécheresse, ce n’était pas suffisant. Il a, alors,  

fallu commencer à faire des coupures aux heures de pointe, mais aussi le soir. Ce n’est qu’après 

que le C.E.B. ait acquis d’autres moteurs installés à la Centrale de Saint-Louis que nous avons 

pu augmenter la production d’électricité et reconstruire les lignes qui sortaient d’Henrietta 

jusqu’à Bel Village. 

Nous avons aussi eu des soucis en reconstruisant la ligne prenant d’Henrietta jusque Plaine 

Lauzun, surtout parce que les Martins, les oiseaux, venaient picorer les « garhood », ce qui 

causait des coupures tous les après-midi et le soir. On appelait cela le « trip-martins ». Et  

comme le système de communication n’était pas bien développé, les réparations prenaient 

plus de temps. Une autre chose qui m’a marqué est M. Bott, lui-même, qui a été un pionnier 

et un visionnaire enrichi de l’expérience qu’il avait eue de son travail en Angleterre. Il a su 

partager sa vision et être l’initiateur, avec les autres membres du Board, de la construction 

des stations hydroélectriques. 

S.J: Y a-t-il eu d’autres événements marquants dont vous avez été témoin durant vos  

années de service tels que des situations cycloniques, des innovations ou des visiteurs  

importants? 

J.H.: Une autre grande amélioration/innovation fut l’introduction des compteurs et la  

construction de la salle de contrôle où tout était centralisé. Cette salle se trouvait d’abord à 

Plaine Lauzun, puis a été transférée à Curepipe. Toutes les informations concernant le réseau 

et ce qui se passait dans toutes les stations se trouvaient dans la salle de contrôle, ce qui a 

grandement amélioré le travail. 

Auparavant, pour communiquer, nous nous étions arrangés avec la police; ils allaient aux  

différents points avec lesquels nous devions communiquer et c’est comme cela que nous  

arrivions à coordonner le travail. Ensuite, nous avons eu nos propres radios et une meilleure 

salle de contrôle avec tous les instruments de communication nécessaires. 

S.J.: Il y a une période qui vous a marqué plus qu’une autre?

J.H.: Peut-être pour les cyclones Alix et Carol en 1960, j’étais alors en charge de la salle de 

contrôle et nous avions été un peu pris au dépourvu par ces cyclones qui étaient bien plus 

forts que l’on imaginait. Nous n’avions aucun moyen de communication pendant le cyclone, 

et même les bâtiments n’étaient pas construits de façon à vraiment être protégés contre de 

si forts cyclones. La salle de contrôle fut inondée. C’était aussi une période difficile en ce qui 

concernait la reconstruction et le rétablissement de l’électricité et cela a pris au moins six 
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rivière Savanne

mois pour rétablir le système dans son intégralité, de longs mois durant lesquels les ouvriers 

travaillaient d’arrache-pied et jusqu’à fort tard. Une autre grande évolution (et également 

une belle innovation) fut le projet des éoliennes aux environs de Mare-aux-Vacoas mais cela 

n’a malheureusement pas été concluant, surtout à cause des problèmes techniques. Il y a eu 

aussi à Riambel le projet de marée-motrice mais ce projet n’a pas abouti, non plus.

Une chose qui m’a beaucoup touché, par ailleurs, est ma nomination par le Board pour la  

décoration de P.M.S.M. Décoration que j’ai reçue peu avant mon départ de l’organisation.

S.J.: Quel est, selon vous, le rôle que tient le C.E.B. de nos jours dans le développement de 

«Maurice, Ile Durable» ?

J.H.: Le C.E.B. avait depuis longtemps des projets concernant les sources d’énergie  

autres que l’hydraulique et le diesel. Il y a eu des projets et des tentatives comme je vous le  

disais qu’il a malheureusement fallu abandonner à cause des coûts et des problèmes d’ordre  

technique. Aujourd’hui, le C.E.B. revient avec ces projets et pense sérieusement les faire 

aboutir, je pense, montrant ainsi l’importance que l’organisation accorde aux énergies  

renouvelables.
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1  Annual report 1971, p. 11.

3.1. HYDRO vERSuS THERMAL GENERATION

The costs of Hydro Generation being much lower than those of Thermal Generation, the 

C.E.B. embarked on a determined quest to find the essential balance between the two during 

its second decade. This necessarily depended on whether Mother Nature would be bounteous 

with moderate cyclones, and heavy and moderate rainfall, or whether she would sulk with 

prolonged droughts. The decade culminated in the execution of an impressive long-term 

project: the inauguration of Ferney Hydro Power Station by His Excellency Governor General 

Sir Arthur Leonard Williams, in the presence of Members of the Cabinet, on 17 June 1971. With 

a capacity of 10 MW, Ferney was viewed as part of a Development Strategy, for the years 

1970 to 1980, that would meet the increasing demand for energy from the manufacturing  

industries: “The demand for power is likely to grow at a higher rate compared to the last  

decade,” stated the 1971 Annual Report.1 The C.E.B. was confident that with the new Ferney 

Hydro Electric Station, it had got its priorities right. The fluctuations in the ratio of Hydro to 

Thermal can be closely associated with the prevalence of cyclones, heavy rainfall or drought.

“The costs of Hydro Generation being much lower than those 

of Thermal Generation, the C.E.B. embarked on a determined 

quest ...”

chapter 3
 
towards a greater equilibrium between 
Hydro and thermal generation: 
second Decade (1963–1972)

The Chairman, Mr. D. Burrenchobay and The General Manager, Mr. r. Desmarais, greeting His Excellency Sir Arthur 

Leonard Williams on the official opening of Ferney Hydro Power Station on 17 June 1971
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In 1963, there was no major cyclone and the work of reconstruction after Carol was meant to 

proceed on a larger scale than previously, but below average rainfall at the end of the year 

meant that, overall, Hydro Stations performed below their capacity (46% of all production, 

as against 58% in 1962). This put greater pressure on St. Louis Thermal Station that had to 

provide 40% of the energy required over the last six months, as against 17% in 1962. Overall, 

the output of St. Louis was 34.2% of the total generation, as opposed to 25.1% in the previous 

year. Eau Bleue Hydro Station only generated 9 GWh units, pretty much as expected, while 

the associated Sugar Estates contributed 17 GWh, benefiting from the absence of cyclones.2 

Yet, the number of new customers connected remained impressive at 4,408 and the total 

energy sold in 1963 showed a rise of 14% over 1962 and was 66.41 GWh.3

The serious drought of the first few days ended, in 1964, with Cyclone Danielle on 18 and 

19 January. From then on, rainfall remained above the norm during the year; Danielle had 

brought 28.4 inches in forty-eight hours, posing a threat to the integrity of the earth dam at 

Eau Bleue.4 Hydro Generation rose to 59.1% and Thermal production was reduced to 26.9% 

of the total. Sugar Estates provided 14%, from 17.6 GWh, an increase when compared to  

13 GWh in 1963. For the first time since Carol, Mare-aux-Vacoas spilled over.5 As a result of 

the heavy rainfall all year, Tamarind Falls Hydro Power Station generated 27.5 GWh, 10% 

more than its scheduled output of 25 GWh.6 Concurrently, Thermal production dropped 

from nearly 30 GWh in 1963 to 25.6 GWh, while the total units generated rose to 93.3 GWh.7 

Even though Cyclone Danielle caused minor damages to Eau Bleue Réservoir and a landslide  

affected Cascade Cécile, Mother Nature smiled on Mauritius through constant rainfall. With 

the practical experience gained during Cyclone Carol, the Board was able to restore supply to 

its customers in a very short time.

The year 1965 was to prove a record year for Hydro Power; it was also a good year from a 

weather point of view, with no cyclones to interrupt reconstruction. Rainfall was high, even 

though this produced flooding at Cascade Cécile.

After Cyclone Carol  

in 1960

Near Cascade Cécile
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At Eau Bleue, a masonry protective wall was constructed over the dam’s crest.8 The spillway 

was finally reconstructed in 1998 to enhance the safety of the dam and initial capacity had 

to be reduced to some 4 MM3 from an initial 6 MM3. The C.E.B. flourished that year: Hydro 

Power rose to 62.4% of the total, whilst Thermal dropped to 24.5% from 26.9% in 1964. Sugar 

Estates contributed 13.1%, practically the same as in the previous year. Tamarind Falls Station 

reached the unparalleled figure of 31.68 GWh and Le Val Power Station exceeded 12 GWh.9 

Customers increased by 10,559 as against 7,110 in 1964, making a clientele of 80,081 overall. 

The trading surplus was a healthy Rs 2,869,951 and sales stood at 82.85 GWh, representing 

an increase of 10.37%.10

Cascade Cécile Dam Cascade Cécile Hydro Power Station

It was in the course of 1965 that the additional Hydro capacity, required to meet the  

demand in 1970 caused by an increasing number of industrial and commercial customers, was  

envisioned.11 The Board decided to proceed with the Ferney Hydro Electric Scheme, of which 

more will be said below. The correlation between unfavourable weather conditions and higher 

generation costs, as a result of lower Hydro Power production, was further proven in 1966. 

On 6 January, Cyclone Denise of moderate intensity caused some loss of revenue, but at least, 

it brought heavy rains, whilst a drier period subsequently lasted most of 1966. After Denise, 

supply had been restored by 13 January to all customers, despite damage to transmission 

lines in the North.12

However, droughts are more difficult conditions to cope with; Hydro Generation fell from 

62.4% in 1965 to 37.1% in 1966; Thermal production increased to 46.8% from 24.5% in 1965. 

For all that, the output showed a rise of 9.3% over the year, and in its Annual Report for 1966, 

the C.E.B. proudly declared that it had shown an ability “to cope with an increase in demand 

of nearly 10 GWh.” 13 Consumers totalled 86,187 (up by 6,106) and the total energy sold was 

88,538,189 kWh, or an average of 1,027 per customer.

The following year (1967), Cyclone Gilberte (Friday 13 March) brought much rainfall to fill  

reservoirs, but caused considerable damage to HV and LV lines in the North and East. In  

particular, repairs had to be effected to 490 transformer substations, but by 17 January 1967, 

93.8% of all customers had been re-connected. Hydro Generation for the year went up by  

almost 10 GWh, reaching 57.65 GWh, as the total output rose to 120.56 GWh, as against 

112.92 GWh in 1966.14 Thermal Generation stood at 38.2%, and 14% of energy was purchased 

from Sugar Estates. All new industries, such as Modern and Allied Industries, were supplied, 

and the strengthening of the network continued to reduce losses and wastage. Supplies to 
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Port Louis Industrial Area were ensured and a net profit of Rs 901,908, as opposed to a loss of 

Rs 34,284 in 1966, was achieved.

Whilst 1968 started with much appreciated rainfall, largely brought on by Cyclone Ida on Tuesday 

13 February, the situation changed drastically in the second half of the year and was not  

favourable to Hydro Generation. Thermal Generation increased to 48.4% and Sugar Estates 

provided 14% (bagasse-generated units).15 For all that, the net profit remained higher than 

for 1967 with Rs 1,376,847 (compared to Rs 901,908), even if the total number of customers 

dropped by 1,935 (total of 93,169). Eau Bleue Hydro Scheme generated less because of the 

shortage of water (6.79 GWh as against 9.82 GWh in 1968), and Tamarind Falls Hydro Station 

Fort Victoria Power Station, 1963
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was also on the low side with 26.8 GWh (as against 30 GWh in 1967). One gratifying feature 

was the yield of private Hydro Power Stations at Riche-en-Eau and Bois-Chéri (1.10 GWh).16 

Thus, despite water levels dropping in reservoirs by the end of the year, the C.E.B. showed 

to the whole nation its resilience and steadfastness, as its total energy output reached a 

creditable 126.59 GWh, compared to 120.56 GWh for 1967. New industrial and commercial 

customers, such as Food and Allied at Côte d’Or and Moka, were catered for.17 

1969 saw an unprecented drought which caused the most adverse conditions for Hydro 

Generation. Rainfall was scarce and levels at Mare-aux-Vacoas, Mare-Longue and Tamarind 

Falls were alarmingly low. Cyclones Dany (1 February), Hélène (23 March), and thundery 

Fort Victoria Power Station, 1963
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weather in February, March, April and December provided some relief, albeit insufficiently. 

As Thermal Generation rises, so do costs proportionately; hence, costs exceeded estimates 

for the year by Rs 1.6 M, and profit was, accordingly, down to Rs 288,024, compared to Rs 

1,376,847 (for 1968).18 Hydro production was well below the expectations of 49 GWh, standing 

at 26.4 GWh, and the shortfall had to be made up by the Thermal Stations and Sugar Estates. 

The former chipped in with 60.3% of the total, whilst Sugar Estates provided a record figure 

of 24.9 GWh (13%) – which had to be purchased.19 Fort Victoria’s two engines generated 50.1 

GWh, as against 44.9 GWh in 1968, as Tamarind Falls Hydro Station saw its output drop to 

12.07 GWh (26.82 GWh in 1968). Eau Bleue, however, did well and its production (6.95 GWh) 

compared favourably with 1968 (6.79 GWh). One of the chief victims of the low rainfall was 

La Ferme Hydro Power Station; its return was so poor that the C.E.B. decided to close it down 

from September to December 1969, on economic grounds.20 

Mother Nature has her whims and moods; the start of 1970 saw very low levels in reservoirs, 

but three cyclones in January, February and March caused excellent run-offs from catchment 

areas around Tamarind Falls and elsewhere.21 Hydro production went up consequently, from 

25% of the total in 1969 to 45%; Thermal Generation dropped from 75% to 55%, and 1970 

proved to offer the best hydrological conditions since 1966.22 Eau Bleue’s output rose well 

above that of the wet year of 1967.

Fort Victoria Station was called upon to produce only 45.9 GWh, as opposed to 50.1 GWh in 

1969. St. Louis, gradually changing over to residual oil, had an output of 16.8 GWh, of which 

9.3 GWh were produced from four engines running on heavy oil.23 Consumers increased by 

1,425 to 93,910; 8,760 new connections were effected, and the net profit made a huge jump 

over the previous year, from Rs 288,024 (1969) to Rs 2,144,770 (1970). The partnership with 

Sugar Estates continued to bear dividends, as they contributed 16% of the total annual output 

(135.99 GWh), up on 1969 (129.3 GWh). For all its satisfaction, the Board was well aware of the 

great challenge that lay ahead in the 1970s: 

“Demand will increase further, with the establishment and expansion of the Export Processing 

Zone and with the development of the Tourist Industry.” 24 

Another severe drought was, alas, just round the corner in 1971. It had a negative impact on 

generation costs, as Hydro production took another knock. Rainfall at Eau Bleue fell to 33% of 

the average at the end of June, and to one-tenth of the average for the month of December. 

So, the annual output of Eau Bleue was only 4.8 GWh, a considerable downturn, when 

compared to 10.55 GWh in 1970. Overall, the Hydro Stations produced 19 GWh less because 

of the drought (33.9% of the total, 50.27 GWh), while the Thermal component increased to 

49.4% (73.25 GWh), much higher than the annual estimate of 50 GWh.25 The picture was far 

from rosy at Tamarind Falls and Magenta (23.36 GWh, as opposed to 31.2 GWh in 1970), as 

these stations depended on dispatches of water from Mare-aux-Vacoas and Mare-Longue to 

Tamarind Reservoir. The usual dispatch was 900 M.C.F., which fell to 866.37 M.C.F. in 1971, 

including the restitution of underground water from Beard Station of 109.43 M.C.F. Hence, 

only 756.94 M.C.F. came from government storage reservoirs proper – a serious setback.26 

Output at Réduit Station and Cascade Cécile dropped to 75% of normal; La Ferme resumed 

operations on 5 February, only to close down again from 8 August to the end of 1971. With an 
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output of 0.67 GWh, it was well below expectations for the year (being annually 3.6 GWh). Fort 

Victoria (53.6 GWh) and St. Louis (11.7 GWh) were, once again, called upon to compensate for 

the shortfall from Hydro Stations. St. Louis generated 11 GWh on heavy fuel and 7.9 GWh 

on light fuel.27 The Annual Report described 1971 as a particularly dry year but proclaimed 

with bravado and gusto: “Electricity is both the Queen and the Servant of modernisation. 

Modernisation is a challenge facing Mauritius as a whole, and the Board is determined to play a 

very active part in meeting it.” 28

This immense challenge became even greater with none-too favourable weather conditions 

in 1972, at the close of the second decade. Although four cyclones brought welcome relief 

and heavy rains, the situation remained delicate and the dependence on Thermal Power 

increased because of water shortage over the whole year. Cyclones Dolly, Eugénie and, 

especially, Fabienne, did their best, as levels at reservoirs rose for a time. The heavy rains from 

14 to 16 April, however, soon disappeared until mid-October, when there were welcomed 

heavy downpours which, once more, made way for a shortage of water. Cyclones Ariane 

and Beatrice (end of November and 22 December, respectively) lent a hand. Hydro Stations 

contributed 41.5%; Thermal Stations 44.3%; while 14.2% of units were purchased from Sugar 

Estates. The total generation was 164.26 GWh, as opposed to the 157 GWh forecast.29 Sales to 

the Commercial Sector, notably the Hotel Industry, were higher, and the net profit rose from  

Rs 1.61 M (1971) to Rs 2.81 M (1972). This was especially gratifying because of the higher 

operational costs in the Thermal Sector.30 Consumers increased by 5,636 to a total of 103,021 

for 1972, as a whole. But the effect of the weather on production can easily be grasped through 

the following facts: during the dry start of the year, Thermal output rose to 87% in January 1972. 

As rainfall improved, this dropped to its lowest point in June (with St. Louis generating 8.5% 

and Fort Victoria 26.5% of the total energy). In August 1972, their output was further reduced 

to 6.1% and 7.6% respectively, because of the input of bagasse – power from Sugar Estates.31  

A semblance of equilibrium had been restored, and in this game of poker, the Ace card was to 

be the Ferney Hydro Electric Scheme.

St. Louis Thermal Power Station, Plaine Lauzun
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Construction of Ferney Power Station

3.2. A MARATHON, BuT vISIONARY, uNDERTAKING: 
Ferney Hydro Electric Power Station

From the outset, it was clear that to achieve cost effectiveness, a new and major Hydro Electric 

Power Station was required. The C.E.B. decided, in 1965, to investigate the Hydro potential 

in the Ferney region. Design work on the hydrology of Rivière des Créoles and the Eau Bleue 

catchment areas was carried out, and land surveys were done.32 After further investigation 

of the sub-soil through drilling in the Riche-en-Eau area, a Report was published on the 

projected scheme in May 1964; the Annual Report of that year summarised the prospects of 

the Ferney Scheme thus: 

“Under present conditions, it appears to constitute the best generation investment for the 

Board.” 33

The low cost of Hydro Generation, in particular, “makes it a desirable investment”, and work 

could be expected to start in 1965.

In the course of the stated year, the C.E.B. pushed along the surveys and pre-designed field-

work, after official approval of the scheme had been sought and obtained. Before construction 

work could begin, and following the feasibility report of 1964, the design of the project was 

launched by the Generation Staff of C.E.B.’s Head Office.34 All required data concerning the 

steel penstock and Turbo Alternator Sets were sent to the Crown Agents for tendering. The 

project was well on the way, at least at its planning stage, by the end of 1965.

Considerable progress was to be achieved in the following year; studies of the equipment 

required were completed; tenders were called for by the Crown Agents, and Messrs. Bell 

Engineering Co. Ltd. of Switzerland had their tender accepted for turbines. This Company 
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was also asked to act as main contractors.35 In December 1966, the contract for dam works 

was awarded to Mauritius Building Co. Ltd. and construction was expected to start in January 

1967.36 This became a reality, as Mauritius Building Co. Ltd. set about their task on 9 January 

1967 with gusto. According to their contract, the dam works were to be completed by early 

1968. Meanwhile, the design and planning by the Board’s staff continued satisfactorily. 

The Switchgear contract went to South Wales Switchgear Ltd.; the hydraulic contract was 

allocated to Messrs. K.S.B. Manufacturing Co. Ltd. of Germany, while Mr. Jean Nairac of the 

Ministry of Works, Mauritius, was called upon to design the reinforced conduit.37

The year 1968 was marked by rapid progress, as the dam was completed in May, and 

approval was obtained for a loan of Rs 3.6 M from the International Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development (I.B.R.D). Smaller loans of Rs 1 M were arranged with the M.C.B., Barclays 

Bank, Mercantile Bank Ltd., and Bank of Baroda each, to finance the Ferney Scheme.38

The first handing over by Mauritius Building Co. Ltd. occurred in May 1968, and the contract 

for a 69-inch steel pipeline (in diameter) was allocated to Messrs. Forges Tardieu Ltd.39

Construction of Ferney Hydro Power Station, 1968

After high tenders had been received for the Power Station building, Messrs. Ramasawmy 

and Co. were successful and started work in October 1968. The Ferney Scheme construction 

programme had been well and truly launched, at least in terms of its main building.

From then on, progress was impressive; 1969 turned out to be the busiest year thus far. 

Orders were placed both for equipment, and steel pipes, to the tune of Rs 6.5 M, and the site 

works moved faster because of the dry weather. The main tunnel was started upon and rocks 

excavated, so that by December 1969, a total length of 800 feet (or 66% of the total) had 

been achieved.40 Pipe-laying began in April; at a steady rate of three pipes per week, 1,400 

feet of pipes had been laid (or 65% of the work completed) by the end of the year. By June 
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Construction of Ferney Hydro Power Station, 1968

1969, 90% of Stage I of the Power Station building had been reached, while the turbines had 

arrived from Messrs. Bell in Switzerland in the same month. It was full steam ahead; with 

two generators being received from ASEA (in Sweden), while Swichgear and control panels 

were dispatched by South Wales Switchgear Ltd. in the second half of 1969. The Scheme was 

speedily being implemented and huge strides taken towards the ultimate goal.

The year 1970 saw the culmination of six years of planning, design and construction, as the 

Ferney Hydro Electric Scheme was completed in December. This was part of the long-term 

plans to reduce the C.E.B.’s dependence on Thermal Generation, and prospects for 1971 were 
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deemed to be “good”.41 Construction was delayed for a while because of Cyclone Louise at the 

end of March, as she caused landslides, but December saw all concrete structures in place. On 

29 December, two turbines were operated as a test,42 even though work continued, in parallel, 

on the electrical equipment. The Switchgear and Control Panels were in place in the second 

part of 1969; electric cables, with a total length of 25,000 ft., were laid by C.E.B. personnel, 

and the outdoor switching station was finished. Without going into all details, it is manifest 

that much haste was expressly made, and the professionalism of both the contractors and 

C.E.B. Staff shone like beacons.

Ferney Hydro Power Station Dam

Inauguration of Ferney Hydro Power Station, 17 June 1971:

Dr. The right Hon. Sir Seewosagur ramgoolam signing the visitors’ book.
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It was thus with great pride and immense satisfaction that C.E.B. Board members, employ-

ees, and their spouses, witnessed the inauguration of the new Ferney Hydro Electric Power 

Station by His Excellency Governor Sir Arthur Leonard Williams.

The Chairman Mr. D. Burrenchobay delivering the Inaugural Address at Ferney Hydro Power Station on 17 June 1971

Members of the Cabinet and former C.E.B. Chairman, O.C. Rickett, as well as M. Paul Verjus, 

Director of the Énergie Électrique de la Réunion, were present at the ceremony on 17 June 

1971.43

Official opening of Ferney Hydro Power Station by Sir Arthur Leonard Williams G.C.M.G., G.C.V.O. on 17 June 1971
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At first, the performance of the new station was below expectations because of the dry 

weather, but Ferney soon became an intrinsic part of a Development Strategy for 1970–1980. 

The C.E.B. took, as its chief priority, meeting the challenge of expanding manufacturing 

industries, since “the demand for power was likely to grow at a higher rate compared to the last 

decade,” intimated the Annual Report of 1971.44 Ferney had become the jewel in the crown 

of Hydro Generation, but it was by no means the only innovation of an increasingly visionary 

organisation.

3.3. other InnovAtIons oF the second decAde (1963–1972): 
training and staff development

The C.E.B. had three Chairmen during this period: Messrs. R.M. Maingard de la Ville-ès-

Offrans (1963–21 October 1964); O.C. Rickett (October 1964 – April 1968); D. Burrenchobay 

(1969–1972 inclusive). It is also worth noting that Mr. (later Professor) Donald Ah Chuen was 

Secretary of the Board from 1967 to 1969.

Under their inspired leadership, and especially under that of the General Manager, Roland 

Desmarais (22 August 1963–1972 inclusive), as well as the strong input of J.G.J. Labat 

(appointed Deputy Manager in 1968), the C.E.B. became an innovative and forward-looking 

organisation. When L. Le Roy resigned as General Manager in 1963, after having given seven 

years of total dedication to the cause, Roland Desmarais took the helm with a steady hand 

from 22 August, having been Acting Manager before. This decade was particularly noteworthy 

for the Board’s sustained efforts to improve the training and general education of its Staff, 

thereby resolving at last the difficulties of recruiting local qualified personnel. In 1963, 

contact was established with Engineering students at the UoM, and a Training Scheme was 

approved for 1964. In addition, practical training workshops would be offered to C.E.B. Staff, 

and H.S.C. students would be attracted, under this Scheme, to become either Mechanical or 

Electrical Engineers for the C.E.B.45 Courses were also offered to Switchboard Attendants and 

Foremen and twenty Craft Apprentices were recruited. Some of these were later interviewed 

and employed by the C.E.B. in 1963.46 

As a result of such practical initiatives, the Board had access to better qualified personnel and 

to Mauritian Electrical Engineers, from 1964 onwards.47 The Craft Apprenticeship Scheme 

proved to be a considerable success as the number of Apprentices rose to 24 in 1964.

Mr. rené Maingard de la  

Ville-ès-Offrans

Mr. r. Desmarais Mr. D. Burrenchobay
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A Joint Industrial Council, consisting of Board members and representatives of C.E.B. Staff 

Association, met six times in 1964 to smooth out wrinkles in Industrial Relations. Special 

Staff were recruited to detect electricity fraud from 1 April 1964, and by December, 49 cases 

were reported to the police out of 1,006 inspections.48 This was to become a major strategy 

over the years, and it reduced the loss of energy and revenue. In 1965, from 859 inspections, 

43 cases of fraud were detected.49 The number of discovered frauds rose to 65 in 1966 and 

72 in 1967, when no less than 2,499 inspections were carried out.50 An amendment to the 

Legislation governing Fraud in April 1968 was to make the task of C.E.B.’s trained staff in 

Fraud much easier, as severe penalties were prescribed.51 

Joint Industrial Council. From left to right: 

Front row: Messrs. F. Rey, R. Desmarais, H. Patel, F. Vignes Second row: Messrs. D. Becarma, R. D. Collen, R. Chevreau,  

J. Labat, P. Malliaté Third row: Messrs. F. Montocchio, C. Marion, G. Li Ting Ying

C.E.B. Staff in front of the Town Hall Curepipe, 1972
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Meanwhile, in other areas, Staff-Development became a solution to the recurring problem 

of personnel recruitment; one of the three students on the Students’ Engineering Training 

Scheme, received a Commonwealth Scholarship in 1965.52 In the Annual Report of 1968, it was 

stated explicitly: “The Board encourages its personnel, both staff and manual, to improve their 

knowledge in their respective fields. For this purpose, a Loan Scheme is operated […]” 53 Quite a 

few employees began to avail themselves of this Scheme from 1968 onwards. Significantly, 

while those training and Staff-Development initiatives had been considered by former leaders, 

they coincided with the terms in office of D. Burrenchobay as Chairman and R. Desmarais as 

General Manager. The expected brain drain, caused by waves of emigration to Australia, U.K. 

and Canada in the post-Independence period, had to be counteracted. Board’s Scholarships 

were offered to two Apprentices, Messrs. G. Paya and I. Durup, for Studies in Engineering in 

Wales (Cardiff), whilst a third employee, Mr. G. Hébrard, benefited from a French Government’s 

Scholarship in 1969,54 for Engineering Studies in France. C.E.B. Staff also started attending 

courses at UoM, with the Loan Scheme taking its full effect. Such visionary Education and 

Training policies proved to be very beneficial to the Board in the decades ahead.

The Board’s general policy of extending Training and Staff-Development to all its personnel 

across Mauritius is further illustrated by the purchase of a film projector (16 mm) in 1964 and a 

decision to show educational and technical documentaries for the benefit of employees. The 

French, British and American Embassies donated such films, and attendances from 1964 to 

1972 were most encouraging in all districts. This was all part of “the education and training of 

the personnel.” 55 The staff also studied part-time towards courses in Engineering, Accountancy 

and Business Communication at UoM during the decade.56 Scholarships and training abroad 

became subsequently more current in the 1970s; the importance of Staff-Development 

is highlighted by the fact that two pages were devoted to it in the 1970 Annual Report  

(p. 4–5). A Reference Library had, by then, been added to the resources available to C.E.B. 

Staff and each year, a Budget item was earmarked for the acquisition of new specialised 

Computer room, C.E.B. Curepipe, 1970
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Engineering books. Special courses were, at the same time, offered by C.E.B. Engineers to 

Staff, whilst a gamut of short courses were organised in partnership with UoM. So it was that, 

gradually, the Board put its faith in the education of its personnel, a trend that was to continue 

throughout the 1970s and 1980s; this became an integral part of the Board’s Development 

Strategy. Staff increase was another means to the same end; i.e. to meet the challenge of 

increasing industrial and commercial demand. (See Chart below).

By 1972, of C.E.B.’s 1,323 employees (both Staff and Manual), many more had benefited from 

the forward-looking educational policies of the Board. Several of the Scholarship winners 

later returned from France, Canada or U.K., among other countries, to provide the necessary 

know-how and the leadership required in the brave new world of the 1970s.

Messrs. G. Paya and I. Durup, University of Cardiff, 1969

C.E.B.’S ESTABLISHMENT, 1962–1972
31 

Dec. 
1962

31 
Dec. 
1963

31 
Dec. 
1964

31 
Dec. 
1965

31 
Dec. 
1966

31 
Dec. 
1967

31 
Dec. 
1968

31 
Dec. 
1969

31 
Dec. 
1970

31 
Dec. 
1971

31 
Dec. 
1972

Staff Em-
ployees

351 375 420 442 446 438 430 450 456 488 489

Manual 
Workers

695 860 879 872 – – – – – – –

Monthly 
Paid 
Workers

– – – – 582 578 555 540 519 702 683

Daily Paid  
Workers

– – – – 251 254 241 247 261 60 99

Appren-
tices

– – – – 22 15 16 20 24 30 37

Trainees  
Mechani-
cal Fitters

– – – – – – – – – – 15

TOTAL 1,046 1,235 1,299 1,314 1,301 1,285 1,242 1,257 1,260
1,283 
(+ 23)

1,323

Source: Annual report 1971
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3.4 SEEKING ALTERNATIvE AND FuTurISTIC SOLuTIONS

A further indication of the C.E.B’s wish to look to the future, whilst securing its solid past 

accomplishments, was the ongoing experiment with sea power. The advanced equipment – a 

houlograph – donated by Columbia University in 1963, was first used at Tamarind Bay and later 

at Pomponette, a beach in the South. Following research carried out by the General Manager, 

A.N. Bott, the said equipment proved to be too slow and inaccurate in producing conclusive 

results, in spite of a large number of recordings made in 1963.57 The damaged and repaired 

“Neyrpic Houlograph” was lost off Pomponette in 1965, presumably through theft by unknown 

high-sea fishing crews. Recordings were, however, sent in 1965 to Messrs. Sir Alexander Gibb 

and Partners for analysis and interpretation.58 The Consultants’ Report was eagerly awaited 

in early 1967. Thereafter, no reference was made to the project in the Annual Reports of 1967, 

1968, 1969, when the Ferney Hydro Electric Power Scheme began to occupy solely the minds 

of the upper échelons of the organisation. As the Board made urgent plans to meet increased 

anticipated needs in the 1970s, studies were made of the Hydro potential of Sorèze, the 

Guibbies and the Gorges de la Rivière Noire. Research by Professor Arnould of the École 

Nationale des Mines de Paris showed that a Hydro Power Scheme at Sorèze was not feasible.59 

The Sea-Power Project had been truly shelved, to make way for a search for more immediate 

solutions to an urgent need to augment Hydro Generation capacity on land. But the sea-power 

option remained alive over the years, and is still debated to this day, among entrepreneurs and  

Engineers alike.

Ferney

This decade ended with the formidable achievement of C.E.B. engineers in the realisation 

of the Ferney Hydro-Electric scheme, involving feasibility, design and execution of a 10 MW 

Hydro Electric Power Station comprising concrete dam works, tunnelling, penstocks from 

the waters of Rivière des Créoles. The key officers involved in this project were: Messrs.  

Tamarind Bay
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Francis Vignes, Robert Vigier de la Tour, Jules Labat and Rivaltz Chevreau de Montléhu. This 

was indeed a milestone in the engineering achievements of Mauritian Engineers, being, as 

yet, forever the second biggest Hydro Power Station of the island, with an average yearly 

production of 28 GWh.

 Ferney Hydro Power Station

Ferney Hydro Power Station
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Note: The Interviewee has 
agreed to be interviewed and 
has seen and approved the 
following transcript of his 
interview. He gave his consent 
to his name appearing on the 
transcript.

BIOGrAPHy: 
Mr. Tranquille started his career at the General Electric Supply (G.E.S.) in 1956 and was then 

appointed by the C.E.B., as Field Supervisor in the Transport and Distribution Department until 

1963. After completing a Diploma in Canada, he was transferred to the Planning Department 

where he worked as Planning Engineer from 1967 to 1970. After a crash course at an important 

air-conditioning Company of New York, he became the Assistant Commercial Engineer  

of the Sales and Service Section. Mr. Tranquille ended his career in 2001 as Commercial Director. 

C.T.: J’ai été employé par le General Electric Supply (G.E.S.) en janvier 1956 et en juillet de la 

même année, le C.E.B. prit possession de la G.E.S. et de toutes les autres petites compagnies 

électriques; en d’autres mots, l’électricité a été nationalisée. 

A partir d’une entrevue que j’ai eue avec M. A. N. Bott, un des premiers Directeurs Généraux du 

C.E.B., j’ai obtenu un poste de « Field Supervisor » au Département de Transport et Distribution 

de 1956 à 1963. En 1963, après avoir bénéficié d’une bourse du Gouvernement Canadien, je 

suis parti au Canada où j’ai obtenu un diplôme d’Ingénierie électrique. A mon retour après 4 

ans, j’ai été muté au « Planning Department » où j’ai travaillé comme « Planning Engineer » 

de 1967 à 1970. Pendant cette même période, j’ai suivi un cours en Gestion Commerciale à 

l’Université de Maurice.

“This interview was carried out by Sharon Jacquin-Ng Ping 

Cheun (S.J), on 17 August 2012 at Beau Bassin. The inter-

view was carried out in French.”

interview
 

Mr. clency tranquille (c.t.)

C.E.B. Staff  Curepipe, 1956 Courtesy of Mr. Tranquille

Mr. C. Tranquille
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En 1970, le C.E.B. a décidé de promouvoir la vente d’électricité parce qu’à cette époque-là 

nous pouvions produire de l’électricité à bas prix, mais il n’y avait pas preneur. Afin de stimuler 

la consommation, le C.E.B. a lancé la vente de climatiseurs et d’appareils électroménagers 

(qui consomment beaucoup d’électricité). A cet effet, je fus sélectionné pour aller à Syracuse, 

New York, pour suivre un « crash course » de 11 semaines dans une des plus grandes firmes 

de climatiseurs dans le monde. A mon retour, je fus promu au poste d’Assistant Ingénieur 

Commercial et mon rôle principal, hormis celui de m’occuper de la clientèle, était d’ouvrir et 

de diriger une Section qui s’appelait « Sales and Service Section », qui était responsable de la 

vente et de l’installation de climatiseurs et d’appareils électroménagers. Cet objectif premier, 

ayant été largement atteint en 1975, le Board du C.E.B. décida une cessation de cette activité, 

et mettre plus d’emphase sur la qualité du service clientèle. En 1981, j’ai été nommé Directeur 

Commercial et j’ai occupé ce poste jusqu’au 31 décembre 2001. J’ai donc 46 ans de service.

S.J.: Quelles sont, selon vous, les améliorations majeures apportées par le C.E.B. durant les 

années que vous y avez passées?

C.T.: Un des développements majeurs, dans les sections où j’ai travaillé, était le remplacement 

des anciens câbles nus par des câbles isolés. Il était essentiel d’assurer la sécurité des 

consommateurs et des travailleurs du C.E.B. 

Il y a aussi eu le repositionnement des compteurs qui étaient auparavant à l’intérieur des 

maisons, et qui sont, à présent, à l’extérieur et normalement plus près de la rue. Cela a 

grandement facilité le travail des releveurs et a minimisé les cas de fraudes. 

S.J.: Y-a-t-il eu des événements marquants dont vous avez été témoin durant vos années de 

service tels que des situations cycloniques, des innovations ou des visiteurs importants? 

C.T.: Durant ma longue carrière, j’ai fait l’expérience de beaucoup d’événements marquants 

comme le cyclone Carol de 1960 qui a terriblement bousculé le C.E.B. Comme je vous l’ai 

dit, dès 1956, le C.E.B. avait pour mission principale d’améliorer le réseau, de construire et 

d’étendre de nouvelles lignes dans les endroits sans électricité et voilà que tout à coup le 

cyclone Carol arrive et détruit plus de 60% du réseau. Nous avons eu toutefois beaucoup 

d’aide de l’étranger pour rebâtir le système. Nous travaillions vraiment dur, de 7 heures du 

matin à 23 heures/minuit parfois, 7 jours sur 7. Il y avait cependant un vrai esprit d’équipe et 

une profonde volonté de rétablir l’électricité au plus vite. Les villageois ont aussi beaucoup 

aidé au rétablissement du réseau, rétablissement qui a pris plus de 6 mois. 

Je dirais aussi qu’une des choses qui m’ont le plus marqué, ce sont les grands personnages 

que nous avons eus au C.E.B. tels que M. Bott, M. Paturau, M. Burrenchobay, M. Comarmond, 

entre autres. Ces personnes ont vraiment offert toutes leurs connaissances et leur expérience 

au C.E.B.

 

S.J.: Avez-vous des photos que vous aimeriez partager?

C.T.: J’ai une photo en noir et blanc que je vais vous remettre. Cette photo a été prise le 31 

décembre 1956 dans la cour du C.E.B. de Curepipe. Il y a M. Bott, M. Desmarais et M. Hall, entre 
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autres. Et ce sont ces gens qui, selon moi, ont été les piliers du C.E.B., parmi tant d’autres. 

S.J.: Quel est selon vous le rôle que tient le C.E.B. de nos jours dans le développement de  

« Maurice, Ile Durable » ?

C.T.: Dans le contexte de « Maurice, Ile Durable », le C.E.B. n’a d’autre choix que de trouver de 

meilleures alternatives à l’huile lourde, comme les projets d’énergie solaire et les éoliennes, et 

encourager les particuliers à produire leur propre électricité, et revendre le surplus au C.E.B. 

Ces idées ne sont pas nouvelles dans le sens que M. Bott et M. Desmarais, en leur temps, 

avaient préconisé ces projets, mais ce n’était alors pas techniquement et économiquement 

viable à l’époque. 

S.J.: Y aurait-il des projets importants sur lesquels le C.E.B. devrait œuvrer dans les 10 ans 

à venir selon vous?

C.T.: Comme je vous le disais plus tôt, les éoliennes et l’énergie solaire sont l’avenir; puis il 

faut, bien sûr, continuer à répondre à la demande en constant accroissement, ceci en érigeant 

de nouvelles stations et en consolidant le réseau existant. Il est aussi important, je pense, que 

le C.E.B. élabore un programme pour un règlement précis concernant les lignes aériennes, 

comme c’est le cas à Curepipe et à Port-Louis où les lignes sont souterraines; le réseau souter-

rain est selon moi meilleur que les lignes aériennes. 

Il y a aussi le problème des lampes de rues (qui sont allumées le matin et parfois pas le soir) 

qui devrait être résolu en adoptant un système plus moderne et sophistiqué. Ce problème 

constitue, quand même, un gaspillage d’électricité. En général, il s’agirait de mieux consolider 

les infrastructures existantes.

C.E.B. Staff and foreign delegates, 1970s 
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1 Rodrigues Island will be  
 dealt in a separate chapter.
2 Mauritian History, Moka:  
 MGI Press, 2009, p. 410.
3 Ibid., p. 411.
4 Ibid., p. 411.

4.1. THE FORTuNES OF THE C.E.B. IN THE 1970s REFLECTED THOSE OF THE 
newly-IndePendent mAurItIus

In the years that immediately followed the coming of age of the young nation, the first 

Government, under Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam, showed a strong commitment to 

diversifying the economy and providing more employment for the population.

Historian Vijaya Teelock comments: “Despite professing a socialistic outlook prior to 

independence, the Government was faced with major economic problems soon afterwards. 

There were, at the time, few employment opportunities outside of the sugar industry.” 2

The promotion of Tourism and the creation of the E.P.Z. (Export Processing Zone) did much to 

achieve the goals which the Government set itself. It was generally believed, at the time, that 

“productive jobs rather than relief work needed to be created.” 3 Hence, the Export-Processing 

Zone Act of 1970 provided many incentives to foreign and local investors to establish “export-

oriented industries such as tax incentives, exemptions from customs duties, the repatriation of 

profits etc.” 4

“In the years that immediately followed the coming of 

age of the young nation, the first Government, under Sir 

Seewoosagur Ramgoolam, showed a strong commitment to 

diversifying the economy ... ”

chapter 4
 
a financially trying Decade 
(1973–1982)1

Government House, Port Louis, 1970s
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Between 1971 and 1977, 64,000 jobs were thus created in Mauritius. The F.D.I. (Foreign Direct 

Investment), which flowed from the more liberal investment framework, has been hailed as a 

catalyst in the “industrialisation and export diversification of Mauritius.” 5

Development of Tourism 

in the 1970s: Trou-aux-

Biches Hotel

Export Processing Zone 

(E.P.Z.)

Moreover, F.D.I. helped the economy to emerge from sugar dependence to a more technically 

advanced economy. It also enhanced the emancipation of women who, until then, had faced 

restricted alternatives to enter the formal market. Teelock draws attention to the fact that 

the “expansion of manufacturing industries from the 1970s led many women to move into this 

sector to escape the drudgery that characterises both plantation work and domestic service.” 6 

The statistics speak for themselves, when it comes to the impact of the E.P.Z.: the number 

of industries therein stood at 9 in 1971 and rose to 45 in 1975, while the number of E.P.Z. 

employees climbed from 8,336 in 1970 to 20,673 in 1974.7 The E.P.Z. grew to encompass 

up to 480 businesses in 1998 and was a truly remarkable achievement, as “one of the main 

engines of development of Mauritius. Its impact on the country has been manifold, enduring and 

profound”.8

However, the repercussions for the C.E.B. of an increasing demand, created by nascent 

industrial zones, proved to be dramatic and posed a real challenge. The wide range of fiscal 

incentives, including duty-free imports of machinery, raw materials, subsidised power rates and 

factory space, were often qualified as overgenerous and, for our purpose here, they resulted 

in an increasing demand for energy, which the C.E.B. had to supply. Two phases may be 

underlined in terms of the E.P.Z.: a) the take-off phase (1970–1977); b) a period of stagnation 

(1978–1982).9 During the take-off phase, as a result of a pool of cheap labour, the preferential 

access of clothing export to the E.E.C., and a sugar boom in 1974, which saw a record price for 

sugar on the world market,10 the number of firms operating in the Zone went up to 86 by 1977. 

These provided employment for 17,474 individuals, of whom about 80% were women.11

As from 1978 to 1982, economic stagnation followed, allegedly caused by “mismanagement 

of the sugar boom”, higher labour costs and public sector deficits.12 A sharp drop both in world 

sugar, and textile products, prices, bad climatic conditions in Mauritius and the inability to 

control salaries and inflation caused the local situation to change dramatically.13 With rising 

labour costs, the change in the value of the Rupee, an erosion of competitiveness, Mauritius 

struggled, as did the C.E.B., increasingly because of the appreciation of the U.S. Dollar and 

the higher costs of fuel oil.

Le Chaland Hotel, 1970 Sugar Factory
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In 1973, a year when E.P.Z. export earnings stood at Rs 45.7 million and economic growth 

was 11.6%,14 the C.E.B.’s Annual Report reflected growing alarm at the “rapidity of increase in 

industrial demand”. Indeed, the upward trend had continued since 1970, with the demand of 

the Commercial Sector showing an increase of 21% compared to 1972, and with the demand of 

the Industrial Sector standing at 20.3% in 1973 higher than that of 1972. There was, in addition, 

a marked rise in the maximum demand and a clear increase in operational costs, due to the 

upward trend in the prices of materials and in salaries, following the Salaries Commissioners’ 

Report. The C.E.B., struggling to meet the hike in demand and wages, had no option, but to call 

for a rise in tariffs in December 1973.15 Priority, throughout this decade of operations, was given 

to industrial and commercial customers, especially those in the Industrial Zones.16

Whilst attempting to keep pace with industrial and commercial demand, the Board expanded 

its consumer base by 6,948 in 1973 to a total of 109,969.17 Twenty-two new villages were 

electrified (representing supply to 1,287 new customers), whilst work was in progress in 14 

other villages.18 Electricity was provided to some schools, poultry farms, new hotels and 

pumping stations for irrigation for the first time, but alarm bells began to ring in respect of 

new industries, as the upward trend was maintained.
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As indicated above, by 1974, there were 45 new industries, employing over twenty thousand 

workers in the E.P.Z. The C.E.B.’s Annual Report for 1974 reflected “one of the most difficult 

years in the history of the Board” (p. 1), largely because of the financial burden imposed by the 

wage rise of 1973. There was also a 12.9% increase in electricity demand over 1973.19 What 

is more, the trend was expected to be upward in the years to come. Of necessity, the C.E.B. 

gave due consideration to a new Thermal Station in the Port Louis area, since existing stations 

became heavily loaded in order to meet industrial demand and because hydro conditions 

were unpredictable. The ongoing saga of Thermal versus Hydro will be addressed below, as 

we continue to analyse this decade.

The financial challenge facing the C.E.B. was further aggravated by an increase in the price of 

fuel oil in 1974, of the order of 67%, as a gallon of fuel went up from Rs 1.38 to Rs 2.30, trigger-

ing another rise in tariffs in June 1974.20
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The C.E.B. thus deplored its extremely poor financial results, as the world oil crisis began to 

bite. New initiatives to find long-term solutions continued to be explored – such as further 

investigations to locate and develop new potentially exploitable hydro sites at Quatre Soeurs 

(later abandoned) and Upper Grande Rivière Sud-Est (where the prospects were deemed to 

be good). With the C.W.A., the Board undertook studies into a possible area, to yield 14 GWh 

per annum.21 A feasibility study, with the help of U.N.D.P., was set up at Quatre Soeurs, and 

in September 1974, Mr. Robert Carr, a Consultant for U.N.D.P., came to evaluate the technical 

work already done on the project.22

For all that, the quest for long-term solutions, though showing clearly the mettle of the C.E.B.’s 

staff, did not alleviate the existing and ongoing financial difficulties of the organisation. The 

C.E.B. had no hesitation in admitting that “from a financial angle, 1975 [could] be considered 

as the most difficult year in the Board’s existence.” 23 A loss of over Rs 7.5 million was recorded, 

and the return on the average value of the net fixed assets in operation was minus 0.32%, 

compared to 6.14% for 1974.24

Cyclone Gervaise (6 February 1975) caused severe damage to 30% of the network, and repairs 

took two and a half months, despite the assistance of American, French and Indian soldiers 

and sailors.25 All projects, already on the way, were seriously hampered; much revenue was 

lost, as Gervaise aggravated the financial predicament of 1974. Moreover, energy produced 

by Sugar Estates fell well short of expectations by 30%.

Aftermath of Intense Tropical Cyclone Gervaise;  

5 – 7 February, 1975

Cyclone Gervaise (1975) reinstatement work by U.S. Navy

Heavy rains, also brought by Gervaise, caused flooding at the alternators’ pit of St. Louis 

Power Station which became inoperative for 48 hours, thereby resulting in low production 

in February.26 The stress on Thermal Stations, because of severe drought conditions during 

the rest of 1975, triggered a loss of Rs 7.5 M. The C.E.B., furthermore, was obliged to call 

upon consumers to reduce their consumption to the minimum during a severe drought in the 

second half of 1975. This sombre year (1975) is best summed up by the Board’s own words:

“Material loss and loss in revenue were high. In effect, the cyclone aggravated, to a very appreciable 

extent, the already serious financial situation of the Board, which stemmed principally from an 

increase in oil prices, and revisions in the rates of wages and salaries of personnel”.27
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By 1976, the sugar boom of 1973–1974, caused by a record crop and by record prices on the 

world market, with ensuing greater employment in Mauritius, was but a distant memory. A 

sharp fall in world prices, accompanied by ongoing high wages, as a result of previous salary 

negotiations, caused considerable problems for employers. The C.E.B. was struggling to come 

to terms with these factors and with the “accelerated trend of Industrial Development,” in its 

own words.28 Vijaya Teelock sums up these grim years (1976–1982) as follows: “The period [...] 

was characterized by growing deficits in the public accounts and the balance of payments.” 29

The C.E.B. increased its personnel from 1,507 (1975) to 1,585, but it noted that the increase 

in demand in the Industrial Sector was 80.01% more than in 1974, whilst the rise in domestic 

consumption also raised alarm (32.69% over 1974 figures). Despite a welcome hike in the 

volume of sales (30.24% over 1974), the financial results were poor largely because of the 

higher cost of fuel oil and wages. The policy of the C.E.B. continued to be to invest, in a larger 

measure, in Thermal Generation, whilst not neglecting the study of untapped Hydro sites 

(See below). The C.E.B. had some control on its planning, although a gallon of fuel oil rose 

from Rs 2.5328 in January 1975 to Rs 2.8833 by the end of the year, so much so that the Board 

was compelled to increase tariffs from 1 March 1976. It was disappointing that, in 1976, “the 

return on the average value of the Board’s net fixed assets in operation amounted to 5.44%, a 

figure well below the 8% target […]”. 30

Moreover, there was no immediate respite from economic woes in sight; the Annual Report of 

1977 did not mince words: “Another difficult year from an operational angle”; and again: “From 

an operational angle, 1977 was undoubtedly one of the most difficult years experienced by the 

Board.” 31 A 15% expansion of activities per annum over the previous 6 years was bound to take 

its toll. Furthermore, the Board had not been in a position to invest enough resources in the 

generation of electricity because of budgetary constraints and the world oil crisis. Meeting 

Port Louis in the 1970s
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the daily peak became a critical issue, and this put inordinate stress on Thermal Stations. 

There was, thus, no option but to resort to load shedding from March to July, and again in 

November and December 1977. The impact on customers was deemed regrettable, but the 

lack of equipment made itself felt when, for example, Fort Victoria’s capacity was reduced 

to 11.8 MW through the loss of Engine No. 4 and the break-down of Engine No. 5. With a 

view to mitigating this dramatic operational situation with daily load shedding, the Board 

solicited the help of bi-lateral funding agencies in order to proceed with the quickest possible 

generation expansion programme at St. Louis Power Station. The then Caisse Centrale de Co-

opération Économique (now A.F.D.) responded promptly to the request, and the Board opted 

for the installation of the biggest medium speed diesel units then available on the market, 

the Pielstick PC3 Units manufactured in France at St. Nazaire by Chantiers de l’Atlantique. 

Two 12 MW Units were successfully commissioned in October 1978 and, significantly, relieved 

the pressure on C.E.B. to match the demand on the Grid, ending the dark years of daily load 

shedding during peak hours. Two more identical units were subsequently commissioned in 

August 1979.

Port Louis Harbour Zone

Fort Victoria Power Station

For a third year in succession, Hydro Generation was below par, at 56 million kWh, as against 

70 million in another year with median rainfall. 1977 was, alas, once again, a dry year; average 

rainfall in the catchment areas of Hydro Stations was low, about 25% below the norm.32 Thermal 

Stations bore the brunt of demand (227.6 GWh or 73%), whilst Hydro Stations contributed only 

18.3% (52.2 GWh), and 7.9% of energy (24.4 GWh) was purchased from Sugar Estates.

Despite the afore-mentioned difficulties which the C.E.B. experienced, it is a measure of its 

resilience that there was an operational surplus of Rs 3.2 million at the end of 1977, which 

could then be re-invested. The burning issue, however, remained how the Board was to plan 

for the future and, on a daily basis, how it could meet the peak demand.
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A more positive and optimistic approach can be surmised from the Report for 1978, signed off 

by Mr. Burrenchobay, the C.E.B’s. Chairman. The year 1978 was adjudged to have been one 

“of technical redress and financial consideration.” 33 With the introduction of the 40-hour week 

and the setting up of a Health and Safety Committee, this proved to be a turning-point for 

C.E.B.’s personnel, not least because of the dissociation of the C.E.B. from other parastatal 

bodies, as regards wages. The turnover for the year, happily, had increased by 21.89%, 

compared to 1977, despite tariffs remaining constant, and essentially because of the volume 

of sales and efficient management. 

Although Hydro Generation was well below expectations (only 54 GWh – 83% of estimates, 

representing 16% of the total generation), there had been no major power cuts. This was 

largely due to the fast-track major project at St. Louis, with the first two units commissioned 

in 1976. As world oil prices were fairly stable, Thermal and Hydro capacity was strengthened, 

and the C.E.B. could optimistically predict: “There should be no recurrence of power shortage 

during the next few years, if this investment policy is followed.” 34 But there was still no room 

for complacency, as the inflationary trend was set to continue and maintain “its grip on our 

economy”.35 All the more so, because the C.E.B.’s budget surplus had dropped from Rs 3.214 

million to Rs 1.683 million. The sale of energy to the Industrial Sector declined, but sales to 

domestic customers were constant.

Saint-Louis Power Station, 1978–1979

All in all, the Hierarchy of the C.E.B. looked back with some satisfaction and a sense of 

achievement on 1978: “If any satisfaction is to be derived from the past year’s performance, it 

lies in the knowledge that, faced with numerous problems, the Board has somehow managed to 

stand its ground and even consolidate its position.” 36 And this, in spite of the fact that hydro 

conditions, as in 1977, had not been favourable; there had been low rainfall, after Cyclone 

Fleur (January 1978), well until December, and La Ferme Station had to close down because 

of prolonged low availability of water in its particular catchment area.
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In its 1975–1980 Five-Year Plan for Social and Economic Development, the Mauritian 

Government showed genuine commitment to the national development of Electricity by 

allocating Rs 315 million to it. The project value of each of the following areas was estimated, 

and a fixed sum set aside: 37 

In terms of electricity, the chief 

objectives were spelt out as 

follows: 

“To meet an anticipated 11% 

annual increase in demand for 

electricity”; to bring Fort Victoria 

to its maximum capacity of  

48 MW; “the construction of a new thermal power station and of two, or possibly four,  

hydro-electric power stations”; “the existing transmission and distribution systems will also be 

upgraded and extended.” 38 A note of caution was struck, as regards the disparity between 

supply and demand: The overall capacity in the country in 1976 would reach 88 MW, but this 

was still inadequate to meet anticipated demand in 1977. 

Hence, the C.E.B. put its faith in the Baptiste/Guibbies Project and the Quatre Soeurs 

Project, which was expected to provide an additional Hydro capacity of 21 MW.39 Despite 

Government’s good intentions, the future appeared bleak from 1976 to 1982. If the E.P.Z. 

proved to be initially a great success and accounted for a substantial increase in per capita 

income, Roland Lamusse has judiciously underlined the fact that:

“the good years of the sugar boom did not last, and that the 8 per cent growth rate of 1970–

1975 came to a screeching halt in 1976. As sugar prices collapsed on the open market from 

1975 onwards, Mauritius, during the period from 1976 to 1981, underwent a painful process of 

New Showroom, Commercial Centre, Rose-Hill

Professor Roland 

Lamusse
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Industrial Development: Rs 6.4 million

rural electrification: Rs 4.2 million

Development Programme: Rs 160 million

Quatre Soeurs Hydro Electric Scheme: Rs 120 million

Baptiste/Guibbies Project: Rs 20 million

Other Projects: Rs 4.4 million

TOTAL Rs 315 million
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readjustment as the Mauritius economy had to unwind and readjust to shortfalls and deficits in 

the public sector finances and the external accounts.” 40

By 1979, the C.E.B. was bearing the full brunt of the world’s oil crisis and the stuttering state 

of the Mauritian economy. The Annual Report for 1979 referred to “yet another difficult year in 

the Board’s existence”, in terms of financial results.41 Oil fuel accounted for 34% of operational 

costs, as the devaluation of the Rupee hit the Board hard, especially when it came to servicing 

loans from overseas banks.42 The growth in sales averaged 5.11% for the year, compared to 

12% for the last five years. The trading surplus was reduced to Rs 44,583, whilst the estimate 

had been put at Rs 10 million. The picture remained generally grim, notably from July 1979 

onwards, as there was a further hike in fuel oil prices. 

Towards the end of 1979, Cyclone Claudette (22/23 December) “entailed costly and strenuous 

reinstatement works and an appreciable drop in sales, at a time when the demand is usually 

high”.43 Supply of electricity was switched off throughout the island, and damages caused 

by Claudette were most severe in the North and East.44 In spite of the above-mentioned set-

backs, the C.E.B. remained bravely committed to supplying its product “qualitatively and 

quantitatively at a level commensurate with the price it was obliged to charge.” 45 We shall 

return to the C.E.B’s Plan for Development during the last five years of the decade presently, 

as well as to the ongoing quest for an equilibrium between Hydro and Thermal Generation.46 

Whilst 1980 turned out to be a “dream year for Hydro”, as the reservoirs spilt over following 

heavy rainfall, there was no end in sight for the financial trials and tribulations of the C.E.B. 

Industrial demand went on increasing, and an extension to the network was urgently 

needed.47 Sales of electricity, meanwhile, had decreased by 1.75%, compared to 1979, 

because of the arrival of four cyclones, including Hyacinthe in January 1980, accompanied by 

torrential rainfall for two weeks.48 These cyclones also damaged overhead lines and retarded 

construction works. As a result of higher operational costs, the C.E.B. was forced to act in 

order to increase its revenues; the Fuel Cost Adjustment Clause in tariffs, which had previously 

applied to commercial and industrial consumers, was extended to domestic consumers. 

Consequently, by the end of the year, and as a result of a revision of tariffs in February 1980, 

the C.E.B. was able to post a net surplus of Rs 28.5 million. The Hydro Power Stations had 

played their part, by contributing 82.8 GWh, or 23.33% of the total generation. Abundant 

rainfall had meant that 39% of the production had originated from Hydro Stations in March, 

with Ferney, Cascade Cécile, Tamarind Falls, Magenta, Eau Bleue all operating at full capacity 

in 1980. Réduit, alas, was still being reconstructed. A number of substations, at Belle Vue/

F.U.E.L., Nicolay Road, and elsewhere, greatly improved the stability of the energy supply.49 

Two dark clouds on the horizon of a financially convalescent Board were: a) the damaging 

strike of 4–11 October, and b) the black-out called by employees on 24 December 1980, as 

Unions sought a bonus of one month. Fortunately, the black-out only lasted until 6 p.m., and 

a Merry Christmas Eve was celebrated by one and all.

After a satisfactory period in 1980, adverse financial factors were to raise, once more, their 

ugly heads. The C.E.B. declared a deficit of over Rs 8 million in 1981, compared to a good 

financial performance the year before. This was partly due to the freezing of tariffs in April 

1981, despite an increase in production costs and in the price of fuel oil, and partly to a 20% 
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re-adjustment in the value of the Rupee in September 1981. This setback had a major impact 

on foreign debts which the C.E.B. had incurred in the previous years. A late increase in tariffs 

in December 1981 did not save the day, 50 for there had, by then, been a marked decline 

in domestic consumption and a rise in servicing loans to foreign banks. A decrease in the 

maximum demand from 1980 to 1981 (83 to 81 MW) underlined the “economic difficulties the 

country had experienced during the year”, and the C.E.B. remarked: “This is the first time in our 

history that such a decrease has been recorded.” 51

System Control, Headquarters, Curepipe

Yet, the C.E.B. pressed on with its mission; the network in 1981 was extended overground 

and underground. The Board’s capacity was increased through the addition of two 12 MW 

sets at St. Louis Station, making a total of six sets which were in operation. The number of 

customers went up by 1,444 and industrial development progressed steadily, as the network 

was further expanded to cater for new industries and additional pumping stations and farms.52 

In 1981, moreover, the rural electrification programme reached its conclusion, with Chamarel 

Village being connected,53 but more C.H.A. housing estates were supplied with electricity, 

alongside Junior Schools. The C.E.B. Staff increasingly and tirelessly worked on the planning 

and design of substations, such as Nicolay Road 66 kV outdoor substation, the new Rose 

Hill 22/6.6 kV substation and an extension to the Henrietta 22/6.6 kV substation. That is to 

say, the C.E.B. was not deterred by unfavourable financial situations and pressed ahead with 

its programme of development to meet future challenges. A World Bank Loan towards the 

development of Transmission and Distribution facilities had been obtained prior to 1980, and 

Phase I was nearly completed in that year, when orders were also placed for Phase II.54 Phase 

III of the same project was geared specifically to the “implantation of a modern System Control 

Centre in Curepipe.” 55 During 1981, moreover, most of the equipment, ordered under Phase 

II, was received, and tenders were awarded for Phase III. A Phase IV was simultaneously 

being envisaged, and tendering procedures were planned in 1981. This positive and futuristic 

approach, on the part of an innovative Board, is a leitmotiv throughout its history, and more 
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especially during decades of financial hiccups and turbulence; the C.E.B.’s resilience is what 

kept it afloat in the worst of times.

And so, after a period of turmoil, matched by a stuttering national economy, it must have 

been with some modicum of relief, and great pride, that the Organisation’s hierarchy wrote, 

in the Annual Report of 1982, of “indications of better days ahead for the economy.” 56 Under 

the Chairmanship of Professor J. Manrakhan (from June 1982), the Board was able, in its own 

words, to “change an expected financial deficit into a surplus of nearly Rs 10 million for the  

year.” 57 Unprecedented rainfall resulted in a record Hydro Generation of 94 million kilowatt-

hours for 1981, as opposed to 60 million units for an average year. The Sugar Estates, in parallel, 

because of the favourable climatic conditions, were in a position to provide a record 45 million 

units, an increase of 25% on 1980. The maximum demand on the System also increased from 

81 to 86 MW in 1982, and consumers went up by 10,000, partly with the electrification of 

several C.H.A. estates. Hence, sales of electricity rose by 75% over 1981, although “the overall 

average consumption per customer continued to decline – an indication of the hard times that 

the average consumer had had to face during 1982.” 58 Yet, for all its determined effort to keep 

its budget in a state of equilibrium, the above-quoted sentence, issued by the C.E.B., shows 

genuine concern for its clientele; it was a question for the Board, not just of balancing its 

books, but also of safeguarding, as much as possible, the well-being of a hard-up customer-

base. It was with some satisfaction that the Board announced, at the end of 1982, that energy 

supply to morcellements and 49 C.H.A. estates had progressed efficiently. 59 

With heavy rainfall from Cylcones Eliette and Gabrielle, the reservoirs at Tamarind Falls and 

Eau Bleue spilled over. Hydro production represented 25.7% of the total; Thermal 62.4% and 

the purchases from Sugar Estates amounted to 11.9% of 362.7 GWh.60 Still looking forward 

to better times, the C.E.B. later signed another contract to purchase even more electricity 

generated from bagasse in 1984, and an agreement was reached with Flacq United Sugar 

Eau Bleue Dam
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Estate to burn coal during the inter-crop season, so as to reduce the C.E.B.’s dependency on 

fuel oil. A mission of two U.N.D.P. – sponsored experts was organised from 17 October to 6 

November 1982, to further investigate Hydro potential in Mauritius, as the C.E.B. continued 

to show awareness of the imperative of reducing potentially high operational costs in the 

near future,61 and the urgent need to plan accordingly.

4.2. DEvELOPMENT AND INNOvATIONS: 
The Birth of Champagne Hydro Electric Scheme

As early as 1973, a study of transmission facilities, with a view to catering for future 

developments, was undertaken for the C.E.B. by Messrs. Preece, Cardew and Rider, whose 

report was due in 1974. Such studies became frequent as the decade wore on; the U.N.D.P. 

appointed Engineering Power Development Consultants, a British firm of Consultants, to 

assist the Board with the feasibility studies of two other Hydro Electric Developments at 

Grande Rivière Sud-Est, L’Étoile and Diamamouve.62

Champagne Hydro Electric Scheme: The project being worked on

The feasibility study on Quatre Soeurs was completed in 1976, and its implementation 

was deemed to involve, in the near future, a Hydro Plant, with a generating capacity of 15 

MW and at an estimated cost of Rs 137.7 million. The financing of this project was meant 

to come partly from the Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa, with a loan of 

U.S. $10 million, and partly also from the Caisse Centrale de Coopération Économique, with 

a loan yet to be determined in 1976. However, in the course of the following year (1977), an 

alternative site to the Quatre Soeurs Project (after tenders had been issued) was identified. 

According to the Consultants, the Snowy Mountains Engineering Corporation, another site 

at River Champagne would be much more productive and beneficial to the C.E.B., both from 

an operational, and a financial point of view.63 Not for the first time, a rational decision was 

taken by the Board to veer away from a chosen course.

A new policy had been established in 1976 – “of investing in a larger measure in thermal 

generation, while not neglecting the development of untapped hydro resources.” 64 Whilst 
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Champagne Hydro Power Station

increasing the capacity of St. Louis Power Station, by installing two 12 MW sets, it was also 

important to maintain the momentum in the Hydro Generation Sector.

An extension to Fort Victoria Power Station was completed during 1977, with the installation 

of two 6 MW sets (Nos. 9 and 10, commissioned on 7 July and 13 September). But the C.E.B. 

explored, in the same year, the possibility of transferring loans from the Arab Bank for Economic 

Development and the Caisse Centrale de Co-opération Économique to a Hydro Scheme other than 

the Quatre Soeurs Project. Simultaneously, the Board envisaged to build a new Thermal Power 

Station, with 8 generating sets of 7,500 kW, to meet anticipated demand from 1978 onwards. 

So it was that, wisely, the Organisation did not put all its eggs in one basket. All along, however, 

it was hampered by “under-investment […] in the field of generation”.65 

The conceptual emergence of the Champagne Hydro Electric Project can be put roughly at 

1977/1978, when the Snowy Mountains Engineering Corporation, previously appointed by 

the U.N.D.P. to do a feasibility study of Cascade Diamamouve Hydro Electric Scheme, was 

asked to extend its work to a potential scheme at Champagne.66 By 1979, in the framework 

of seeking new opportunities for generation, plans were well in hand “for the construction 

of Champagne Power Station”. Alongside this, the C.E.B. pursued its interest in developing a 

coal-fired station and continued to negotiate with Mon Trésor, Mon Désert, for the installation 

of higher generation capacity and more efficient steam turbines.67 All this goes to show that 

the Board explored several avenues at the same time, leaving little to chance. Whilst designs 

for the Champagne Hydro Electric Scheme were completed and submitted to the Board in 

March 1979, the reconstruction of Réduit was being pushed forward, with new installations 

expected to become operational in 1980.68
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Champagne Hydro Power Station

Fort Victoria Power Station

So, despite facing financial hardships in the 1970s, the Organisation remained dedicated to 

its mission of developing generation, both Thermal and Hydro. Thus, in the spirit of ongoing 

development, the Électricité de France was requested to undertake studies of the evolution 

in energy demand and possible optimal installations to meet such demand. Its Report was 

received at the end of 1979.69 This Report dealt with two related areas: the up-dating of the 

development of Transmission facilities and the design of a new System Control Centre.70 

As the 1980s began, the Board remained fully conscious of the urgent need to reduce 

its dependency on oil fuel and commissioned a feasibility study into a coal-fired power 

station. Under the Australian Government Aid Scheme, E.R.M. Consultants from Brisbane 

recommended 30 MW pulverized coal units for a new power station at Mer Rouge, but on 

account of the financial constraints, preference was given to hydro development. Furthermore, 

greater efficiency in producing energy from bagasse was being mooted in discussions with 

Sugar Estates. Champagne was, by 1980, the buzz-word; tenders were awarded and work 

started on the dam at Diamamouve.
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The year 1980 proved crucial for the nascent Hydro Project, as 14 Mauritian and International 

tenders were allocated for civil works, and 8 for the Power Plant itself and its equipment.71 

The main countries involved in the construction were: France, Italy and Yugoslavia, and the 

Project was funded by the Caisse Centrale de Coopération Économique, the Arab Bank, the 

Kuwait Fund, the OPEC Special Fund and the European Investment Bank.72 

Progress on the Champagne Hydro Electric Scheme for a 30 MW plant continued to be 

satisfactory in 1981, as the dam excavation works and the power tunnel excavations moved 

on at a brisk pace (the latter being assessed as 32.6% complete by December 1981). The 

construction of access roads to the Power Station, the realignment of the road from Sans 

Souci (45% complete by the end of the year), the spillway excavations and those of the 

diversion tunnel (at 50% of completion) drew warm applause from the Board in its Annual 

Report.73 Contracts were soon awarded for work associated with Transmission lines and a 

substation deemed essential for the Project. The C.E.B. was in a position to sum up a good 

project year thus: “The Champagne Hydro Electric Scheme showed satisfactory progress on the 

Dam and Appurtenant Works.” 74

Tunnel, Cascade Diamamouve, Champagne

The train which ferried visitors int0 the tunnel
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And once launched, there was no stopping or slowing down the Hydro Electric Scheme; by 

1982, the power tunnel had been completely excavated, and the lining work was well in hand. 

The construction of the Power Station Building was also nearing completion, and the C.E.B. 

felt confident enough to order turbines which were expected to be on the site in 1983. It was 

so confident, in fact, that the end was in sight that the commissioning of the new Hydro 

Electric Power Station was planned for 1984. 

Following the Champagne Project, the C.E.B. embarked on an ambitious programme of 

rehabilitation works to focus on Tamarind Falls, Le Val, Cascade Cécile, and La Ferme, where 

equipment in service had reached thirty to fifty years of operation. The priority was Tamarind 

Falls, where a 4.2 MW Pelton turbine was commissioned in 1987, with remote control 

facilities at Henrietta. The project was financed by a loan facility from the Caisse Centrale de 

Coopération Economique. 

Meeting peak demand daily, and particularly during years of drought or unscheduled 

unavailability of large units, remained a major concern of C.E.B.

On the advice of E.D.F., a new project emerged at Nicolay, with the commissioning of a first 

24 MW Frame Five combustion turbine of General Electric design, operating on Kerosene in 

1988. This was to be followed by the commissioning of a second similar unit in 1991, and a 

third 32 MW Frame Six unit in 1995.

Other areas, in addition, were being explored; a study was carried out in 1982 on the use 

of “insulated twisted cables for low-tension distribution network.” It was decided during this 

year that “the extension of low-tension network should be done with insulated cables, instead 

of bare conductors.” 75 This innovation was to constitute one of the true landmarks in the 

history of Transmission and Distribution in Mauritius, according to Mr. E. Astruc. 76 Research 

continued in 1981 in “the field of wind and sea energy, while striving towards making a better 

use of bagasse for the production of electricity.” 77
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Nicolay Power Station

Lineman on pole at night
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In the previous year (1980), the C.E.B. had joined forces with UoM to explore the potential use 

of wave power to generate energy,78 an avenue of research that was subsequently abandoned, 

because of the risks associated with innovative technology in addition to environmental, 

technical and financial uncertainties. But the fact is that research has always been part and 

parcel of the C.E.B. culture, and that the quest for innovation had emerged from its early days 

in the 1950s, and persists thankfully to this day. Equally vital has been, and is, communication 

with C.E.B.’s major stakeholders, Government and its clientele. To this end, the Annual 

Reports, Press Communiqués and Notices in newspapers, have proved to be invaluable.

4.3 HuMAN RESOuRCES

It has been underlined, in previous chapters, that the Board had from the very beginning, in 

1952, the welfare and training of its personnel at heart. As demand for energy rose, especially 

in the Industrial and Commercial Sectors, so did the number of employees and, in parallel, 

so did their need for self-development and self-satisfaction, matched only by their greater 

professionalism.

C.E.B. Linemen, on 66kV Tower

With a total of 1,485 employees in 1974 (548 Staff Employees; 852 Manual Workers;  

85 Apprentices and Trainees), the Board resolved that the time had come for the Creation of 

a Personnel Department:

“In view of the importance that personnel management had assumed and the increasing 

complexity of the industrial relations problems which the administration had to face, the Board 

decided to implement the suggestion of Mr. Donald Chesworth, the Salaries Commissioner, to 

the effect that a full-time Senior Officer be appointed to take charge of all matters relating to 

Personnel Management and Industrial Relations.” 79 
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Increases in wages/salaries, as per the Report of the Salaries Commissioner, discussions 

between the Manual Workers’ Union and the Board over a new wage structure, the Trade 

Dispute between the C.E.B. and the Staff Association (referred to Arbitration), necessitated 

such a move.80 Moreover, the Board showed considerable flexibility and a willingness to adapt 

to new demands for administrative re-structuring, whenever the need arose.

After ten years as General Manager, Mr. R. Desmarais retired on 14 December 1973. The 

Board applauded publicly his achievements and acknowledged its enormous debt of grati-

tude to this inspirational leader:

“The Managership of Mr. Desmarais will be remembered as an eventful period in the history 

of the Board. The erection of Fort Victoria Power Station in December 1964, the signing of an 

agreement with the Government, and Non-Government General Employees’ Union in April 

1965, the signing of a Trade Union Agreement with the Manual Workers’ Union in September 

1966, the commissioning of the Ferney Hydro Electric Power Station in 1971, the holding of the 

Congress of the Union des Producteurs, Transporteurs et Distributeurs d’Énergie Électrique des 

Pays Africains, Malgache et Mauricien in May 1972 and the electrification of Rodrigues in July 

1972, are some of the landmarks during the period with which the name of Mr. Desmarais will 

remain closely associated.

Mr. Desmarais’ record of service will long be remembered by anyone connected with the electric 

supply industry in the country. His dedication to the cause of the Board and to his profession are 

bequeathed to those who follow in his footsteps as a model worth emulating. The Board has lost 

a devoted servant.” 81

The C.E.B.’s policy of providing opportunities to its employees (both Staff and Manual) to 

develop professionally continued throughout the decade (1973–1982); facilities were also 

given to UTM and UoM students to train at C.E.B.’s workshops; films borrowed from various 

Embassies were projected nationwide; lectures were held for employees and trainees; loan 

schemes were available for further study; seminars, conferences and workshops were held 

throughout the decade.

Mr. r. Desmarais

Meter Laboratory, C.E.B. rose Hill
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A Re-structuring Scheme resulted, in 1974, in the division of the Transmission and Distribution 

Department into: 

a) Planning and Construction; b) Operation and Maintenance.

Specialisation became, thus, the order of the day and remained a buzz-word through the next 

few decades. From 1,507 (1975), the total number of employees rose to 1,585 (1976), 1,674 

(1977), 1,818 (1978), 1,900 (1979), but then started levelling off, due to financial constraints, 

to: 1,895 (1980), 1,857 (1981), 1,823 (1982).

Two landmarks in 1978 were: 

a) the introduction of the 40–hour week, and b) the setting up of a Health and Safety Committee 

“responsible for the revision and updating of the safety regulations and the observance thereof.” 
82 Meanwhile, Consumer Service continued to be a key priority of the Organisation; the 

stand-by service operated most satisfactorily towards the end of the decade, with personal 

consumer files being introduced in 1979. These contained the history of the customer in the 

shape of application forms, advice notes, and other relevant documents,83 thereby marking 

yet another step towards the modernisation of the system.

C.E.B. Staff in the 1970s

To cater for such upgrading, a new and more powerful computer was deemed necessary in 

1980 and the C.E.B. turned to experts in Information Technology for advice; the Consultants’ 

report was received the following year.84 At the same time, Training and Education of C.E.B. 

Staff remained uppermost in the minds of Board Members; hence, in line with the recom-

mendations of Consultants, seven high-ranking officers were sent to the Électricité de France 

for special training in Management and in other related fields.85 

A further step towards refining Administrative Structures was taken in 1981, when one of 

the recommendations of C.E.B.’s Consultants, Électricité de France, was implemented: The 

two Generation Departments (Hydro and Thermal) were merged to become the Production 

Department.86 Moreover, the two previous Transmission and Distribution Departments became 

one, and much consideration was given to the notion that this Department would later merge 

with the Commercial Department. Thus did the report produced by the Électricité de France 
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on Organisation and Management bear much fruit, as the Board streamlined its operational 

and managerial structures. In so doing, the C.E.B. became much more efficient and proactive, 

by taking a huge stride towards modernity. The key officers involved in the implementation of 

the recommendations at Management were: Francis Montocchio, assisted by Rajen Lowtoo.

The period 1973–1982, reviewed in this Chapter, was thus marked by the C.E.B. coming to 

Punch Staff in the early 80s at C.E.B. Curepipe

grips with the trials and tribulations of a national economy, at first quite flourishing and, 

subsequently (1976–1982), in sharp decline. According to the Government’s Four-Year Plan 

(1971–1975), the country welcomed “labour-intensive and export-oriented industries” through 

the Export-Processing Zone Act of 1970.87 With a proliferation of industries in E.P.Z. (from 9 

in 1971 to 45 in 1974, a number which subsequently reached 480 in 1998), electric energy was 

in great demand, and investment in the Hydro or Thermal Generation of energy had to keep 

pace with Commercial or Industrial demand. Wage rates went up and climatic conditions 

further made life difficult for the C.E.B.’s hierarchy. The devaluation of the Rupee in 1979 and, 

again, in 1981, coupled with high oil fuel prices, as the Dollar rose, added to the financial 

challenges faced by the Board.  

Vijaya Teelock has commented on this crisis thus:

“A severe crisis hit the country in the period 1979–1980. Some of the reasons for this were that 

the value of the dollar rose in 1980–1981 with a corresponding fall in the value of the rupee, 

natural disasters in 1979–1980 which reduced the sugar crop by 30 per cent, and the inability of 

the Government to curb inflation.” 88 There was, however, light at the end of a dark tunnel; the 

C.E.B. breathed a sigh of relief in 1982, as its Annual Report for that year heralded “better days 

ahead for the economy.” 89
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BIOGrAPHy: 
Mr. Astruc started as an Assistant Engineer (Planning) in 1963; in 1967 he was promoted 

Senior Assistant Engineer (Planning); in 1971 he became System Planning Engineer and in 1972 

Assistant Transmission and Distribution (Trans. & Dist.) Engineer (Planning); in 1974 he worked 

as the Trans. & Dist. Engineer (Planning and Construction). In 1980, he joined the Management 

and Administrative team by being consecutively Trans. & Dist. Engineer, Assistant General 

Manager, Officer-in-Charge until the end of his career as General Manager in 2002, the date of 

his retirement. He also actively participated in the journal “Echos Électriques”.

S.J.: What, according to you, were the major improvements made by the C.E.B. during your 

time of service?

E.A.: First, the electrification of the island which started in the late 50s because, when I joined 

in 1963, it was going on strongly and we worked on this programme up to 1984, when the last 

village was electrified, that is, Chamarel. I was then working in the Planning Department; so I 

was very much involved in the whole electrification of Mauritius.

S.J.: And was the electrification of the Island done in a systematic way? Did it depend on a 

priority list or the number of inhabitants of the region or on demand?

E.A.: Electricity itself starts from a point and goes further; so you have, of course, the end 

result; for example, if you want to go to Flacq, you have to go through the various villages 

before you reach Flacq; you cannot just go to Flacq. Now, the only exception, I think, was 

when St. Antoine Sugar Estate started exporting electricity, a line was built from St. Louis to 

St. Antoine. It was a very long line which went right across all the villages. When electrification 

started in these regions, we just worked from that line and started spreading it to the various 

villages.

S.J.: And there were no substations between St. Louis and St. Antoine? 

E.A.: Substation only means a transformer used to supply a village. There was no substation 

at the start; the line went straight to St. Antoine. The development started all along the line 

with tap offs, installing transformers and feeding the various villages.

“This interview was carried out by 

Sharon Jacquin-Ng Ping Cheun (S.J), on 

13 August 2012, at Beau Bassin.”

interview
 

Mr. Eddy astruc (E.a.)

Note: The Interviewee has 
agreed to be interviewed and 
has seen and approved the 
following transcript of his 
interview. He gave his consent 
to his name appearing on the 
transcript.
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S.J.: So these are, according to you, the major improvements?

E.A.: This was the first improvement. The second major improvement was, of course, to 

strengthen the system as it was very fragile; for example, a fault on the St. Antoine line, 

in those days, could take up to 2 days to detect, repair and get everything back to normal 

whereas, today, the supply is much more reliable. This is the most important development 

probably; people can rely on very good electricity supply, especially the industries. 

S.J.: Were there any events that struck you during your time of service? 

E.A.: There has been, since 1963, a considerable increase in the power generated; people 

now consume more electricity than they used to. You realize that, in the 50s, people used 

to pay for electricity by the number of bulbs that they had in their houses. Now, everything 

is metered. But today the concern is that people should think more about the economy of 

energy. So, in early days, there was an encouragement to increase consumption, but today 

the encouragement is to try and reduce your electricity consumption.

S.J.: Could you tell us more about how the C.E.B. dealt with the expansion of the Export 

Processing Zone?

E.A.: It started in the 70s and, as far as I can recall, from the Plaine Lauzun Industrial Zone. 

It was quite an easy job in the sense that Plaine Lauzun was right in the centre of electricity 

production, close to St. Louis and Fort Victoria Power Stations; so we just laid the cables 

to the Industrial Zone and supplied them with electricity. The problems arose when the 

industrial zone was extended to the South and up North, where the electricity supply was 

not as reliable as that provided from St. Louis. Sometimes, there were faults in the system, 

and they would take quite some time to be addressed. This was delicate as you would have 

hundreds of people waiting for electricity supply to be restored. There were hard days but as 

I have said, today, the supply is much more reliable.

S.J.: I guess it was challenging for the C.E.B. to cater for this rapid expansion and the 

consequent increase in demand. So did the C.E.B. develop its infrastructures in the North 

and the South?

E.A.: When electrification started, there was mainly one single long line, and we took from 

it to expand, but the network at a certain time was fragile and not very reliable; the line 

was overloaded; it was, therefore, necessary to build higher capacity lines. This is when we 

started the 66 kV systems but with these 66 kV lines, there were major substations that were 

installed in certain areas and the very long lines which went up, for example, to St. Antoine 

were later split into shorter lines coming from major substations; this made the supply more 

reliable. With the installation of major substations 66 to 22 kV, the length of the 22 kV lines 

was reduced, thereby improving considerably the quality of supply. However, quality of 

supply is not only faults and reliability; it is also the voltage level; we have to guarantee that 

the voltage is 230 volts but with a plus or minus 5%. So, if we go beyond that, then it is not a 

very good supply, according to the contracts. 
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S.J.: What were the motivating factors that encouraged the C.E.B. to develop and take the 

shape that it has nowadays, that is, with the Corporate Values it promotes ? 

E.A.: I think we must understand that C.E.B. is a provider, and the main factor that gets things 

moving is the supply/demand balance for a supply of electricity. In the late 50s, the buzz-

word was electricity for everybody. This is where it all started; we had to extend supply to 

every single household in Mauritius. Then it was, as I mentioned, a question of going ahead 

from the supply point; you had to go slowly and extend electricity village by village up to the 

furthest home. An interesting memory about electrification was that people came and helped 

when the installation was being conducted. If you had some difficulties, such as for example, 

to install a pole, people would be very eager to participate. The other aspect is the industrial 

demand which was also very challenging because we were not used to supplying such large 

and numerous buildings while, at the same time, ensuring the reliability of supply, but once 

the electrification was done properly, everybody would be happy.

S.J.: Did the C.E.B. have, from the start, the commitment it has today to supply electricity 

in a sustainable and ecological way or was the focus mainly on supplying electricity?

E.A.: There are two aspects in electricity supply: one is to meet the demand because it is 

gratifying for both parties, the one providing and the one receiving. For example, those in the 

field witnessed the emotions of a village being electrified; we used to do it in the evening and 

when you switched on the transformer and the light came out, it was an intense moment.

Then, the other aspect concerning electricity is security; so we had to ensure that the 

installation was safe and would not cause any accidents. This could not be, and was not, 

neglected. Everything had to be done properly.

S.J.: What about the importance given to safety within the C.E.B.?

E.A.: It was crucial; we had to be, at all times, very attentive to ensure that our system 

was safe for everybody, and by ensuring that the installation of the client was safe. It was 

not possible, at the start of electrification, to verify very closely each and every individual 

installation because there were hundreds of homes being connected every day, but nowadays 

much more attention is given to individual installation; this new step came in with time and 

gradually took on more and more importance. The emphasis was also laid on Safety at Home, 

and not only on the lines. 

S.J.: Were there any major innovations at certain given times?

E.A.: Innovations were mainly on the technical side, for example security has improved with 

the installation of overhead insulated cables, instead of the bare aluminium conductors used 

until the 70s. Also, there was the installation of overhead 22kV insulated cables, instead of 

underground cables, since overhead line faults are easier to locate, cheaper to install and 

quicker to be reinstated. Improvements and innovations came with time, starting with the 

target of providing electricity to every home and, therefore, much more in building the 

infrastructure. The target evolved as the Organization gained experience, as for example, 
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C.E.B. Magazines

when cyclones made us look for stronger poles and more robust buildings. All this has 

increased the power reliability.

S.J.: What about your experience as a member of the C.E.B. regarding cyclonic periods?

E.A.: I joined in 1963 and my first cyclone was in 1964, it was cyclone Danielle. There were 

lots of damages because the system was not strongly built and it took nearly 2 months to get 

everything back to normal, but for the same cyclone today, it would take 6–7 days to complete 

reinstatement and with the Gervaise cyclone in 1975, I recall that people from Réunion Island 

came to help with the reinstatement works.

S.J.: I came across a magazine called “Echos Électriques”, which dealt much more with the 

Human resource side; could you tell us a bit more about this?

E.A.: I did write some articles for this magazine. One of them was Be Happy, where I tried to 

get employees to understand that they spent more time at the office than at home and that 

it is therefore important to be happy at the office. 

S.J.: Who was responsible for the magazine?

E.A.: The Personnel Department must have all the copies of this magazine because the person 

who, at a certain time, was the main editor became afterwards the Personal Manager. It was 

in 1990 that Mr. Narain, Public Relations Officer of the Technical Department, and I, Assistant 

Manager (Administration), started the “Echos Électriques”. We felt that the employees of 

the C.E.B. were not properly kept informed of what was happening in the Organisation, and 

it was the humble role of this journal to inform them of what was happening. There were 

3–4 issues a year but afterwards, the post of Public Relations Officer was cancelled and the 

magazine was terminated, as there was nobody to continue the work.
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5.1. rodrIGues (1950s–1970s): Pre- c.e.b. dAys

In his highly entertaining and informative narrative of cultural and social life in Rodrigues, Sir 

Ben… Raconte Rodrigues, 1 Ben Gontran explains everyday life in his childhood: « C’était enfin le 

jour de mes cinq ans […] La maison elle-même était une deux-pièces […] L’une des pièces abritait 

le salon avec, au milieu, une table et six chaises de Vienne […] Suspendue au plafond, une très 

grosse lampe à pétrole qu’on n’allumait que dans de grandes occasions.» 2 The Gontrans’ house 

was in the area of Lataniers, and Ben had to walk to school two kilometres away, L’école de la 

Ste. Famille. His life was no worse than that of many children from villages in Rodrigues in the 

1940s and 1950s. In an interview, he explained that it was only in 1960 that he came to reside 

at Port Mathurin and, then, he became one of the privileged few to have electricity, courtesy 

of the Fatehmamode Brothers, as explained below.3

According to Alfred North-Coombes, in his evergreen masterpiece, The Island of Rodrigues, 

Magistrate S.B. de Burgh-Edwards “had applied for electricity as far back as 1927, but Port 

Mathurin had to wait until the middle of the 1940s for electric light.” 4 North-Coombes added 

that Cader Fatehmamode [sic] had, by then, purchased a “small power plant” from the army, 

when it evacuated Rodrigues, and that the above-mentioned person “began to supply a 

“The C.E.B. was thus looking forward to a time when the 

electrification of the island would happen... ”
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somewhat anaemic type of lighting to the residency and a few other premises.” 5 Rassoolbhye  

Fatehmamode, also known as Cader, ran the business with his brothers Hajibhye 6 and  

Mamade, as stated by Vali Fatehmamode, the son of Rassoolbhye, in his interview.7  

Rassoolbhye had arrived from Surat in 1939 and had indeed bought two generators from the 

military who had been based at Baie Lascars during World War II. 8 He had opened a shop 

close to the Catholic Church at the corner of Duncan and Ricard Streets; North-Coombes 

remarked: “Cader Fatehmamode [sic] and Co. still reign supreme as the suppliers of all kinds of 

building materials and a wide range of consumer goods,” i.e. in the 1970s. 9 

The Fatehmamode Brothers had two generators, according to Mr. Georges Ravina, a mechanic, 

who had repaired and maintained these at the time.10 They would often break down, and 

when the most powerful (5 kW) would be out of action, the smaller generator would take 

over. They were situated on Mlle Julia Street, on a plot belonging to the Fatehmamode family. 

Whilst, in Georges Ravina’s view, Rassoolbhye and Hajibhye were excellent businessmen, it 

was Mamade who had the technical know-how.

Hajibhye Fatehmamode

Oil Reservoir used by Fatehmamode family to produce electricity in the 1950s

Vali Fatehmamode was sent to Mauritius to acquire greater technical knowledge and 

returned in the 1950s to help run the family’s electricity business. There were, in the 1950s, 

20–30 customers who received faint electric light through an uninsulated copper wire, with 

several connectors, which carried 110 volts. For more information on this enterprise, see 

the interview with Vali Fatehmamode.11 The current was provided from 6.00 or 6.30 p.m. 

until 10.30 or 11.00 p.m., depending on the season. The two Fatehmamode generators, in 

turn, provided electricity to the Residency and a few government buildings, and those lucky 

residents in the vicinity, who paid Rs 20 per month, according to Ben Gontran.12 Customers 

would go to the Fatehmamode shop to pay. Mr. Gontran stated that he had four bulbs in his 

home in the 1960s and that, often, the lights would flicker, and candles were always kept in a 

handy place, for on frequent occasions, break-downs would occur.

Some important locations and public utilities had their own generators in the 1960s: Cable and 

Wireless (previously the Eastern Telegraph Company, on Mont Vénus) “always had their own 
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excellent installation”, in North-Coombes’ words. Moreover, “the Queen Elizabeth Hospital 

also had its own power” at Crève Coeur, and so did the Agricultural Training Farm at Maréchal 

and the Meteorological Station.13 The case of La Ferme Village is another interesting example 

of early entrepreneurship in Rodrigues, as the Cader family ran their own generator for a 

retail shop and, simultaneously, provided the excess electricity to residents of the village, 

again at a monthly rate of approximately Rs 20 – Rs 25.14 

The C.E.B.’s Annual Report of 1958 underlined the fact that:

“Under the Electricity Ordinances, the Board was responsible for the proper operation of public 

electricity supplies in the Dependencies. The only Dependency where a public supply exists is 

Rodrigues, but the Board has no resident staff in that Island and such supervision, as is possible, 

requires to be done by correspondence or through the good offices of the Magistrate and Civil 

Commissioner.” 15

The Report also refers to “two authorised undertakings, viz. (1) The Port Mathurin Electrical 

Supply Company, and (2) La Ferme Electricity Company.” 16 The former was the Fatehmamode 

electricity business, and the latter, the small Cader family’s generation plant. Units generated 

are estimated to have numbered 50,000 per annum, according to the same C.E.B.’s Annual 

Report, and the supply was estimated to have been of 110 volts D.C., available “between 5.30 

p.m. and 10.00 p.m. in winter and 6.00 p.m. and 10.30 p.m. in summer.” 17 As far as can be 

ascertained, the price per unit paid by customers was “between 50 and 60 cents per unit (no 

metres are installed at the Generating Station or at consumers’ premises.” 18

Georges ravina
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The location of the Cader family generator at La Ferme

During a C.E.B. official visit to Rodrigues in 1955 intended, as the Annual Report for 1958 went 

on to say, “to make an assessment of the potential electrical development of the island,” it was 

found “that the market for power in Rodrigues was very small, as the population of some 20,000 

are mainly engaged in agriculture or fishing.” Their purchasing power, as regarded electricity, 

was deemed to be low, and their dwellings were scattered all over the island; hence, “the 

island would not form a suitable subject for rural electrification on the pattern adopted for 

Mauritius.” 19 All the same, a plan for the electrification of Rodrigues, albeit along different 

lines to Mauritius, was not excluded altogether:

“It is possible that a more up-to-date installation providing a 24-hour A.C. supply to Port 

Mathurin, Oyster Bay and English Bay areas could be operated economically, particularly as 

these areas would include the two largest consumers, namely, the Government Hospital and 

Cable & Wireless. Later on, the supply could perhaps be extended to other localities where there 

are recognizable concentrations of dwellings, e.g. La Ferme, Mont Lubin and Saint Gabriel. 

Meantime, however, the Board feels that the demand, such as it is, is being reasonably well 

met and that there is no justification for disturbing the present arrangements whereby private 

undertakers operate under licences issued by the Board.”

The C.E.B. was thus looking forward to a time when the electrification of the island would 

happen; in the meantime, surplus equipment, available in Mauritius, would be reserved 

for “the initial electrification of Rodrigues; for example, 22 kV transformers, switchgear etc.” 

Furthermore, two 250 kVA generating sets, taken from the Government Sack Factory, might 

also “help to relieve the electricity shortage that had existed over the past few years […]” 20 It is 

somewhat regrettable to think that, in the 1950s, the Government of Mauritius looked upon 

Rodrigues as the poor relative which only deserved the left-overs.
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The following Electricity Tariffs are listed in the Annual Report of 1959 (Appendix I): 

(A) lIGhtInG PurPoses
Total useful Watts Installed Charge per month (Rs) Total useful Watts Installed Charge per month (Rs)

Up to 15 watts 1.50 up to 135 watts 12.95

25 2.50 150 14.25

30 3.00 165 15.65

40 4.00 180 16.75

45 4.50 195 17.95

60 6.00 210 19.10

75 7.50 225 20.25

90 8.90 240 21.35

105 10.70 255 22.45

120 11.60 270 23.50

As well as Rs 1.25 for every additional 15 watts or fraction thereof

“In determining the total wattage of 

a consumer’s installation, no lamp 

shall be considered to have a rating 

of less than 15 watts.

Total Useful Watts Installed means 

the total of the watts of the lamps 

that can be lighted at the same time.”

The Annual Report for 1960 records no change in the electricity situation for Rodrigues, 

citing the same two existing companies, run by the Fatehmamode and Cader families in 

Port Mathurin and La Ferme respectively. However, it goes on to say: “The licences of these 

Undertakers expire in January 1961, and it is the Board’s intention to renew them for a specified 

period.” 22 This was duly carried out, as the commemorative book, 20th Anniversary, 1952–1972 

recalled:

Rodrigues Electricity Supply

“Existing during the whole of 1953:

The Undertaking was a privately owned one and operated by Mr. C. Fateymamode [sic] and 

licenced to operate until January 1st 1955 (Proclamation No. 9 of 1949) – and subsequently 

extended yearly until 30th June 1972 under the name of Port Mathurin Electric Supply Co. The 

Plant installed consisted initially of one 5 kW and one 10 kW diesel-driven generating sets and, 

subsequently, one 20 kW set, also diesel-driven, was installed and operated until shut down in 

June 1972. The Tariff in force was authorised under Government Notice No. 63 of 1948.” (Annual 

Report, 1953).

5.2. enters the c.e.b. (1972–1983)

Reconnaissance missions were regularly carried out to Rodrigues from 1958 onwards. In 

March 1963, Senior Officers of the C.E.B. visited the island to formulate conceptual plans for 
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(b) For wIreless receIvInG sets
For each set having a total input 

in Watts not exceeding
Charge per month (Rs)

25 watts 1.75

40 watts 2.40

Where the total input 
exceeds 40 watts

3.50
21
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its electrification, and this design and planning stage continued until 1970. In that year, a 

mission was assigned the task of “determining the demand for electrical energy, the future load 

growth and the type and location of C.E.B. installations.” 23 Following this, reports were tabled 

by the Board for the Government; the latter forwarded these reports to the French Mission 

d’Aide et de Coopération, seeking France’s participation in this project. The Annual Report of 

1971 announced that the French Government had resolved to make “a generous contribution 

[…] towards the implementation of the project.” 24 Alfred North-Coombes provided more 

precise details about French assistance: “In 1970, France offered a gift of 580,000 rupees to 

help provide the island with an electricity grid and a telephone service to link up the main country 

centres with Port Mathurin.” 25 

From that point on, things moved quickly in 1971: Orders were placed for two Alsthom 

Diesel Generators of 140 kVA rating each, and “electrical equipment, including insulated L.V. 

overhead distribution and service cables, aluminium alloy conductors for H.V. lines, energy 

metres, transformers and associated fittings.” 26 

Another mission headed to Rodrigues by ship in May 1971, to evaluate the existing network, 

determine the final location of the Power Station 27 and establish “the routes of the H.T. 

transmission lines.” 28 Electrical and civil engineering designs were completed by C.E.B. 

Engineers, in collaboration with Mr. Jacques Desmarais, Architect. Tenders were called for 

the Power Station, the Administrative Building and Residing Officers’ houses, and a fourth 

mission sailed for Rodrigues, which included potential contractors. 29 

As the quotations for the construction of the afore-mentioned buildings proved to be higher 

than anticipated, the work was restricted to the Power Station and one Senior Officer’s 

residence. A fifth mission, comprising Heads of Departments at the C.E.B., headed for 

Rodrigues, together with Mr. S. Beedessy, the successful Contractor, on 23 October 1971. 

Soon after, construction started at Port Mathurin on 1 November 1971, and from that date 

onwards, Officers of the Civil Engineering Department of the C.E.B. were regularly dispatched 

to Rodrigues for periods of one or two months. The foundations of the Power Station and the 

bases of the engines/machinery were completed by mid-December 1971; the floor slab and 

the walls of the Power Station were ready by the end of 1971.

Generating room in rodrigues, 1972
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In his informative article L’Électricité à Rodrigues, 1971–1974, Claude Roussety evoked the joy 

and satisfaction of seeing the project come to fruition: 

“Le 26 juin 1972, deux groupes électrogènes, d’une capacité de 112 kW chacun, provenant des usines 

Alsthom Dieselair de Tarbes, France, furent mis en service et le C.E.B. compta 366 consommateurs. 

Moment de liesse et de très grandes réjouissances; c’est le commencement de l’ère du modernisme 

avec « la nouvelle lumière » qui est disponible nuit et jour. Réfrigérateurs marchant au pétrole 

lampant disparaissent; les « carreaux » font place aux fers à repasser électriques!” 30

The Port Mathurin Power Station was completed, in record time, before the end of June 1972. 

Unfortunately, a severe cyclone, Fabienne, in February caused flooding which, according to 

Mr. Laval Étienne, resulted in two large tanks floating away as far as the present new stadium 

in Port Mathurin. 31 As a result, protective works around the Power Station were built; the  

Annual Report of 1972 added: 

“The existing masonry sea-wall was consolidated and raised by casting a mass concrete wall 

on top of the existing one and building a concrete and block perimeter wall around the station 

site.” 32

In February 1972, work also started on the Resident Engineer’s house at Crève Coeur, but 

Cyclone Fabienne caused delays, as did a shortage of skilled labour. The residence was, 

however, completed by October 1972. All was now in readiness for the commissioning of 

the Port Mathurin Generating Station, as it was named on the cover of the Annual Report and 

Accounts 1972. It was a moment of great pride and joy for those who had worked on the 

project and for all Rodriguans; Claude Roussety declared in his afore-mentioned article: « En 

Port Mathurin Generating Station, 1972
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1972, Rodrigues avait donc près d’un siècle de retard dans ce domaine » – i.e. of electrification, 

compared to New York (1881), London and Holborn (1882) and Curepipe (1889). He added: 

« Et encore dix ans devaient s’écouler avant que l’électrification des régions ne commence, les 

conjonctures économiques étant une des raisons de ce retard. » 33

In the course of interviews with several Rodriguans, it was stated very clearly that Sir Gaëtan 

Duval was one of the prime-movers of the electrification of Rodrigues.34 Several eyewitnesses 

inferred that during his visit to Rodrigues in 1967, prior to the Independence Elections, as they 

were called, the Leader of P.M.S.D. had been taken aback by the lack of progress achieved 

in Rodrigues. It is also as a result of a visit by Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam, in 1971, that the 

momentum for the C.E.B. to implant itself firmly on the island continued. Both great men had 

no doubt a role to play in this huge step towards the modernization of Rodrigues. When the 

Port Mathurin Generating Station, adorned joyfully by flags, was inaugurated on 7 November 

1972, the Hon. Sir Gaëtan Duval was present, as were a host of local dignitaries and existing 

local staff of the C.E.B., together with their families. Many residents of Port Mathurin were 

able to witness a landmark in their island’s history.

Inauguration of Port Mathurin Power Station; Sir Gaëtan 

Duval and Mr. roland Desmarais, 1972

Volunteers erecting electric poles in rodrigues, 1980s

Prior to this event, the C.E.B. had started engines No. 1 and No. 2 on 10 May 1972, at 14h30 

and 16h00 respectively. During that inaugural year, the C.E.B. had to foot the bill in subsidising 

activities in Port Mathurin; the Annual Report of 1972 drew attention to this: 

“During the first 6 months of operation in Rodrigues, a loss of over Rs 87,000 was registered. 

For a long time to come, the operation of Rodrigues is likely to be an uneconomic venture for 

the Board. However, the electrification of Rodrigues is regarded at this stage as a provision of 

a social service more than anything else, and had not the Board received from the French and 

the Mauritian Governments the required capital to finance this project, it is unlikely that it could 

have been brought to fruition before a fairly long time. The Board is pleased to put on record its 

appreciation for the co-operation received in the execution of that project.” 35 

5.3. RODRIGuANS THERE FROM THE START

A number of valuable eyewitness accounts are today willingly provided by Rodriguans who 

were involved in the construction of the Power Station in 1971–1972. Zacharie Levêque was 

born at Accacia on 15 May 1945 and worked first for the Agriculture Department at Citronelle, 
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before joining the Marine Service. In 1971, he applied for a position as fitter/mechanic at the 

C.E.B. and was appointed to do welding and gas work. He also took part in the construction 

of the Power Station and remembers well the cyclone that interrupted works in February 

1972 (Fabienne). Under the leadership of Mr. Carosin, Officer-in-charge of the Port Mathurin 

Generating Station, Zacharie Levêque began his training on the job in 1972 and went on to 

become a shift operator of the generators. This training was done by Zacharie in his own 

time, and as he had left primary school in Third Grade, he had to write notes about, and draw 

sketches of, the equipment. Today, he proudly shows his old drawings in a small notebook.36 

At last, through sheer perseverance and the will to succeed, Levêque achieved his goal and is 

pictured in the photo below, next to the Diesel generators; he had become quite an expert in 

reading and operating panels by then.37 In so doing, Levêque had emerged as one of the first 

Rodriguans, if not the first Rodriguan, to rise to the responsibilities of being a plant operator 

– the other operators at the time came from Mauritius.

Zacharie Levêque at the C.E.B. in the 1970s
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One of his early tasks as a fitter, during the construction of the Generating Station, was to 

design and finish metal covers for electric cables in the station,38 using only a hammer and 

a chisel. Levêque recalls being one of four workers to undertake such tasks (the Contractor, 

Mr. Beedessy brought many later from Mauritius). Mr. Léon Carosin supervised all electrical 

works, and as the generators arrived, they had to be installed by Levêque and his colleagues 

who worked daily from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m., there being no electricity at the time to allow night 

work. Levêque was thus one of the Rodriguan C.E.B. pioneers and today, he feels great pride 

in his achievements. He mentioned that his own family at Accacia had used candles, bought 

at 5 cents each, and tins with wicks and petrol, until 1967, when he moved to Port Mathurin, 

but even then, there was no electricity for C.E.B. workers in their homes before 1972.39

When more powerful engines arrived later in Port Mathurin, Levêque was sent to St. Louis 

in Mauritius for three months to upgrade his technical know-how. Prior to the Power Station 

being completed, electricity bills were paid in a small wooden structure which Levêque took 

pains to draw.40 Moreover, he evoked, during his interview, drums of oil arriving on the M.V. 

Mauritius and being rolled out by employees of the C.E.B. to the Station in the early 1970s. 

Subsequently, the drums, forty to fifty at a time, were transported from the M.V. Mauritius by 

a catamaran, which was launched on 21 July 1972.41

During the same period, immediately after the commissioning of the Power Station at 

Port Mathurin, Rodriguans began to volunteer for training in Mauritius under a C.E.B. 

Apprenticeship Scheme. So it was that Rodriguans Marcellino Collet, Hénard Raffaut and 

Robert Spéville were selected. At the tender age of 16, Collet left Rodrigues to travel to Plaine 

Lauzun’s C.E.B. Centre de Formation to complete a three-year apprenticeship. To be selected, 

all candidates had to pass a Test Paper, as did all Mauritian candidates, in English and General 

Knowledge. During their apprenticeship, the three above-mentioned Rodriguans were 

sent to various stations and Departments in Mauritius for observation and practical work.42 

Meanwhile, other Rodriguans were employed by the C.E.B. in different capacities. 

Laval Étienne worked for the Port Mathurin Generating Station (C.E.B.) from 1972 to 2000, 

first as a driver from 1972 to 1974. In this last year, he became a Lineman/Wireman; he had 

learnt his job on the ground as one of the first Rodriguans to do so, and was qualified to 

work either in Mauritius or in Rodrigues.43 In 1983, he was promoted Charge-Hand, the first 

Rodriguan to achieve this grade, according to his interview. As a “sort of Foreman”, he was 

responsible for workers and went on sites; the Supervisor was Mr. Tamby Veerabadren.44 A 

great deal of useful information was gleaned from the eyewitness account of Laval Étienne, 

during an interview in September 2012.

The first few years of the C.E.B.’s Generating Station at Port Mathurin were thus marked 

by slow progress. Permits were issued both to Mr. Rassoolbhye Fatehmamode and Amode 

Cader on 15 May 1972 by Mr. R. Desmarais, General Manager, in documents found at the Port 

Mathurin C.E.B. Archives; they read as follows:

“PERMIT TO AUTHORISE MR. RASSOOLBHYE FATEHMAMODE TO ACT AS UNDERTAkER UNDER 

THE DESIGNATION OF THE PORT MATHURIN ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY FOR THE SUPPLY OF 

ELECTRICITY FOR PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PURPOSES AT PORT MATHURIN, RODRIGUES.” 
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C.E.B. Personnel with Mr. r. Desmarais, 1972

“In exercise of the powers conferred upon it by Article 6 of the Electricity Ordinance 1939, as 

amended by Ordinance No. 80 of 1951, the Central Electricity Board, with the approval of the 

Governor in Executive Council, hereby authorises Mr. Rassoolbhye Fatehmamode, under the 

designation of the “Port Mathurin Electric Supply Company” to supply electricity for public and 

private purposes at Port Mathurin, Rodrigues, within the area specified in the Schedule hereto 

on a month-to-month basis with effect from the first day of January, one thousand nine hundred 

and seventy-two, subject to the provisions of the Electricity Ordinance, 1939, as amended by 

Ordinances Nos. 32 of 1963 and 80 of 1951 and the Regulations made thereunder.

SCHEDULE 

Towards the North of Port Mathurin: 

– To a line bounded by the coast line.

– To a line bounded by some 150 yards. 

– Beyond the eastern limits of the town.

– To a line bounded by the Southern limits of the town.

– To a line bounded by the coast line along Inner Bay.

(Sd) R. Desmarais

General Manager

Curepipe, 15th May, 1972.

PERMIT TO AUTHORISE MR. AMODE CADER TO ACT AS UNDERTAkER FOR THE SUPPLY OF 

ELECTRICITY FOR PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PURPOSES AT LA FERME, RODRIGUES.
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In exercise of the powers conferred upon it by Article 6 of the Electricity Ordinance 1939, as 

amended by Ordinance No. 80 of 1951, the Central Electricity Board, with the approval of the 

Governor in Executive Council hereby authorises Mr. AMODE CADER, to supply electricity for 

public and private purposes at La Ferme, Rodrigues, within the area specified in the Schedule 

hereto on a month-to-month basis with effect from the first day of January, one thousand 

nine hundred and seventy-two, subject to the provisions of the Electricity Ordinance, 1939, as 

amended by Ordinances Nos. 32 of 1963 and 80 of 1951 and the Regulations made thereunder.”

SCHEDULE

Towards the North of La Ferme:

– To a distance of 200 ft. 

– East 200 ft. South 

– 500 ft. (up to the Police Station) 

– West – 200 ft.

(Sd) R. Desmarais

General Manager

Curepipe, 15th May, 1972.”

The Annual Reports, for the ten years following 1972, give scant information on the operations 

of Port Mathurin Generating Station; in 1973, supply was available to Anse-aux-Anglais, 

Mont Fanal and Pointe Monnier, and overhead lines increased by 2.2 kms. Apart from three 

minor extensions and the connection of a few new customers, it appears that no major 

developments took place in 1973.45 Likewise, 1974 saw no network extensions to new areas, 

although a limited number of new customers were connected.46 The number of customers 

continued to rise steadily, from 558 in 1974 to 622 in 1975.47 Supply was extended, in this latter 

year, to Pointe La Gueule village, near Baie aux Huîtres, Rodrigues Hotel at Mont Vénus, and 

to Barclays Bank Residential Quarters at Pointe Canon.

From 1972 onwards, the Ordinance Book (hereafter O.B.), now in the Port Mathurin Archives, 

provides a great deal of day-to-day information which can only be summarized here for the 

period up to 1983. The C.E.B. catamaran, launched on 21 July 1972, was tested in high seas on 

3 August, before taking on a load of oil brought from Port Louis by M.V. Mauritius, for the first 

time, on 8 August 1972 (O.B.). From 21 to 25 September 1972, the General Manager, Mr. R. 

Desmarais, visited Rodrigues to assess the progress achieved. He was to return on 6 November 

1972 for the inauguration, and was followed by Messrs. Vigier de La Tour, Tranquille, Ramsaha 

who arrived by plane. The inauguration was done by Hon. Charles Gaëtan Duval, Minister 

of Foreign and External Affairs and Tourism, on 7 November 1972. The above-mentioned 

V.I.P.s left on the following day. Queen Elizabeth Hospital at Crève Coeur was supplied with 

electricity on 19 December 1972, whilst Oyster Bay feeder was commissioned on 29 of the 

same month (O.B., 1972). 

Cyclone Gertrude (30 January 1973) caused concern, as the 6.6 KV tripped and remained 

off from 21h45 onwards. The engines were switched off at 8h30 on 31, although no serious 

damage was caused. Port Mathurin was re-connected on 1 February 1973, but Oyster Bay 

remained in the dark for a while. During the month of February, major repairs were carried 

out by Engineers, such as H. Rojoa, sent out by the C.E.B. in Mauritius. Cyclones Jessy 
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(21.2.1973) and kitty (28.2.1973) caused supply to be cut off, but electricity was soon restored 

after a day or so (O.B.,1973). When Port Mathurin Senior Officers went on leave (e.g. Mr. Reddi 

on 22.3.1973), they were replaced by C.E.B. Officers dispatched from Mauritius (e.g. Mée 

Monneron). Visits by C.E.B. hierarchy appear to have been quite regular in the 1970s, notably 

that of Mr. R. Desmarais from 5 September 1973 (O.B., 1973). 

Upon the arrival of Mr. France Verchin as Officer-in-Charge on 18 June 1974, Mr. L. Carosin 

handed over the reins of office and left for Mauritius on 26 June 1974. Equally important 

was the visit on 2 July 1974 of Messrs. Riley (Civil Eng.) and Wong Soo in the context of the 

Economic Planning Unit and the two-year Development Plan; they were to determine when 

the pumps, as well as other equipment, were to be installed (O.B., 1974). Mr. C. Serret came 

to assess an abnormal noise in Alternator No. 1, but gave the all-clear, before leaving on 6 

September 1974. It is to be noted here that such problems as abnormal noises and oil leaks 

were conscientiously entered into the Ordinance Book by the Officer-in-Charge. We shall not 

dwell here on these technical matters.

Mr. Claude Roussety’s first term of office as Officer-in-Charge started on 12 December 1974, 

albeit in a temporary capacity, during Mr. F. Verchin’s leave (he left on 18 December).

Relations between the C.E.B. and the Resident Commissioner seem to have been most 

amicable, since Mr. N. Heseltine, the Commissioner, regularly visited the Power Station, 

notably on 17 January 1975. In the same month, work began on the electrification of H.M. 

Prisons at Pointe La Gueule and Baie-aux-Huîtres (O.B., 14.1.1975). On 5 February 1975, alarm 

bells began to ring with the approach of Cyclone Gervaise, but warning No. 1 was soon waived 

the following day. On 13 February, at 15h00, a single-phase transformer was commissioned 

at Oyster Bay to provide electricity to H.M. Prisons (“voltage phase to neutral 238 v – between 

phases, 412 volts”) (O.B., 13.2.1975).

Le Mauricien, 8 Nov 1972
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On 6 June 1975, a delegation, led by Mr. Retsanami, C.E.B.’s Deputy General Manager, and 

comprising Messrs. C. Tranquille, Roland Lan Yee Chiu and Hassen Rojoa, visited Rodrigues 

officially. Engineers also arrived to overhaul Engine No. 1 that had clocked 14,000 hours, 

a task completed on 17 June (O.B., 9.6.1975). Several such technical matters required the 

attention of Mauritian Engineers (e.g. “excessive vibration of indicators on the electrical panel” 

on 27 July 1975). 

Until Rodriguans had completed their training, the expertise was provided by Mauritius. This 

pattern was to continue over the next few years. Mr. Sakir, Senior Engineer, came to assess an 

extension to the Power Station Building on 26 March 1976, and returned with a colleague, Mr. 

Adone, on 25 May 1976 for “a final decision regarding the proposed extension to Power Station 

Building” (O.B., 29.5.1976). Mr. Adone visited once more on 10 July, this time accompanied by 

the Contractor for the Power Station extension (O.B., 10.7.1976).

Upon the departure of Mr. F. Verchin, Mr. Claude Roussety took over on 8 September 1976. Field 

Supervisor R. Lachoomanen joined him on 1 November 1976; Lachoo, as he was commonly 

known among Rodriguan volunteers, was to play an important part in the electrification of 

villages in the 1980s. On 26 November 1976, Mr. A. Adone left the island, after a mission to 

assess the possible extension of the Power Station “to house two additional 70 kVA alternators” 

(O.B., 25.11.1976). Sets No. 3 and 4 of the Power Station were commissioned at 13h50 on 30 

December 1976, an event which brought the year to a happy conclusion (O.B., 30.12.1976). 

The arrival on 29 April 1977 by plane of a C.E.B. official delegation, comprising the General 

Manager, Mr. Jules Labat, and Messrs. Ramsaha and Closel, heralded the official commissioning 

of the 2 - 70 kVA Generation Sets. The ceremony, significantly, was attended by two Presidents 

of the Workers’ Unions. This function, moreover, was attended by the Minister for Power, Fuel 

and Energy and his P.A.S., Mr. Harold Cunniah. M. Maurice Merlié, His Excellency, the French 

Ambassador to Mauritius, officially inaugurated the 2 – 70 kVA Sets at 16h30 (O.B., 29.4.1977). 

M. Verbois, Chef de la Mission de Coopération of the French Republic, and his wife, also attended. 

Prizes, such as electric kettles, were presented and “some three hundred persons were invited to 

attend the function. Soft drinks and cakes were served. A souvenir was presented by the personnel 

to His Excellency the French Ambassador, and a bouquet to Madame Merlié” (O.B., 29. 4. 1977). At 

18h30, the General Manager gave a cocktail party at the C.E.B., attended by 125 guests; all the 

V.I.P.s, mentioned above, were present. After a courtesy visit to the Resident Commissioner, 

the C.E.B’s official party left Rodrigues.

Inauguration of the electrification of a village in Rodrigues
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Other events, such as the commissioning of smaller extensions, are duly recorded in 

the Ordinance Book in the 1970s, e.g. a 6.6 kV spur and 50-kVA 3-phase transformer were 

commissioned on 16 June 1977 at Pointe L’Herbe. Delegations continued to arrive, such as 

one which included Messrs. Eddy Astruc and C. Tranquille and R. Closel on 4 September 1977 

(O.B., 1977, 4.9.77), to assess the extension of the electricity network to rural areas. Mr. Sydney 

Jeanne came in connection with civil works for the installation of 2-210 kVA generating sets 

and the erection of a shed to house cable drums, as well as to carry out a survey at Accacia 

“for a proposed power station” (O.B., 31.1.78). Diesel was still being shipped out to Rodrigues 

regularly, notably “580 gallons of diesoline oil […] delivered […] to C.E.B. tank farm” on 23.5.78. 

The rural electrification of Rodrigues progressed slowly at first, but was to reach its peak in 

the late 1980s. However, work on the electrification of Accacia started on 29 May 1978, with 

the “erection of a 50-kVA S/Stn,” as well as of a LV O/H Line and a service line (O.B., 29.5.78). 

The commissioning of Accacia took place at 9h45 on 24 July 1978 (“phase/neutral voltage 240 

volts; P/P voltage 405 volts”).

The C.E.B.’s Annual Reports in the 1970s provide a modicum of information on Rodrigues’ 

electrification. In 1977, overhead lines were extended by 1.3 kms to new consumers, whilst 

the following year, this went up to 2.85 kms. Underground cables stood at 0.10 kms for 

1977 and 0.16 kms for 1978. During this last year, units generated amounted to 1,019,099 

kWh, an increase of 8% on 1977, and maximum demand rose by 16.9% to reach 270 kW in 

1978. The total route length for overhead cables reached 20.24 kms in Rodrigues – quite 

an achievement in six years of the C.E.B.’s presence on the island. Out of 860 customers in 

1978, by far the largest number were domestic customers (725), with 118 commercial and 6 

industrial customers.48 The total number of units sold stood at 905,337 kWh, with an average 

consumption of 1,052 kWh per customer.

St. François, rodrigues
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As villages continued to be connected to the network, the total consumption increased 

and new customers were added to the list. In 1979, the following villages were connected: 

Allée Tamarin; Anse-aux-Anglais; Baie-aux-Huîtres Sud; Caverne Provert. The overhead line 

network was extended by 6.72 kms and the underground lines by 0.12 kms; units sold went 

up to 974,710, as did the number of customers (1,014); here, one notes the fact that industrial 

customers were 21 in number, and commercial ones rose to 127.49 

A most important mission started on 5 April 1979, by Dr. S.O. Armbuster and J. Breintengross 

of the Federal Republic of Germany. These experts came to the Island to study the possibility 

of financing the Report on the Development of Generating Electricity and Distribution Facilities 

in Rodrigues, prepared by Messrs. E. Astruc, R. Closel and C. Tranquille on 5 December 1977 

(O.B., 5.4.79). This visit was to prove vital to the electrification of villages, with later subsidies 

being provided by the Federal Government of Germany. A visit to the C.E.B. Port Mathurin by 

Dr. S. Busowon, Minister of Fuel, Power and Energy, Hon. N. François, Minister for Rodrigues; 

Mr. C. Magnien, Resident Commissioner; Mr. Jawaheer, General Manager of the C.W.A., and a 

Member of the C.E.B. Board, stressed the genuine interest which the Mauritian Government 

showed in future electricity projects (O.B., 25.5.79).

Plans for rural electrification were going ahead slowly but surely; a 100 kVA substation at 

Fond La Digue was commissioned on 7 July 1979, to be known as Metro Substation. Surveys 

at La Ferme village started on 12 June 1979 to assess a new distribution system. Another 

substation of 50 kVA was commissioned on 3 September 1979 at English Bay. A 50 kVA 

3-phase (6600/415 volts) transformer came into operation on 31 October at Pointe La Gueule. 

Allée Tamarin village, near Oyster Bay, was electrified on 18 December 1979, and fifty new 

customers accrued to the C.E.B. (O.B., 18.12.79).

Thus, the total units generated by the Port Mathurin Power Station kept going up, increasing 

in 1980 by 6.1% over 1979, to 1,139,081 kWh. Whilst the Annual Report of 1980 stressed that 

there were no major developments in Rodrigues, it also noted that a new 210 kVA Diesel 

generator set was donated to Port Mathurin by the French Government in August 1980. 

The Ordinance Book stated that on 27 June 1980, M. Philippe Momplé of the C.E.B. and Jean 

Hamart, a French expert, arrived “for the commissioning of Engine No. 4”, and it also recorded 

the arrival of M. Robert Sorby of the French Technical Assistance Mission on 4 July 1980 (O.B., 

27.6.80; 4.7.80). 

The Nation, 15 Nov. 1985
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In the course of 1981, the total units generated at Port Mathurin Power Station went up again 

to 1,205,871 kWh, an increase of 5.9%; the overhead cable length was extended by 3.40 kms, 

and the total number of customers was 1,206 (1,019 domestic; 153 commercial; 32 industrial; 

2 special).50 A German mission, consisting of Dr. Hebischal, Professor Breschulin, accompanied 

by Mr. R. Chevreau, focused on the Electrification of Rodrigues Project. A Ministerial Delegation, 

led by the Minister of Power, Fuel and Energy, visited the Port Mathurin Power Station on 24 

June 1981; this showed that there was real momentum towards the rural electrification of 

Rodrigues (O.B., 24.6.81). Meanwhile, Camp du Roi village was connected to the network in 

October 1981 (O.B., 8.10.1981). Moreover, significantly, on 15 December 1981, South Africa 

donated 3,000 poles to Rodrigues; it is said that Sir Gaëtan Duval personally intervened by 

telephoning the South African Government to have this cargo delivered directly to Rodrigues, 

instead of via Mauritius. These electric poles were to prove invaluable for the electrification of 

villages, as explained below.

5.4. vOLuNTEERS’ CONTRIBuTIONS

1982 started grimly for Rodrigues with Cyclone Dania (a Category Warning Class IV was in 

force at 10h00, but there was no warning at 12h00). During the year, the Port Mathurin Power 

Station was to produce even more units (10% over 1981). Overhead cables were extended by 

3.63 kms, and there was a general increase of 253 customers.51 Perhaps, more importantly, 

five new villages were connected to the C.E.B. network: Mont Lubin; Sygangue; Citronelle; 

Crève Coeur and Malabar.52 An interview with Herman Casimir of Sygangue, who in 1983 was 

the leader of the band of volunteers, revealed that fifteen men from Sygangue set out on 

the mission of electrifying four villages within one km.53 Herman, was at the time, President 

of the Sygangue committee of villagers and first led the 15-men gang on the construction 

of the Mont Lubin Road which was completed on 14 October 1973. As a result of a meeting 

with Mr. Serge Clair and Mr. Claude Roussety, Herman Casimir and his fellow-volunteers 

decided to undertake the digging of holes, five-feet deep, with pickaxes and spoon-like tools 

provided by the C.E.B. Over a distance of 500 metres, he estimated, 22 holes would have 

been dug.54 The men dug holes in pairs either after work in the afternoon or at the week-end. 

Some volunteers used a tool locally known as Baramine, when they encountered rocks. Once 

the holes had been dug from Malabar, Citronelle, to Mt. Lubin onto Sygangue, the C.E.B. 

provided lorries that conveyed poles to be placed in each hole, 25 at a time.

Mr. Agathe, alias Canni, an early volunteer Herman Casimir
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Whilst in other villages, women would often carry rocks to be placed around the poles, 

Herman revealed that his group was happier working without women, and that there was a 

strong element of mateship. The main motivation for all this hard work was the strong desire 

in the community to have electricity – it was, above all, seen as men’s work. To encourage the 

Sygangue volunteers, Claude Roussety and Latchoo 55, as he was fondly called by volunteers, 

as well as Solo (Suleiman Fatehmamode) would arrive in the afternoon and check the work, 

giving much praise to the volunteers. In just over two weeks, a kilometre of holes had been 

dug and poles erected. It was then the C.E.B.’s turn to convey, and connect, the cables. Once 

this was finished, celebrations would begin, as villagers from Citronelle, Malabar, Mt. Lubin 

and Sygangue joined forces to host the inauguration at 3 p.m.56 At the time, Herman was 

42; thirty-two years later, in 1912, in his Sygangue house, his pride in having assisted with 

the construction of the Mt. Lubin Road and in the electrification of Malabar, Citronelle, Mt. 

Lubin and Sygangue villages was plain for all to see. Such pioneering spirit and generosity, 

as existed in those villages and others such as Baie du Nord,57 are what, in the end, helped to 

bring electricity to men, women and children across Rodrigues. The first village/area to be 

electrified was Port Mathurin’s suburbs in 1972; the last was Ste. Marie in 1994.58 

Celebrations of Electrification at Baie du Nord

In the Ordinance Book, Claude Roussety wrote in his own hand, for 13.8.1982:

“Commissioning of 2 kVA-6600/415 – 3 phase substation at Sygangue. Mont Lubin 100 kVA s/stn 

commissioned on the 4th July 1982 – that is the first station to be electrified after Port Mathurin 

and its outskirts.

The commissioning of Sygangue was attended by the Minister for Rodrigues and the Outer 

Islands. The Minister, volunteers and C.E.B. personnel were received at a party at Citronelle after 

the commissioning and were guests of the Officer-in-Charge.” 59
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In his already-quoted article, Claude Roussety pays further homage to the volunteers thus:  

« Depuis 1982 jusqu’à ce jour, le programme de l’élecrification a pu être suivi avec succès grâce 

au partenariat du gouvernement, à la participation volontaire de la population rodriguaise et 

bien sûr du C.E.B. » 60 In addition, Mr. Roussety underlines the noteworthy contribution made 

by the French and German Governments in the early stages of rural electrification, whilst the 

Mauritian Government « a pris le relais pour la phase finale. » 61 

There exists a great deal of documentation at the Port Mathurin C.E.B. Archives to support 

the view expressed by many Rodriguans, such as Herman Casimir and Laval Étienne, that 

the will of the people was, arguably, the chief driving force behind the rural electrification of 

Rodrigues. Thus, a document of 5 February 1975 indicates that several petitions were received 

in 1975, by the C.E.B., Curepipe, from the inhabitants of Accacia village, Camp du Roi and 

Allée Tamarin. A meeting was held at the Resident Commissioner’s Office in Port Mathurin on 

5 February 1975 to discuss this subject. 

The C.E.B. was represented by Messrs. R. Lutchmanen and Claude Roussety; Accacia village 

by two inhabitants, and the Government by the Resident Commissioner, Mr. N. Heseltine, N. 

Padaruth, Senior Finance Officer, and M. Edouard, Assistant Finance Officer. The estimated 

costs for the electrification of the following villages were deemed to be high: 

(1) Allée Tamarin (Rs 29,000); (2) Accacia (Rs 25,000); (3) Camp du Roi (Rs 30,000), making 

a total sum, in 1975, of Rs 84,000. Accacia, it was decided, would be electrified first – this 

was done in 1978; Allée Tamarin followed shortly after (1979), and Camp du Roi, finally, was 

supplied in 1981. The inhabitants of Accacia had pressed harder than others, as a petition of 

10 January 1977, to the Resident Commissioner in Rodrigues, testifies:62 

“Once again, we beg to appeal to you to intervene so that we may be supplied with electricity in 

the near future.”

Even before the Accacia petition, several residents of Caverne Provert, the next village along 

from Anse-aux-Anglais, had addressed a letter to The Manager, C.E.B. Port Mathurin on 

7.12.1974, to request that electricity be supplied to them; they pleaded:

“As you can clearly see, we are enduring many difficulties in these days. Wood is becoming scarce 

from day to day, as well as kerosene is very expensive, and the price is still going up – our children 

also is [sic] suffering in another way; they use candles or kerosene lamps to learn their lessons, 

which will serve as a menace to them in the future.

So, as electricity is less expensive and is easily available in our days, we have full trust in you that 

our demand will be granted […]” 63

Caverne Provert was supplied with electricity in 1979, at the same time as Baie-aux-Huîtres 

South and Anse-aux-Anglais.
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Anse Quitor, first 

éolienne

And so, from the very beginning, the pattern was set: Villagers petitioned for electricity, and 

the C.E.B. determined the priorities, but volunteers who offered their labour, greatly helped 

the cause of their villages, as in the case of Sygangue. The C.E.B., most importantly, provided 

poles, cables and the technical know-how, whilst giving a great deal of encouragement 

to volunteers. The villagers acted as the main d’oeuvre, this being a laudable example of 

Government-Community collaboration, greatly and warmly applauded by Mr. Serge Clair, 

Chief Commissioner, when interviewed: “Electricity is first, for me, a fine example of the 

volontariat of the people […] I applaud the volunteers.” 64 Port Mathurin residents were the 

privileged ones from the outset; of 50 street light fittings sent to Rodrigues by the C.E.B. from 

Mauritius, 25 had been erected in the capital, Port Mathurin, and in the main street around 

Oyster Bay, according to a letter of 22 July 1974, to the Resident Commissioner, from France 

Verchin, Officer-in-Charge of the C.E.B.65 Through sheer will-power and hard work, villagers 

were, ultimately, to receive their rewards, especially in the 1980s and 1990s through the 

electrification of rural Rodrigues.
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Note: Mr. V. Fatehmamode 
agreed to have his name 
mentioned in the course of this 
interview.

66 On Bhye and Rassoolbhye  
 Fatehmamode, see A.L.  
 Roussety, op.cit., p. 35.  
 Bhye had four sons: Hamode,  
 Rassoolbhye; Hajibhye and  
 Mamade. The shop was well  
 stocked with all types of  
 goods.

As the son of Mr. Rassoolbhye Fatehmamode, Vali [henceforth], one of six children of the 

aforesaid, four boys and two girls, remembers his father buying two generators from the 

military; he had arrived in Rodrigues in 1939, with his father, Bhye. Vali’s grandfather, Bhye 

Fatehmamode, had reached Port Mathurin from Surat (India) and had opened a shop on 

Ricard Street, close to the Catholic Church in Port Mathurin. Thereafter, Mr. Rassoolbhye  

Fatehmamode took over the commerce, including crushed acacia seeds exported to  

Mauritius in bags of 200 lbs. The former Fatehmamode house has been photographed with 

the permission of the present owner, and is shown here (see photo above). The generators in 

question provided electricity, first and foremost, to the Fatehmamode family home and shop 

on Ricard Street, and then to other customers in Port Mathurin (according to Vali, these were 

20–25 in number).

interview 
 

interview with Mr. vali fatehmamode66, 
son of rassoolbhye fatehmamode,  
Pioneer of Electricity in rodrigues 
(1939–1972)
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Formerly, the residence of the Fatehmamodes at Port Mathurin



As an adolescent, Vali Fatehmamode was sent by his father to Mauritius to learn the business 

of electricity and to train in the Port Louis area in the 1950s. He returned around 1955 and 

went straight into the family business as a technician. He assisted with installing street 

lights, with making the necessary electrical installations in 20–30 customers’ houses and 

with the general technical process of the generation of electricity. He recalls that the two  

Fatehmamode generators were about 15 ft. long and 10 ft. wide, that in each connected 

house, there were 3 or 4 25w/40w bulbs, bought from the C.E.B., Mauritius, in the 1950s 

and packaged in red and blue boxes. The installation for domestic customers was done free 

of charge and, on an average, customers paid between Rs 20–30 to Mr. Fatehmamode per 

month. The current was 110v.

In the 1940s and 1950s, the earliest poles/pylons were iron tracks from the Railways in  

Mauritius, imported into Rodrigues, along with yellowish copper cables. These, together 

with the required parts, arrived, according to Vali Fatehmamode, on ships named Floreal,  

Zambezia, Sir Jules, and karabaroo. The business office was in Citronelle Street and labourers 

would drag cables and poles, as well as oil drums, from the pier to the office yard. There 

were more than 200 poles erected in Port Mathurin, Crève Coeur (where the hospital was), 

Baie Lascars and around the capital. For about twenty years, Vali Fatehmamode worked in 

the generation of electricity, until the C.E.B. purchased the family concern from his father,  

Rassoolbhye, in the 1970s.

A few anecdotes, told by Vali Fatehmamode, demonstrate the contribution of the  

Fatehmamodes as pioneers of electricity in Rodrigues. Whilst Cable and Wireless, the hospital, 

the military, police, the Meteorological Office and some government offices, had their own 

generators, the Fatehmamode family provided electricity to 20–30 privileged families/

households at any given time in Port Mathurin in the 1950s. Let us remember that the rest of 

Rodrigues (except for La Ferme, lit by the Cader generator) was, come evening, in darkness. 

Vali Fatehmamode evokes an occasion when, to add more joy to the festivities of Christmas 

and New Year, he devised a way of playing street music in Port Mathurin around 1957; the 

transmitter ran on batteries. By 1960, most businesses in Port Mathurin were supplied with 

electricity from the Fatehmamode generator; Vali’s own house had a transformer that 

converted 110v. into 240 v. – which was unique in Port Mathurin.

By the time the Fatehmamodes sold their business to the C.E.B. in the 1970s, between 

150 and 200 customers (businesses and households) were dependent on the pioneering  

Fatehmamode generators. Rassoolbhye Fatehmamode died and is buried in Mauritius (his 

precise age at death is unknown, but according to Vali, he was about 77 years old). One of his 

sons, Karim was employed by the C.E.B., where he remained an employee for 20–25 years 

– he now lives in London. Vali Fatehmamode himself worked for the C.E.B. for one month, 

and then transferred to a Civil Service position. He now helps out in a furniture shop in Port 

Mathurin and remembers, with a great deal of nostalgia, his father’s activities, as well as his 

own, in the field of electricity generation in Rodrigues.
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1972 Port Mathurin

 Pointe Canon

 Baie Lacars

 Oyster Bay

1973 English Bay 

 [Anse-aux-Anglais]

 Mont Fanal

 Pointe Monnier

1975 Pointe La Gueule

 Crève Coeur

 Mont Venus

1977 Pointe L’Herbe

1978 Accacia

1979 La Ferme

 Allée Tamarin

 Anse-aux-Anglais

 Baie-aux-Huîtres Sud

 Caverne Provert

1981 Camp du Roi

1982 Malartic/Mont Lubin/

 Sygangue/Citronelle

 /Lataniers/Malabar

1983 St. Gabriel

1985 Soupir

1986 Rivière Coco

 Orange

 Mangue

 Port Sud Est

 Grand La Fourche 

 Corail

 Maréchal

1987 Petite Butte Corail

 Anse Quitor

 Roche Bon Dieu

 Le Chou

 Corail Airport

 Terre Rouge

 Palissade Ternel

 Baie du nord

 Grand Baie

 Piments

 Mont Charlot

1988 Citron

 Grande Montagne

 Quatre Vents

 Trèfles

 Ile Michel

1989 Pointe Coton Hotel

 Coromandel

 Camp Paul

1990 Patate Théophile

 Trois Soleils

 Dans Samy

 Rivière Banane

 Fond La Bonté

1991 Mont Malartic

 Grand Var

 Grand Bébé

 Montagne Goyave

 Baladirou

 Tamarin

 Citron Donis

 Batalran

1992 Montagne du Sable

 Dans Limon

 Baie-aux-Huîtres 

 Jardin Mamzelle

 Montagne Cabris

 Eau Vannée

 Cotton Bay

 (network to village)

 Montagne Chérie

1993 Saint-François

 Piment Reposoir

 Anse Femi

1994 Baie Malgache

 Parc Tortue 

 Anse Baleine

 Sainte-Marie

Dates of the electrification of villages  
in rodrigues 
Source: C.E.B. Ordinance Book, 1972–1994
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1 Lamusse, op.cit., p. 265.
2 Annual report 1987, p. 1.
3 Annual report 1989, p. 1.
4 Annual report 1990, p. 1.

In his excellent study, The Supremacy and Twilight of the Mauritius Sugar Industry, Roland  

Lamusse sums up the fortunes of the Mauritius Sugar Industry in the 1990s thus: “A tale of 

climatic hazards, depressed prices, declining profitability and the search for a consensus between 

government and the sugar industry.” 1 In a way, the C.E.B.’s trials and tribulations in the decade 

1983–1992 followed those of the Sugar Industry and the country’s at large. It was a hard slog, 

marked by increasing industrial demand, financial difficulties, crises in industrial relations, 

hardship in both meeting and servicing debt payments. 

There were also constant reminders of “the support and contribution of its personnel” that 

enabled the C.E.B. “to maintain a good standard of service to the general public.” 2 The financial 

situation continued to be “a source of major concern” 3 and the “unhealthy industrial relations 

prevailing” contributed, in particular years, “to the bleakness of the overall situation”.4 But a 

clear vision of the future and a helping hand by way of loans from the World Bank, the Caisse  

Centrale de Coopération Économique and the European Investment Bank and Development 

Plans for the immediate future, were the source of much-needed inspiration.

“It was a hard slog, marked by increasing industrial  

demand, financial difficulties ... ”

chapter 6
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Let us remind ourselves that from 1983 to 1987, Government, in Vijaya Teelock’s words, 

“introduced stabilization programmes by agreement with the International Monetary Funds. 

This included measures such as strict control over wages, increases in the prices of foodstuffs and 

strict monetary and fiscal policies.” In this context, greater recalcitrance and opposition were 

bound to manifest themselves amongst Unions, such as the C.E.B. Staff Association that 

launched an unprecedented 52-hour strike, which was most disruptive to public life, in March 

1990. In effect, it paralysed the country. The Government’s aim was “to bring consumption in 

line with production.” 5 

In the case of the C.E.B., being a service organisation, consumption, as well as industrial, 

commercial and domestic demand always outstripped production. And when the economy 

started to recover, especially in the E.P.Z., from 1987 onwards, and exports to U.S.A. flowed 

with greater volume – as a result of investments by Hong Kong businesses, in particular – the 

supply of energy had to keep pace with increasing demand and needs. The impact of the 

growing E.P.Z. can be illustrated by the fact that in 1987, 484 enterprises employed 80,000 

Mauritians;6 of these, almost 50% were women. In 1972, 10% of the employees were women, 

whilst in 1990, this figure had jumped to 49.6%.7 By 1992, the amount of imported fuel oil 

for electricity had reached 500,000 tonnes, in order to meet the increasing demand from 

industry, especially from the manufacturing industries.8

Despite a continued, well-organised campaign by Family Planning Services and the non-

governmental Action Familiale, the estimated population of Mauritius stood at 1,106,516, 

with a growth of 0.95 in 1993. The rate of population increase had dropped to 2% in the 

1960s, and below 1% in the 1980s, but the fact remains that the “crude birth rate in 1991 was 

20.7 births per 1,000 population, and the crude death rate stood at 6.6 per 1,000.” 9 To continue 

to supply electricity to a growing population – albeit growing sluggishly – was no mean feat, 

notably with restricted funds. Moreover, as indicated below, climatic conditions were often 

unfavourable, and Hydro Power Stations did not meet expectations. 

Nor were Sugar Estates able to fulfil their contractual obligations, through no fault of their 

own; bagasse power did not provide the answer when drought conditions prevailed. Moreover, 

in 1989, Cyclone/Depression krissy (6 April) caused substantial damage to the East and South 

of the island; the harvest was 80,747 tonnes lower than in 1988, and the production of sugar 

was 586,301 tonnes, “the lowest harvest since 1980”, according to Lamusse.10 In this respect, 

drought also had a major impact on the production of electricity, since in 1983, the Sugar 

Estates and Hydro Power Stations were well below par.11 In the same year (in December), 

Cylcone Bakoly caused much damage to the network, with its intensifying high winds; on 25 

December, the entire island was without electricity, although repairs were completed well 

within 15 days.12 Thus, unfavourable climatic conditions – prolonged dry spells or Nature 

unleashing her fury – made life exceedingly difficult for the C.E.B. from 1983 to 1992. Added 

to these problems were budgetary concerns.

6.1. uNFAvOuRABLE FINANCIAL SITuATION

Depressed prices on the world market for the Sugar Industry and declining profitability in the 

Manufacturing Sector, at least until 1987, had an unfortunate impact on the whole country 

The Textile Industry
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and, through budget allocations, on the C.E.B.’s investment programme in the 1980s. This was 

shown by a financial loss of Rs 31 million in 1984, despite a “regain of vitality of the industrial 

section” and a tariff increase of 12.5% imposed by the C.E.B. in September.13 Yet, sales rose by 

10% (compared to 1983) and domestic consumers increased by 4,671 to a total of 181,197. The 

C.E.B. decided to call on an expert from abroad; M. Roux, an economist from the Électricité 

de France, came to finalise basic tariff structures. This was followed by a delegation from the 

same organisation, which suggested the grouping of tariffs thus: 1) High Voltage Tariffs; 2) 

Low Voltage Industrial and Commercial Tariffs; 3) Domestic Tariffs.14 There are no indications 

that all these recommendations were adopted to the letter, perhaps because the C.E.B.’s 

concern for its customers kept shining through over the years, sometimes at the expense of 

economic considerations.

When good Hydro conditions prevailed, as in 1985, there was an “all-time record Hydro 

production” – 29.2% of the Total (391.5 million kWh). And this was reflected tangibly in a 

budget surplus of Rs 7.5 million, largely thanks to the new Champagne Hydro Electric Power 

Station that produced 50 million kWh.15 F.U.E.L. Sugar Estate, with its new bagasse-coal 

operation, chipped in with 75 million kWh, as bagasse pellets were burnt for the first time 

in Mauritius. This meant that less cost-effective Thermal Generation had to contribute only 

44%, instead of 74%, as in 1984. A fall in the world oil/fuel prices helped the economy drive 

attempted by the C.E.B.16 

The trend continued in 1986, with revenue increasing by 8.4% over the previous year, even 

though the net surplus was modest, standing at Rs 26 million. Sales growth was particularly 

noticeable to industrial clients – an increase of more than 20% over 1985. This “rapid 

development in the Industrial Sector” enabled the C.E.B. to plan for greater investment in 

“the generation and distribution sectors”. The successful performance in 1986 was put down 

to good production by Thermal Power Stations and sustained Hydro Generation of 25% of 

the total. Once again, this demonstrated a need for equilibrium between Thermal and Hydro, 

instead of a dependence on the latter or the former.17 Consumers also increased by 6,458.

The year 1987 saw another “big increase in electricity demand in the Industrial Sector”, 

matched fortunately by an all-time record Hydro production (139,2 GWh). The surplus of Rs 

43 million was attributable “solely to sales of electricity which had been growing as a result of 

industrial development.” 18 An increase of 12.7% in sales, compared to 1986, was welcome; the 

C.E.B. stressed that the “energy sold to the industrial sector accounted for 35.4% of the overall 

consumption (401 million kWh)”. Domestic consumption maintained a steady growth during 

the years 1985–1987, as opposed to the previous stagnation of the early 1980s.19 

There followed, alas, a sudden reversal of events; paradoxically, as the economy began to 

flourish, the C.E.B. experienced a downturn in 1988. A deficit followed, after three years 

of a budget surplus, partly because of a significant increase in the exchange rate of the US 

Dollar vis-à-vis the Rupee, and partly also because of rising inflation. The Sugar Industry also 

suffered a decrease of 713,831 tonnes in its production, compared to 1987.20 For the C.E.B., the 

exchange rates bit hard, since Thermal Stations produced 62.2% of the total (545.04 GWh), as 

against 18.17% by Hydro Power Stations. F.U.E.L. sold 13.75% bagasse–coal generated energy 

to the C.E.B., whilst other Sugar Estates could only manage 5.86% of the total supply.21 
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What concerned the C.E.B., once again, was the “clear indication of an increasing dependence 

on the use of thermal plants to meet energy demand.” 22 Above all, the unsatisfactory recurrent 

funding system and the unsustainability of investment in generation justifiably raised a degree 

of concern, as the Board deplored its “state of finance […] a major source of preoccupation.” 

It called for remedial action to enable the Organisation to: a) service its debts; b) finance 

investment in key sectors such as Production, Transmission and Distribution.23 

The financial position of the C.E.B. was not to change dramatically in 1989, as it remained in 

dire straits, despite good Hydro production. This was put down to “the Hydro Rehabilitation 

Programme which started in 1987.” 24 Hydro Power Stations contributed an all-time high total 

of 147 million kWh, out of a production of 458.7 million kWh – an increase of 4.7% on 1988. 

Less use of Thermal (52.10% of the total), despite a 7% increase in demand, meant reduced 

operational costs. Sugar Estates came in with a modest 5.51% of the total energy produced, 

whilst the bagasse-coal F.U.E.L Station sold 16.48% of the total energy needed to the C.E.B.25 

For all that, the disquieting financial situation, “a source of major concern”, was a leitmotiv in 

Reports throughout the decade (1983–1992); the deficit for 1989, significantly, was decried 

as the largest ever recorded in the C.E.B.’s existence: Rs 92 million. Debts, bad liquidity, and 

solvency problems were the result of this unsustainable situation, all the more so because of 

the C.E.B.’s constant “effort to improve the reliability of supply throughout the island.” 26

The year 1990 turned out to be “a difficult year from several standpoints”, not least because 

of the ongoing financial quagmire. Severe and persistent periods of drought in 1990 affected 

Hydro performance adversely – the Hydro Generation dropped from 147,596,000 kWh to 

85,000,000 kWh.27 As Thermal Generation increased to 73% of the total energy supplied (as 

against 53% in 1989), operational costs went up, and there was also concurrently a 14% rise 

in energy consumption. The C.E.B. was forced to raise tariffs that had remained static since 

1984, with an increase of 16% in December 1990. This was geared to a two-fold objective: a) 

to generate more revenue; b) to deter excessive consumption.28 The future of C.E.B.’s plan to 

supply electricity in a reliable manner was dependent on a sound financial policy, claimed the 

Board: “A financial redress is deemed most desirable if the Organisation is to avoid being trapped 

persistently in a financial crisis.” All the more so because the C.E.B. was called upon “to cater 

for the needs of the dynamic state of development characterising the national economy.” 29 

Roland Lamusse, indeed, underlined the turnabout in the national economy thus: “In 1990, 

Mauritius’ economic performance improved as a result of the increase in sugar output and growth 

of the E.P.Z. and Tourism […] But there was a decline in sugar export proceeds due to a drop in 

the volume of sugar exports, the price freeze in the E.E.C. and low prices for sugar on the world 

market.” 30

The other sources of concern for the country and the C.E.B. were: a) the rate of inflation 

that remained at 12.8% for 1989–1990; b) a considerable deterioration in the balance of 

merchandise trade.31 Yet, the C.E.B. pressed on valiantly with its Development Programme 

and growing continued sales of electricity. 1991 was “a year of marked achievement in terms 

of sales” which increased by 11.7% to 624.7 GWh. Income, consequently, rose by 27.6% to 

1.2 billion, as growth in all areas of the national economy was reflected in a rise in demand. 

The deficit was still there towards the end of the year, but it had been reduced from Rs 170.8 

million (1990) to Rs 73.7 million in December 1991. 
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However, the Board expressed its fears that the financial situation was likely to worsen, rath-

er than improve.32 Thermal Generation was too high (73% of the total 737.18 GWh), and this 

meant high operational costs. Hydro production was down in 1991 to 10.16%, while F.U.E.L.’s 

bagasse–coal Station produced 9.48%, and other Sugar Estates contributed a lowly 5.2%. 

Alarm bells kept ringing in financial terms:

“The Board’s financial situation is likely to go on deteriorating if the prevailing conditions are 

maintained, as the income derived from operations is inadequate to meet the ever increasing 

financial commitments arising from operating costs, interest charges, foreign exchange losses, 

and substantial loan capital repayments.” 33 

And so, the 1990s had started with a number of major challenges to be met; 1992 was also 

described by the C.E.B. as a “challenging year.” An enforced tariff increase came into effect 

on 15 August, and a Loan Forgiveness by the Government, to the value of Rs 735 million, 

was most welcome.34 Had it not been for this generous action, the annual deficit would have 

been of the order of Rs 6.4 million, and debts would have risen to Rs 2.6 billion. All along, the 

C.E.B. kept as its chief objective, the service of its customers, industrial, commercial and do-

mestic alike: “In the years to come, the reliability of electricity supply will remain the priority of 

the Board.” 35 To assist with these noble aims, the Government was asked to provide further 

resources: “The Board will have to invest in the modernisation of the distribution system and 

in the upgrading of the skills of its workforce through training.” 36 To this end, the Organisa-

tion formulated plans to spend Rs 550 million in 1993 on development projects, including ad-

ministrative work and image-building, as well as the improvement of the Processing System 

through greater use of I.T.37

6.2. INNOvATIONS AND DEvELOPMENT PLANS: 
Looking to the Future

6.2.1. CHAMPAGNE HYDRO ELECTRIC SCHEME

The jewel in the C.E.B.’s crown in the 1990s, or its Ace Card, as the case may be, was the 

Champagne Hydro Electric Station, the biggest and most innovative project undertaken in 

the early 1980s. Almost completed by the end of 1983, it was expected to come into opera-

tion in early 1984, but contractual problems with the Civil Contractors were referred to the 

Court of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce of Paris. Planned by Aus-

tralian Consultants, Champagne [hereafter] had two 15 MW generators commissioned, in 

turn, on 5 June and 21 July 1984. It had already produced 16 million kWh by end of the year.38  

Champagne was commissioned on 24 August 1984.

The significance of this new Scheme was demonstrated by a contribution of over 50 million 

kWh out of a record Hydro Generation of 29.2% of the total production in 1985. A brochure, 

produced by the C.E.B., and entitled Aménagement Hydro-Électrique de Champagne 39 provides 

all the information required and it cannot be summarised here. Suffice it to say that the 

maximum installed capacity was estimated at 30 MW and the annual energy which Champagne 

was expected to produce was 39 GWh, so that its first annual contribution of 50 million kWh 

was especially welcome. With a head-fall of 220 metres and located on Grande Rivière Sud-
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Est, Champagne is served by waters of the afore-mentioned river to the Diamamouve Falls. The 

water was diverted to Le Vallon, near Champagne River, by a conduit 3 kms long. The average 

rainfall collected in the corresponding catchment area was deemed in 1985 to be 4,300 mm.40

Champagne Hydro Power Station
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Francis Turbine

uNITS ExPORTED BY CHAMPAGNE 
HYDRO ELECTRIC STATION

% of total units

1985 50,289,572 12.9 %

1986 41,228,225 9.47 %

1987 62,753,030 12.94 %

1988 42,718,603 7.88 %

1989 58,004,799 9.978 %

1990 30,081,740 4.542 %

1991 24,496,207 3.351 %

1992 44,054,857 5.48 %

Source: C.E.B. Annual reports 1985–1992

From 1985 onwards, Champagne Hydro Electric Station exported the following totals of units 

during the decade under review:

State House, réduit
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Beside this new Scheme, a number of other noteworthy initiatives and developments in all 

fields of activities must be recorded here. Not least, the continuation of the Rehabilitation 

and Extension Project of the Distribution Network, funded by a loan of 13 million ECU from 

the European Investment Bank (E.I.B.); tenders were called for in June 1988 and 18 contracts 

awarded soon after.41 The C.E.B.’s Planning Section worked tirelessly, preparing tender 

documents and analysing bids for the procurement of materials in 1989.42 By 1991, the C.E.B.’s 

Distribution Network, partly financed by the E.I.B., had been nearly completed; it was to result 

in a marked “improvement in the quality of supply”, whilst it also reduced considerable energy 

loss in the network.43 Much credit for this was due to the Planning Section which had evaluated 

tenders and bids with a view to procurement. Thus, the year 1992 marked the culmination of 

the E.I.B. – funded project, with the replacement of the outdoor oil–circuit breakers at Le Val 

and Union Vale (22 kV) substations with indoor SF 6 insulated switchgear panels.44

Another forward-looking and longstanding project, which we have already encountered 

in Chapter 4, was the New System Control Centre (relying, at the time, on state-of-the-art 

technology). It had been financed by a Loan of I.B.R.D. ; Phase III of the Project it was expected 

to be commissioned in early 1984, “thereby improving the reliability, and speeding the restoration 

of supply islandwide when disturbances were experienced.” However, the commissioning had to 

be postponed until early 1985 through a lack of data input. It was proven in 1985 that the new 

System greatly reduced outage time and improved the quality of energy supply.45 

In its endeavour to stabilise and improve the quality of service to its customers, throughout this 

decade (1983–1992), the C.E.B. relied greatly on new and rehabilitated substations. Two such 

new 22 kV substations were commissioned at Henrietta and La Chaumière in 1984.46 Moreover, 

construction of a 66 kV ring round Mauritius was ongoing, and subsequently, many substations 

islandwide were controlled from Curepipe Headquarters, thanks to the new Control System. 

A 22 kV inter-connector between La Chaumière 66/22 kV substation and La Source 22/6.6 kV 

substation was commissioned in 1986, as was La Louise 22/6.6 kV substation.47 It would be 

impossible to enumerate all new developments of this type here; suffice it to quote the Annual 

Report of 1986: “In order to cope with industrial demand, new H.T. lines and substations have been 

erected during the year in various parts of the island where industries have been set up.” 48 

System Control, C.E.B. Curepipe
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Two major projects, initiated during the decade under review, came to fruition; these were: 

1. the Extension of Fort-Victoria; 

2. the new Power Station at Fort-George.

1. The first project culminated in the commissioning of 2x 9.8MW M.A.N. Diesel generating 

units in 1989, on the recommendation of Swedish Consultants SWECO. 

2. In keeping with the forward-looking vision of the C.E.B., a proposal for a new Power Station at 

Fort-George was first made in October 1988 by the Production Department in order to urgently 

address the need for new base-load generating capacity. This was a way of coping with the  

ever-increasing demand, averaging two decimal digit percentage points, in those years. 

The initiative under discussion was especially geared to ensuring an acceptable balance 

between supply and demand during the subsequent decades, following the Power Station’s 

commissioning. While the conceptual design of the Fort-Victoria extension was entirely 

handled by Officers of the Production Department of the C.E.B., the assistance of Consultants 

from Electricité de France was sought for the design and the engineering handling of the 

project at Fort-George. This involved unprecedented technical civil engineering works for the 

foundations of the engines, with a weight of 1,200 tonnes each, on land reclaimed from the sea. 

These foundations involved the implementation of an array of micro-piles, to create a foothold 

in a sub-soil stratum, at a depth of some 35 metres below ground level! Such an undertaking 

represented a daunting engineering challenge, but all difficulties were successfully overcome.

3. This vital project reached a happy conclusion in 1992. Indeed, Fort-George became the 

C.E.B.’s most important Power Station; two slow-speed SULZER RTA76 Diesel generating 

units of 24 MW each were commissioned in 1992. This was later followed by a 29 MW  

M.A.N-B&W, supplied by Mitsui, Japan, in 1995, and the final stage of the project was reached 

in the year 2000, with the commissioning of two similar units of 29 MW, supplied by Hyundai 

of the Republic of South Korea, after an open international bidding exercise.

Two decades after the commissioning of the first units, Fort-George Power Station remains 

the back-bone of the C.E.B. Generation system; it is likely to continue to be the most important 

Power Station of the country for the decades ahead, … a true success story!

Whenever and wherever the need arose, the C.E.B. acted promptly, and it was proactive; in 1987, 

the first substation to use breakers in which “sulphur hexafluoride was used as dielectric” was set up 

in Vacoas, to replace the conventional 22 kV oil circuit breakers.49 Planning for the reinforcement 

of Port Louis Poudrière substation and embarking on the provision of new lines for the capital’s 

emerging high rise buildings seem to have been major preoccupations from 1985 onwards. All 

this went towards keeping production capacity ahead of growing demand; a 4.2 MW turbine was 

commissioned at Tamarind Falls Power Station in September 1987. The following year, the C.E.B. 

decided to have recourse to a combustion turbine near Nicolay substation for peak periods, after 

seeking the advice of Consultant Le Texier from Électricité de France. Within six months, the new 

Thermal Power Station, adjacent to Nicolay substation, was operational (on 17 October 1988), 

financed by a soft loan from the Caisse Centrale de Coopération Économique.
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It was inaugurated by the P.M., Sir Aneerood Jugnauth, in the presence of the Minister of 

Energy, Water Resources and Postal Services, Hon. Mr. Mahen Uchanah, in November 1988. 

Two years later, to meet the ever-increasing peak demand, a second gas turbine of 23 MW 

was installed, and a third one of 32 MW was finally added in 1995.50 A further telling example 

of similar proactive actions was the provision of a second 22 kV line to Plaisance, to improve 

security of supply to the power centre at Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam International Airport.51 

6.3. TRAINING AND DEvELOPMENT OF STAFF

Another area, which has previously been stressed and which demonstrates good management 

on the part of the C.E.B., is Training. As in the previous decade, much emphasis was laid on 

increasing the knowledge, professionalism and expertise of the Board’s employees. In 1983, 

various officers went overseas to attend conferences on topics such as Computer Hardware 

and Software. Others travelled to France, Norway, and Swaziland for similar workshops.52 

But perhaps the most tangible evidence of the importance the C.E.B. attached to Training 

could be seen from the huge strides taken by the C.E.B.’s own Centre de Formation. Experts 

from Cyprus and UNESCO visited it in 1984; the Centre was reorganised in 1985, after a 

decade of existence – it had been set up in 1975, under a French Government assistance 

programme to take over the training of apprentices at craftsmanship level. The Centre had 

previously hoped to “provide further training to tradesmen and members of the supervisory 

staff.” Refresher courses were now the order of the day; for example, a three-week course 

in Line Works was offered to twelve employees of the Special Mobile Force to prepare them 

better for post-cyclone works. The effectiveness of the training offered was regularly assessed 

and the necessary remedial action taken.53

Fort-George Power Station Engine Room
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C.E.B. Staff during a training session, CFPP Bois Marchand
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Nicolay Power Station

6.4. HEALTH AND SAFETY

Rules for Health and Safety at work and at home have been a major preoccupation of the 

C.E.B. since its inception. Thus, in the Bois Marchand Archives is to be found a pamphlet, 

dated 28 November 1964, entitled: Réglements pour le Contrôle et la Sécurité pendant le 

fonctionnement et l’entretien des appareils électriques de haute et basse tension.54 Yet, the 

decade under review (1983–1992) underlined the issue more strongly than ever before; a 

Health and Safety Commission published clear instructions to heighten awareness in 1985, 

after a Board of Enquiry had been set up to investigate a serious work accident at Belle Mare 

Plage Maritim Hotel.55 Applications were invited from Internal Staff only for the position of 

Health and Safety Engineer (Temporary) in March 1985; fully-qualified Engineers, with degrees 

in Electrical Engineering, and preferably with a Diploma in Occupational Health and Safety, 
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were encouraged to apply. Throughout the 1980s, the Health and Safety Commission held 

several meetings to review the new Safety Rules.56

Furthermore, education, awareness-raising activities and training were deemed to go hand 

in hand with Safety Regulations. Thus, as the decade drew to a close in 1992, the C.E.B. made 

its intentions clear: The Development of Human Resources through education was to “be a 

key component of the Board with regard to providing a better service.” 57 And as if to put its 

money where its mouth was, the Board announced in 1992 that expenditure on Education 

and Training, per employee, would be increased from Rs 1,200 to Rs 3,000 p.a. in the years 

to come.58 Enlightenment - that of its employees - became the new watchword of the Central 

Electricity Board. In this context, a seminar and conference on Environmental Protection 

and Management heralded a new age of ecology. This would give rise later to important 

considerations for the protection of our environment, a notion that would drive the C.E.B.’s 

Campaign, Taking the lead in Energy Conservation in 2008.59 

The new age of sustainability had dawned long before 2000, as the C.E.B. launched a 

campaign nationwide, in October 1990, to make its customers “conscious of the need to curtail 

consumption.” Although public response was slightly below expectations, a psychological 

impact had been created, and there was a fall in maximum demand on the day which saw 

the launch of the campaign.60 By then, Rodrigues had set an example; the Anse Quitor 

éolienne had stood for a while, and on 14 May 1989, the first Wind Park at Trèfles had been 

commissioned in the presence of His Excellency, Dr. G. Fischer. The way forward was clear!
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Note: The Interviewee has 
agreed to be interviewed and 
has seen and approved the 
following transcript of her 
interview. She gave her consent 
to her name appearing on the 
transcript.

BIOGrAPHy: 

Mrs. Manikam worked at the C.E.B. for almost 40 years, starting on 23 October 1964 and took 

her retirement on the 31 January 2005. She started as a Copy-typist and after one year was 

promoted Short-hand typist. In 1969, Ms. Manikam was chosen by the then General Manager, 

the late Mr. Roland Desmarais, to be his Confidential Secretary. 

I.M: Through my whole career, I have worked with 9 General Managers starting with Mr. 

Desmarais for 4 years; Mr. Labat for approximately 17 years; Mr. Ramamurthy, Mr. Retnasamy, 

Mr. Kisna, Mr. Astruc, Mr. Desai, Mr. Niekerk and Ms. Donna LeClair. I can say that we really 

had many “top” General Managers at the Central Electricity Board.

S.J: What, according to you, were the major improvements made by the Central Electricity 

Board (C.E.B.) during your time of service? 

I.M: As regards developments and innovations, I would like to mention the Champagne Dam 

which, to me, was a great job, minutely detailed by the Board Members and finely constructed 

“this interview was carried out by sharon Jacquin-ng Ping 

cheun (s.J), on 17 august 2012 at rose Hill. the interview 

was carried out both in french and English; the french 

sections, as agreed by the interviewee, have been translated 

into English.”

interview
 

Mrs. Mary ilambah Manikam (i.M.)
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by the workers. I also think that the C.E.B. has done its best to provide a proper service to 

the population, even when huge costs were involved, and it was due to the commitment of 

the C.E.B. that electricity was provided to all and that so many developments were made 

possible. 

S.J: Are there any key events you have witnessed while at the C.E.B. such as for example 

cyclone reinstatement, innovations or important visitors? 

I.M: During Professor Kasenally’s mandate, I met some important personalities like Princes. 

I must say that all the General Managers and Chairmen I worked for have really marked me in 

a particular way, and I think they all have contributed in a unique way to the C.E.B.

Also, I will always recall this sentence that Mr. Jules Labat used when speaking to his team: 

“Men, I want every one of you to criticize me. Please criticize me because before taking a decision, 

I need your criticism, I need your advice, and only then will I be able to take the proper decision.” 

This was admirable.

I also remember that Mr. Len Williams, the Governor, came for the laying of the foundation 

stone of the Champagne Dam in 1972.

Concerning cyclones, there was one in the year ending 1975 or at the beginning of 1976, I 

think. I cannot recall when exactly but there was then a Director who had scheduled a visit to 

France and who delayed his departure because he wanted to be there for the reinstatement 

work. All the C.E.B. staff was involved in the reinstatement work; the Departmental Managers 

would do the Clerks’ work and the Engineers would be on site helping and supervising the 

work; everyone would help in one way or another. The manual workers did a grand job and 

worked really hard to bring the system back to normal with, of course, priority being given to 

the essential services. It was real team work.

I would like to add that I hope that the C.E.B. continues the great job it has been doing since 

1952 because even though we are no longer employees, we are still proud of having been part 

of this organization. Best wishes and bon courage to all those who are still working; there are 

good and bad days but with patience and dedication, you will succeed in your career.

From Left to Right: P. Leung Sem Tsuen; R. Lan Yee Chiu; A Visitor from abroad; J. Labat; N. Lowtoo; F. Montocchio
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In the 1970s, Mauritius had registered very high growth rates and had seen steady increases 

in human development indicators and employment. With the emergence of the E.P.Z.s, the 

Government had laid solid foundations for future economic growth. In his chapter Mauritius: 

An Economic Success Story, Economist Ali Zafar has commented: “With the advent of the sug-

ar preferences and the E.P.Z.s in the 1970s and 1980s, Mauritian authorities have succeeded in 

transforming the economy and laying the foundation for stable growth in the future. Sugar and 

textile revenues have been used to facilitate the service-sector development […]” 1 On the one 

hand, as Zafar noted, the share of manufacturing output stagnated in the 1990s and 2000s, 

after increasing in the 1980s.2 On the other hand, there was a seven-fold increase in GDP per 

capita between 1976 and 2008, from less than $1,000 to nearly $7,000, whilst consumer price 

inflation in Mauritius remained “in the low single digits in the 1990s and early 2000s […]” 3

During the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s, there was also a reasonably successful transition from 

agricultural to manufacturing industries and services, as a result of a “well-managed economic 

regime”, in the above-named Economist’s words. It was thus necessary for such parastatal 

organisations/bodies, as the C.E.B., in the 1990s, not only to keep pace with change, but 

also to pre-empt imminent future developments. In his cover page message of the C.E.B. 

Newsletter of April 1999, newly-appointed General Manager, Eddy Astruc, declared with 

confidence that the key to future success for the Organisation was to be able to adapt to 

innovations, as well as the willingness of C.E.B. personnel to demonstrate “understanding, 

flexibility and solidarity.” 4 In his interview, Mr. Astruc reiterated his faith in the C.E.B.’s 

production capacity, but he also looked forward to the advent of more renewable energy: 

“Il faut donc, d’une part, augmenter notre capacité de production, comme nous venons de le 

faire avec l’installation d’un nouveau moteur à Fort Georges, tout en examinant les possibilités 

d’utilisation des énergies renouvelables […]” 5

In fact, such optimism and resilience were very much in evidence throughout the decade 

(1993–2002), as the Organisation fought hard to preserve the quality of service to its 

customers and the reliability of energy supply. To achieve these aims, the C.E.B., which had 

enjoyed the virtual monopoly in energy generation since 1952, turned, slowly but surely, to 

non-utility sources, such as Independent Power Producers (I.P.P.s), especially near the end 

of the 1990s. This will be discussed at some length below. Moreover, innovation being the 

watchword of the Board, which celebrated its Golden Jubilee in December 2002, the C.E.B. 

“The key to future success for the Organisation was to be 

able to adapt to innovations ... ”

chapter 7
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promoted “decentralization through the creation of 3 areas in 2002, each with a Manager”, 

and it provided “wider autonomy in decision-making” to Departments in that same auspicious 

year. In the Chairman’s Statement of 2002, the major challenge of a new millennium is clearly 

spelt out and accepted: 

“The power industry world-wide is undergoing drastic reforms, with the private sector playing a 

prominent role. The C.E.B. cannot be an exception to this world-wide trend.” 6  

The decade under review, constituting as it did the passage from the 20th to the 21st centuries, 

was of special significance to the development of the C.E.B. The Organisation had no intention 

of resting on its laurels, as the Integrated Electricity Plan, 2002–2012 explained:

“C.E.B. has much to commemorate in its 50th Anniversary year as a fundamental enabler of 

economic development in Mauritius. But the challenge goes on. Mauritius faces a rapidly changing 

and vulnerable electricity future. The country does not benefit from an abundance of natural 

energy resources and so depends heavily on imported fossil fuels for electricity generation. Yet, 

a reliable and competitively priced supply of electricity is fundamental to the nation’s economy 

and the electric sector itself provides thousands of jobs which – directly and indirectly – support 

the quality of life in Mauritius.” 7 

How the Board grappled with the winds of change, as the Sugar Industry declined and new 

opportunities emerged in the Tourism Industry and the Services Sector, is at the very heart 

of this chapter. The lead was, as in other decades, taken by Top Management, thereby 

proving the veracity of John Tusa’s Saying of the Week in the Observer of 27 February 1994: 

“Management that wants to change an institution must first show it loves that institution.” 8 

Chaper 7 – A Decade of Democratisation and Decentralisation in Production and Management (1993–2002)

7.1. “LOOKING TO THE NExT MILLENNIuM AND PLANNING TO MEET  
THE CHALLENGES IT WILL BRING.” 9 

Sugar harvesting in Mauritius
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The Role of Independent Power Producers

Independent Power Producers (I.P.P.s) are not affiliated directly to the C.E.B., as generators of 

electricity, which they sell to the C.E.B. Until the late 1990s, the C.E.B. had a virtual monopoly 

position in terms of generation of electricity, although the Organisation purchased some 

energy that was either bagasse - or coal-produced by a number of Sugar Estates from the 

1960s onwards.10 St. Antoine Sugar Estate was the first to sell excess electricity produced 

from bagasse to the C.E.B. in 1957. Other Sugar Estates followed suit in the 1960s as indicated 

in previous chapters. Thus, for example, in 1961, 15.5% of generated energy units – 9.8 million 

– were contributed by Sugar Estates. In 1966, the C.E.B. could count among its partners the 

following Sugar Estates: St. Antoine; Belle Vue; Constance; F.U.E.L.; Riche en Eau; Britannia; 

Savannah and Médine.

The important point to remember here is that, as stated in the Integrated Electricity Plan, 

2003–2012, “this electricity purchased was only intermittently available, and was referred to 

as énergie à bien plaire.” 11 That is, the Sugar Estates sold to the C.E.B. the energy which was 

surplus to the needs of their factories. According to the same publication, Médine was “the 

first sugar factory to export electricity to the C.E.B. under contract, starting in 1979, although 

it had been selling excess energy to C.E.B. prior to signing a contract.” (p. 40). F.U.E.L. Steam 

and Power Generation Co. did likewise, under contract,as from 1983, even if it, too, had been 

selling excess energy to the C.E.B. previously. 

In November 1991, the Chamber of Agriculture published a 100-page report on the Sugar 

Industry which stated clearly that the latter faced major challenges, both nationally and 

internationally in the near future. Among the recommendations listed and discussed by 

Professor Roland Lamusse, was the following: “Extended export duty rebate for millers who save 

and use bagasse for the generation of firm and continuous electrical power.” 12 In January 1993, 

the National Assembly, in a special session, discussed ways of providing “additional incentives 

in order to increase the efficiency and viability of the sugar industry […]” 13 The subsequent 

amendments, in 1993, to the Sugar Industry Efficiency Act of 1985 aimed at improving the 

Cane-Cutters at work
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viability of the Sugar Industry’s operations; an increase in sugar production; investment in 

specific areas to optimize the use of by-products.14 This Sugar Industry Efficiency Act of 1993 

was to have a significant impact on bagasse-generated energy from 1993 onwards, leading to 

firmer individual contracts with the C.E.B. and a greater entrepreneurial spirit among Sugar 

Estates. For instance, in 1994, a Memorandum of Understanding between the C.E.B. and 

Union St. Aubin Sugar Estate was signed in the context of energy generation from bagasse.15 

Even prior to the 1993 Sugar Industry Efficiency Act, Sugar Estates [hereafter S.E.s] had 

been offered incentives to “encourage the production of electricity using bagasse” through 

the Bagasse Energy Development Programme of 1991.16 In 1993, F.U.E.L. Steam and Power 

Generation Co. contributed 9.25% of a total of 869 GWh, whilst other S.E.s added 3.57%, using 

bagasse. During the following year (1994), described in the Annual Report as a “favourable 

year”, 17 the S.E.s’ input remained similar, and was only slightly down on figures for 1995 

(F.U.E.L. bagasse/coal: 8.54% and other S.E.s 3.42%). Arguably, 1995 was the “second-best 

Hydro year” in terms of production (12.81%). 18

Significantly, the term I.P.P.s begins to appear clearly in the C.E.B.’s Annual Report of 1995, 

to refer to F.U.E.L. and other Sugar Estates, and it recurs unequivocably from that year on. 

The year 1995–1996 saw agro-climatic conditions improve considerably, according to Roland 

Lamusse;19 hence, sugar export proceeds reached Rs 6,325 million, and there was a growth 

rate of 5.8% of GDP in 1996. Accordingly, I.P.P.s’ contribution reached a high of 10.33% 

towards energy production, a little above C.E.B.’s own Hydro generation of 9%.20 Moreover, 

in 1996, five new contracts were signed with Companies for bagasse-generated energy, and 

it was also expected that three other contracts would be signed in 1997. The 1996 Annual 

Report forecast was that, by 2000, the total energy, thus generated, would reach 280 GWh, or 

an “equivalent saving of 60,000 tonnes of imported petroleum fuel.” 21 

The C.E.B., furthermore, looked forward to the launch of the biggest I.P.P. Project at Deep 

River Beau Champ in 1997, and it was ready to provide the necessary infrastructures to its S.E. 

partners, such as, for example, a 66 kV line of 16 kms from Beau Champ to F.U.E.L.22 When 

the C.E.B. was struck by a 25% increase in fuel/oil prices in 1997 and faced a hike of 26.5% 

in interest rates on loans, it became, of necessity, more reliant on the contribution of I.P.P.s 

(11.85% of a total production of 1,103.5 GWh). 

In 1997, the generation of energy from bagasse stood at 9.9% of the total, whereas coal-

produced energy from Sugar Estates was put at 1.9%.23 Described by the C.E.B. as “a 

challenging year, both from the technical and financial standpoint”, 1998 saw the setting up 

of a “Sugar Productivity and Competitivity Unit to coordinate and control the development of 

some key segments of the sugar industry.” 24 Out of a total energy generation of 1,365 GWh, 

only 81% was produced by the C.E.B. in 1998, with 19% being contributed by the rest – mainly 

I.P.P.s: 10.57% by F.U.E.L. (bagasse and coal) and 8.24% by other Sugar Estates from bagasse. 

As for the C.E.B. share, Hydro Generation fell to 7.63%, whilst Thermal/Diesel/Gas Generation 

stood at 73.56%.25

The period 1998–1999 was marked by “one of the worst, possibly the worst drought which 

Mauritius experienced since the compilation of meteorological records,” according to Professor 
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Lamusse.26 Hence, “that was the worst sugar harvest since 1960, after the destructions caused 

by the 1960 cyclones (Alix and Carol)” – a mere 373,000 tons. The C.E.B. 1999 Annual Report 

deplored “yet another difficult year”, due to a financial crisis caused by “the prolonged drought, 

coupled with the high prices of fuel oil.” 27 On the other hand, it hailed the important generation 

of electricity from bagasse, the direct result of the Bagasse Energy Development Programme, 

which had been initiated, as explained above, in 1991. Whilst Thermal, Diesel and Gas turbine 

Generation accounted for 73.76% of the total – 1,422 GWh – Hydro Stations’ contribution fell 

to 2.08%. Fortunately, I.P.P.s chipped in with a significant input (F.U.E.L./C.E.L. with 18.7% 

from bagasse/coal, and other S.E.s (bagasse/Hydro, with 5.47%).28 

So it was that the shortfall in the Hydro Sector was compensated by the good performance 

of I.P.P.s, thereby confirming the C.E.B.’s later statement in its Integrated Electricity Plan,  

2003–2012: “The emergence of these I.P.P.s has been of tremendous assistance to C.E.B. in 

meeting the rapidly increasing demand for electricity that has prevailed since the mid-1980s.” 29 

The coming of Y2K (2000) filled many with real apprehension, but in the end, it turned out to 

be a non-event. A new age had, however, literally dawned, as I.P.P. production increased from 

24.1% to 38.4% by the end of 2000. The two main firms concerned here were: a) F.U.E.L. Steam 

and Power Generation Ltd. (operating on bagasse and coal; b) Consolidated Energy Ltd.30 

Out of a total production of 1,564 GWh, Thermal, Diesel and Gas Power Stations generated 

55.50%; Hydro Stations only 6.10%, whilst bagasse – coal produced energy represented 

31.50% of this total, and other S.E.s contributed 6.9%. Moreover, overall, the C.E.B. accounted 

for 61.6% of this total; the balance came from Sugar Factories. One notes here, in particular, 

the very low figure for the Hydro Sector. The coming into operation of two new sets of  

35 MW coal/bagasse turbine generators at the Centrale Thermique de Belle Vue, as well as 

the mix of technologies used in Power Stations to meet the objectives set by the Bagasse  

Energy Development Programme (1991) were warmly applauded in the C.E.B.’s Annual Report 

of 2000.

Thus, the Board pressed on with its future plans; in the 2001 Annual Report, Professor A.S. 

Kasenally, the C.E.B. Chairman, declared 2001 to have been “one of the most important years 

in the history of the C.E.B.”, because of the “restructuring of Top Management” (to which 

Centrale Thermique de Belle Vue
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we shall return presently). The objectives of the Organisation had been constant from its 

inception, and, as throughout previous crises and decades, they never waivered: “Our focus 

would be on improving quality of service and making power reliability possible.” 31 To this end, 

the C.E.B. began to rely increasingly on I.P.P.s; thus, one reads in the Integrated Electricity 

Plan, 2003–2012, the following warm appreciation of I.P.P.s’ substantial contribution:

“Without these I.P.Ps, C.E.B. would have had serious difficulty – and imposed a high financial 

burden on Government – raising the capital needed to provide this generating capacity on its 

own. The dispersed location of the I.P.P.s has also relieved pressure on the transmission system 

in the Port Louis vicinity, where C.E.B.’s thermal power stations are located, and has improved 

the utilisation of the transmission and distribution system around the island.

The continued viability of the electric sector depends, in part, on continuing to attract private 

capital to provide new electricity infrastructure. We expect I.P.P.s to be our key partners in the 

future and to acquire all the new power generation that comes from I.P.P.s through a competitive 

Request for Proposals process.” 32  

The future for energy appeared more assured and stable, when viewed in terms of a happy 

blend of utility (i.e. C.E.B.) and non-utility (i.e. I.P.P.s) sources. The Board, however, no 

longer held a virtual monopoly, as it did from the 1950s to the 1980s, in the field of energy 

generation. Arguably, this was not a bad thing in itself. In parallel to this, the future of the 

Sugar Industry also seems a little more secure because of the links between energy and sugar. 

Commenting on the commissioning of Belle Vue Thermal Plant in 2000, achieved after five 

years of planning and effort, Professor Lamusse judiciously stated:

“It was at that time the most important project ever implemented in Mauritius and required an 

investment of Rs 2.4 bn.

The promoters had taken considerable risks and incurred almost unsustainable debt. But they 

were later warranted in their decision as the Belle Vue plant would produce 25% of the island’s 

electricity requirement, part of which with the use of bagasse, a renewable and green source of 

energy.

The endeavours of these men and the risks taken by them opened enticing new prospects for the 

sugar industry and the island generally as the cost of fuel escalates and consumes an increasing 

chunk of our export proceeds.” 33  

The icing on the cake for the I.P.P.s came in December 2002, when the C.E.B. issued a Request 

for Proposals for the Supply of Electricity to its Grid, a practice that strictly conformed to 

international best practice. In its endeavour to offer quality and reliability of service, on its 

fiftieth anniversary or Golden Jubilee, the C.E.B. called on the Private Sector and potential 

I.P.P.s to help the Organisation “serve the country to the best of its ability.” 34 By 2002, the 

Board had signed contracts with three Independent Power Producers, to supply energy on 

a year-round basis, and with seven more I.P.P.s that supplied electricity during the crop 

season, from bagasse. These contracts had been individually negotiated, in accordance with 

Government’s strong wish to optimise the generation of energy from bagasse. The buzz-words 
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Small Scale Distributed Generation (S.S.D.G.)

in 2002 became power procurement, as the C.E.B. strove to establish “an open, competitive 

bidding process, whereby power could be procured under the best terms and conditions.” A new 

age of transparency in the procurement process and “a more attractive environment for the 

private sector and capital investment,” in energy generation, had dawned.35 By 2002, I.P.P.s 

had emerged as indispensable partners: 

“We expect I.P.P.s to be our key partners in the future and to acquire all the new power that 

comes from I.P.P.s through a competitive Request for Proposals process […] We need to have 

predictability, transparency, and clarity in our decision-making and operations processes,” the 

C.E.B. declared in its Integrated Electricity Plan 2003–2012.36 

FAITH IN IPPS JuSTIFIED FROM 2003 ONWARDS

This leap of faith during the 1990s towards I.P.P.s was to pay ample dividends in the 2000s. 

Evidence is found in the Annual Report of 2008 that there was an increase of 11%, in terms 

of the purchase of energy from C.C.P.s (bagasse-generated) and I.P.P.s (coal and bagasse) 

during 2007. The former, i.e. C.C.P.s, contributed 0.87%, and the latter 59.11%, of a total 

of 2,276.1 GWh generated. By contrast, the C.E.B. Hydro Power Stations produced 4.475% 

whilst Thermal (Fuel Oil and Kerosene) produced 35.27% of the total. Meanwhile, during 

the year 2008, the Government was busy setting up a Utilities Regulatory Authority (U.R.A.)  

for the Energy Sector aimed, among other things, at protecting the interests of 

existing and future producers. In his annual message, the C.E.B. Chairman stressed 

that it was the intention of the Organisation to adhere strictly to the rulings of a  

future U.R.A.: “It is no secret that the C.E.B. currently buys a good part of its electricity at a 

high price from Independent Power Producers (I.P.P.s) and resells this commodity at abnormally 

lower prices […] We hope that the Regulatory Authority will work towards a level playing field 

for all producers.” 37 
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By 2011, it had become clear to all that some I.P.P.s were big players in energy production, 

but that there were several categories of small power producers. Thus, less than five months 

after the start of the Small Scale Distributed Generation Scheme, the C.E.B. announced, in May 

2011, that a “total of 241 projects for the generation of electricity from renewable sources had 

been submitted”, many more that the original estimate of 200. Of these 241, 236 candidates 

planned to produce electricity from solar energy through photovoltaic cells; the other 

projects were hybrid, using both wind and solar energy.38 In the Independent Daily of 3 June 

2011, it was stated: “Small Independent Power Producers (S.I.P.P.) will get their permits to 

produce electricity from the Central Electricity Board (C.E.B.) by the end of next week […] The 

C.E.B. had received 271 requests, of which 197 were residential, 74 commercial and industrial.” 39 

Of these, 21 new Small Independent Power Producers had been selected for the production of 

2 MW electricity. The S.I.P.P.s would, thus, be able to generate renewable energy and export 

any excess to the C.E.B.

So it was that the C.E.B. moved on from an initial monopoly of energy generation, to a 

healthy balance of in-house production, and a solid partnership with large and, later on, small 

producers who relied mainly on renewable energy sources. In so doing, the C.E.B. had taken 

“a major stride towards the democratisation of electricity generation” and had reinvented the 

“Energy future”. 40 

7.2. InnovAtIons And develoPments (1993–2002)

Throughout this decade, the C.E.B. remained proactive and willing to innovate, despite 

ongoing difficult financial circumstances. In 1993, in order to cope with ever-increasing 

industrial demand, another 24 MW slow-speed Diesel generator was commissioned on 7 

May at Ft. George Power Station.41 And to reduce noise pollution and avoid disturbing the 

surrounding area, acoustic panelling was installed around the Mirrless Engines at Fort Victoria 

Power Station.42 Furthermore, with a view to securing electricity supply to the Port Louis 

area, a new 22 kV underground feeder was laid between Nicolay substation and Plaine Verte 

substation,43 whilst across the island, the overhead network was increased by 120 kms to 

reach a total of 5,203 kms. Never loath to invest, within its capabilities, if it meant preserving 

the quality and reliability of service to its customers, the Board spent Rs 188.78 million on the 

acquisition of generating assets in 1993.

This was to remain the pattern in the 1990s, as the C.E.B. repeatedly reaffirmed its 

“commitment to maintain a highly efficient and reliable service.” 44 Another heavy investment 

in generation, to the tune of Rs 463.6 million, equivalent to 26% of its annual turnover, and 

earmarked for projects, demonstrated the C.E.B.’s earnest wish to keep abreast of emerging 

industrial developments. Thus, a 22 kV line was constructed to provide alternative sources of 

supply to the new industries within the Riche Terre Industrial Zone.45 The need was also felt 

for a 66/22 kV substation adjacent to Ft. George Power Station in order to cater for the Sea-

Front Development and the expanding Port Louis area.46

As more challenges loomed large on the horizon, further research and planning were 

undertaken; in May 1995, Messrs. Rust, Kennedy and Donkin, a well-established firm in the 

U.K., were “entrusted with the task of preparing a least-cost expansion programme to meet 
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energy and power demand up to the year 2015.” 47 Their draft report on Generation and 

Transmission, received in November 1995, recommended that large investments would be 

required in the years to come. What is more, to reduce the debt burden, already heavy, of the 

C.E.B., the Private Sector was encouraged to invest even larger funds in the generation of 

electricity, as explained in the previous section. Meanwhile, the Board did what it could with 

limited resources, as a third gas turbine unit of 35 MW was commissioned at Nicolay Power 

Station in late January 1995, in record time, to avoid any possible shortage of supply to the 

Port Louis surrounding area.48

Switching Operations at Nicolay Power Station : from left to right, J. Labat, M. Utchanah, G. Hébrard.
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The following year, Unit No. 3 came on line at Ft. George Power Station and helped to relieve 

an ongoing critical situation that constantly manifested itself through a small margin in 

generation capacity, whenever essential maintenance had to be carried out.49 It, accordingly, 

became clear that new generation units had to be installed at Ft. Victoria and St. Louis Power 

Stations, if future demand were to be met, especially as existing units had almost reached the 

end of their service-life. Hence, much consideration was given to “their conversion to semi-

load operations.” 50 A Caudan substation was started in June 1996; until it was completed, the 

Fort George 66/22 kV substation, eventually commissioned in May 1996, supplied electricity 

to the Waterfront area, as well as to the central part of the capital, through a switching 

station. The rapidly-developing industrial area of Mer Rouge, the Freeport Zone and the new 

Container Terminal also required urgent consideration.51 

A major power failure on 23 October 1997 at St. Louis Power Station brought home the 

seriousness of the situation; since the generation margin was too narrow, a bustar fault 

had caused the failure. Yet, no new investment was possible at the time, on account of the 

budgetary constraints. So, the C.E.B. resorted to a Save Energy Campaign, whereby it promoted 

the use of low-energy lamps. An audio-visual clip on national T.V. was aired, and judging from 

feedback from local suppliers, there was a noticeable increase in the sale of such lamps.52  
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In addition, viable solutions to relieve the pressure on Power Stations were constantly sought; 

new projects included the possibility of producing wind-power energy, but this remained 

subject to examination by the Ministry of Public Utilities. 

The I.P.P.s began to play a vital role, as indicated above. Loans were sought from the African 

Development Bank and approved in November 1997, to the tune of U.S.D. 12.6 million, to 

finance part of the foreign component of a 132 kV line project.53 The new Switching Station at 

Caudan Waterfront was commissioned in November 1997, to meet the expected load growth 

in the Waterfront Development Zone and in the centre of Port Louis.54 All this, and more, was 

achieved, whilst the C.E.B. struggled with a net deficit of Rs 43.7 million in 1997, as against a 

net surplus of Rs 1.1 million in the previous year.

With the aim of further improving its distribution network, and against a forecast that 

Mauritius would need 500 MW energy capacity by 2010, the C.E.B., in 1998, retained the 

services of TRACTABEL, to do a distribution study. Their brief was “to carry out a technical 

audit of the existing network and to provide data for a better distribution system.” 55 The study 

was launched in September 1998 and would last one year. Other consultants were also 

selected to carry out a feasibility study into potential Power Plants islandwide under the 

aegis of the Ministry of Public Utilities. This study was funded by the United States Trade and 

Development Agency and carried out by K & M Engineering of USA.56

One innovation in the country was the introduction of V.A.T. in September 1998, as a result of 

which the C.E.B. decided to revise its tariffs downwards by 9.09%. Moreover, in accordance 

with the V.A.T. Act, the first 50 kWh of energy, consumed by any household, was exempt.  

A day and night tariff was, in addition, introduced for customers who had a Freeport Licence. 

The C.E.B. also seized the opportunity to re-introduce a two-rate tariff for customers who 

used electricity for irrigation purposes; in so doing, the Board’s aim was to restrict the 

consumption of energy during peak evening hours. 57

The year 1999 was described, in retrospect, by the C.E.B. as “yet another difficult year.” An 

unprecedented long drought had a major impact, as did rising prices of fuel oil, on the Board’s 

finances, in spite of the above-mentioned increase in tariffs. The cost of fuel oil, used at Ft. 

George Power Station, increased from U.S.D. 64.60 per metric tonne, to U.S.D. 149.00 by the 

end of the year. 58 Yet, demand for industrial energy continued to rise as Foreign Capital had 

flowed into the E.P.Z., especially from Hong Kong, where investors feared the consequences 

of the transfer of sovereignty to China by 1997.59 

Meanwhile, Tourism in Mauritius had also taken off, with a record real growth, and gross 

tourist earnings amounted to Rs 3 billion in 1990 and continued to rise steadily in the 1990s.60 

All this meant more pressure on C.E.B. resources to meet demand; a fourth 29 MW engine 

was commissioned at Ft. George in November 1999. This was seen by the Board as “a further 

step towards the phasing out of the old diesel units at Fort Victoria Power Station and a lesser 

reliability on the Gas Turbines at Nicolay Power Station for meeting the day and evening peak  

load.” 61 To relieve mounting pressure on the 66 kV national grid, the first phase of the 132 

kV Transmission Plan, prepared by Messrs. Rust, Kennedy and Donkin, was set in motion 

in 1999. Moreover, faced with the limitations of the System Control Centre at Curepipe, a 
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contract for a new SCADA (Supervisory Central and Data Acquisition) system was inaugurated 

in December 1999. This was geared to installing high-performance equipment at the System 

Control Centre and at substations. In addition, in the area of communication, a new network, 

with microwave technology, using optical fibre, was planned for the immediate future.62 

At the turn of the century, “the year 2000 was marked by the Y2k menace and the C.E.B’s bank 

overdraft which reached an unprecedented high level. Fortunately, the Y2k issue turned out 

to be an anti-climax – not a single incident was reported in either the electricity generation, 

or the computer system.” 63 For all that, perhaps this historical landmark helped to stir the 

consciences a little, and it made one and all at the C.E.B. aware of new challenges looming on 

the horizon in a new millennium. As it contemplated the future, the C.E.B. received the final 

draft report of its consultants, TRACTABEL, on its Distribution System in December 2000. 

Based on the load forecast for the period 2000–2007, recommendations were made, both for 

the short and long terms.64 Meanwhile, the 5th and last 29 MW Generating Set at Ft. George 

Power Station, with an increased capacity, was commissioned in 2000; it is to be noted that 

the cost per unit at Ft. George remained the lowest in the Thermal Sector, despite a rise in fuel 

oil prices during 2000.65

Alongside this, two new 35 MW sets (coal/bagasse turbine generators) were installed at the 

Centrale Thermique de Belle-Vue and were due “to play an important role for the next decade,” 

Fort-George Power Station
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as the S.E.s went about meeting “the objectives set by the Bagasse Energy Development 

Programme initiated in 1991.” 66 Since 2000 was a time to look to the future, the new 32 kV 

transmission lines, aimed at improving the reliability of supply, came into operation, as yet 

another example of the C.E.B.’s plans to meet emerging challenges. Besides, government 

consultants, K & M Engineering, completed a feasibility study, through a U.S.A. grant-in-aid, 

into a new 300 MW Thermal Power Station at Ft. William or Pointe-aux-Caves, Albion.67 Finally, 

the commissioning of the first fully-automated Hydro Electric Plant at Réduit took place in 

April 2000. The Réduit Power Station, the first in Mauritius thanks to the Atchia Brothers 

(see Chapter 1), was given a new lease of life; it was, and remained, unique in the History of 

Electricity in Mauritius, a symbol of where we have started and where we have got to.

As the C.E.B. set about, in 2001, earnestly “preparing for the future”, decentralisation of 

responsibility to area levels became its main management policy, as explained more fully 

below under Human Resources (7.3). In parallel to a major restructuring of Top Management, 

major infrastructural work was completed: a new 132 kV transmission network, covering 60 

kms, became partly operational; the SCADA Systems (see above) “were implemented for the 

distribution network to improve service response to customers.” 68 The objectives were clear, as 

was the long-term vision of the C.E.B.: “Our focus would be on improving quality of service and 

making power reliability possible”, declared the Chairman, Professor A.S. Kasenally.69 

The challenge of meeting emerging demand head-on further motivated the Board to adopt a 

novel approach. The creation of a Department of Corporate Planning and Research represented 

a major innovation in 2002, “to develop a long-term planning capability in order to ensure that the 

expansion of the organisation followed a least-cost path. ” The Department, active from the start, 

put forward a number of proposals “for the supply of additional capacity and associated energy.” 
70 Moreover, in keeping with the Final Report on the Distribution System Study by External 

Consultants, the Board resolved to focus simultaneously on medium-term solutions, such as 

the construction of an indoor substation at Ebène to cater for the emerging Cyber City, and a 

substation at Union Vale to meet demand for load growth and to ensure the reliability of supply 

in the South-Eastern part of the island, including the Airport.71

It was felt that, in the 1990s, the approach had previously been geared to short-term 

generation, transmission and distribution, without the support of an adequate system 

planning and power management. The new millennium required a new Department of 

Corporate Planning and Research, whose primary responsibilities, amongst others, would be: 

a) Preparing the annual load forecast; b) Monitoring demand for electricity in relation to 

existing supply capacity; c) Developing plans for new capacity in generation and distribution; 

d) Managing the contractual and operational relationships with I.P.P.s (see above); e) Carrying 

out research programmes in the Electricity Sector.72 

7.3. humAn resources And mAnAGement (1993–2002)

As the C.E.B. celebrated its Golden Jubilee (1952–2002), the Chairman, Professor A.S. 

Kasenally, warmly applauded the “valued services and strong commitment” of former 

employees who “laid the foundation for the progress and consolidation of the organisation.” 
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The C.E.B. also expressed its debt of gratitude to its existing personnel for “helping to maintain 

the same high standards, in spite of numerous difficulties.” 73 To celebrate the fifty years of its 

existence, the C.E.B. organised commemorative festivities for its employees and dignitaries. 

As the Organisation looked to future challenges, it decided on a “more process-based, flat 

management structure” that “would make it fit better in an ever-changing environment,” according 

to the Chairman.74 This meant a “decentralisation to area level, the merger of the Transmission 

and Distribution Departments with the Commercial Department; the optimisation of resources, 

and a horizontal integration of activities.” Professor Kasenally explained, in his statement, the 

reasons behind the major restructuring of the C.E.B.’s Top Management, and the creation of a 

Department of Corporate Planning and Research. This reorganisation was aimed at: 

1) “Reducing the costs of doing business”; 2) Changing the perception which the public had of 

the C.E.B. by being less bureaucratic, more efficient and customer-focused.75 Hence, 2001 was 

hailed as a year of change, and the Board pledged, through its Annual Report, to “continue the 

transformation of the entire organisation in preparation for new challenges and opportunities.” 76

These managerial decisions were translated into action in 2001–2002; the Golden Jubilee 

year saw the emergence of new functional departments: 

a) a Distribution Department, which incorporated the former Transmission and Distribution 

Departments; b) a Commercial Department; c) a Corporate Planning and Research Department. 

Not only would this foster decentralisation and greater autonomy in decision-making, in the 

view of the Board, but it would also streamline the Departments’ functions, make them more 

effective and enhance customer satisfaction. 77 An I.T. and Management System, relying on 

state-of-the-art equipment and processes, was launched in March 2002, “to modernise and 

integrate the activities of the administrative, commercial, financial and engineering sections of the 

C.E.B., using a common enterprise-wide information technology platform.” 78 

The chief objectives of the new Corporate Planning and Research Department were spelt out 

in the colourful and informative commemorative issue of the Annual Report 2002, 50 Years 

Dedicated Service to the Country, as follows: 

“To move C.E.B. back onto a least-cost development path and thereby contribute to the economic 

development of the country, as well as provide its customers with the lowest electricity prices 

that adequately reflect the cost of electricity service provision.” 79

 

On arriving in Mauritius to take up her post, the new Head designed the specific role and 

functions of the C.P.R., and Power Procurement became one of the key responsibilities of the 

Department. Contracts with I.P.P.s were individually agreed, with a view to conforming to the 

Bagasse Energy Development Programme (1991), and achieving the “optimisation of energy 

generated using bagasse.” 80 A Power Procurement process that conformed to international 

best practice was put into place, in order to ensure “an open, competitive bidding process, 

whereby power can be produced under the best terms and conditions.” 81The C.E.B. was thus 

guaranteeing “that electricity customers in Mauritius would benefit from the most competitively 

priced, technically sound, and environmentally safe sources of generation.” 82 Load Management 
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was the other priority and concern of the new Department in 2002, and a seminar was 

organised on this theme on 7 and 8 November 2002 at Domaine Les Pailles. The seminar, 

opened by the Honourable Minister of Public Utilities, was attended by about 100 persons, 

including representatives from several Indian Ocean countries, Government and the Private 

Sector.83 Programmes, geared to making “more efficient use of existing generating stations 

and electric network infrastructure”, were also developed by the new C.P. R. Department from 

2002 onwards.

The fine-tuning and major restructuration of Top Management and Departments at the 

C.E.B. in 2002, were the culmination of decades of reflection and observation, as well as of 

expert input from external consultants, as has been noted in previous chapters. During this 

particular decade under review (1992–2003), much effort and many brainstorming sessions 

had been dedicated to this. The chief beneficiaries were always meant to be the clientele of 

the C.E.B. In 1997, for example, “looking to the next millennium”, the Organisation funded a 

survey into “the quality of service provided.” 84

7.4. HEALTH AND SAFETY: A PRIORITY

Since its inception in 1952, the C.E.B. has attached a great deal of importance to the Safety 

aspects of jobs, given the nature of the Organisation’s activities. From the start, funds were 

expended on providing all employees with the required safety equipment, a safe environment 

and the proper training. In an early document, Règles Générales of 1964, the C.E.B. referred 

to the Factory and Workshop Acts, 1901 to 1937 and stated that every employee in its 

generating stations had to observe the stipulated rules. Moreover, every authorised and com 

petent person within the C.E.B. received a copy of the Règles Générales, and these were posted 

in every Power Station and on all relevant boards.85 In the preceding chapters, reference has 

been made to this important aspect of the C.E.B.’s daily operations.
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It was not until 1981, however, that a Health and Safety Section was set up at Terre Rouge, 

following an accident which occurred at Vacoas, when a C.E.B. employee died. According to 

Mr. T. Reebye, Health and Safety Officer, and Mr. P.S. Appadoo, Health and Safety Officer, 

the first Safety and Health Act, as such, came into effect in 2005. Prior to this, the C.E.B. had 

devised and applied its own set of Safety Rules, as illustrated below.86 In 1981, after returning 

from a training course in the U.K., Mr. Goburdhun was given the responsibility of setting up, 

and leading, the Healh and Safety Section which in 2012, consisted of 3–4 Officers (1 Engineer 

and 2/3 Inspectors). 87 In addition to providing the necessary equipment and training to its 

staff, the C.E.B. also makes sure that its installations are safe for the entire population, either 

in their utilisation, or near their sites. Moreover, the C.E.B. has elaborated a series of safety 

rules and procedures; there are two main Sets of Rules in force within the C.E.B.: 

a) Transmission and Distribution Safety Rules; b) Generation Safety Rules.88

Some important dates in terms of Safety and Health Rules are:

•  1950s: Safety Rules, as set by the C.E.B.;

•  1960s: Safety Rules for the Transmission and Distribution Departments;

•  26 November 1984: A new and more complete Set of Rules was elaborated and implemented 

through the creation of the Health and Safety Section, headed by Mr. Goburdhun; this Set of 

Rules was updated in 2011;

•  April 1996: Safety Rules for the Generation Department.89

It is also noteworthy that: 

a) Rodrigues has its own Safety Committee; b) Safety Inspections in Rodrigues are made 

twice a year by an Officer of the Health and Safety Section; c) Training is regularly organised 

and fire-drills are carried out every six months.90 

Evolution of safety rules from the early fifties to date

C.E.B. Technician at work, Pointe Monnier Power Station, rodrigues
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The role and all the activities of the Health and Safety Section cannot be addressed in detail 

here; suffice it to say that this Section polices the observance of rules; visits sites to identify 

hazards; checks that the required equipment is being used; investigates accidents when they 

occur; gives training to all employees in its area; carries out fire drills; organises regional Safety 

and Health Committees; seeks the help and expertise of international professionals, when 

the need arises; organises risk assessment exercises every two years; helps to organise, and 

participates in, workshops and conferences on Safety and Health, and prepares pamphlets 

on the subject for C.E.B. employees and the general public, amongst other duties.91 With the 

emergence of sustainable and green energy, the Health and Safety Section assists in Small 

Scale Distributed Generation (S.S.D.G.), where safety issues are crucial, by ensuring that 

Safety and Health rules are rigorously applied. In the near future, projects led by the Section 

will include: raising awareness among the public through the media regarding the safety 

aspects of electricity use; introductory courses for new C.E.B. employees; fire-safety training, 

and first-aid training.92 

Quite typical of the serious attention paid to Health and Safety throughout were the 

numerous activities organised in the decade under review (1993–2002). Some examples will 

suffice here: In 1998, the C.E.B. provided training courses to, and assessed, contractors’ team 

leaders, at the handing over of worksites, in order to ensure that they did fulfil their roles as 

regards Safety Rules.93 Enforcing Safety in the workplace was also an ongoing process and 

preoccupation during the decade, as employees were constantly urged to adopt a safe and 

professional attitude.94 In 2000, a sub-committee was set up by the Health and Safety Section 

to review Safety Rules for networks.95 As a direct result of increasing vigilance through the 

implementation of Safety Rules and constant inspections, accident rates declined; e.g. in 

1997, there were 210 non-fatal accidents; in 1998, 135; in 1999, 113; in 2000, 106; in 2001, 110, 

and in 2002, 110. 96 A great deal of tightening of the Safety Rules was further applied following 

one fatal accident at Belle Vue Sugar Estate substation, where a contractor’s workman was 

electrocuted in the proximity of 22 kV line installations.97 

Training in Health and Safety remained a leitmotiv throughout the development of the C.E.B. 

since 1952. A case in point has been the presence of C.E.B. employees at local and overseas 

workshops and training sessions: for instance, in 2002, members of the C.E.B. Staff (of Fort 

George, St. Louis and Fort Victoria) attended a seminar on Occupational Safety and Health 

for employees in mechanical workshops. This seminar was organised by the Occupational 

Safety and Health Inspectorate of the Ministry of Labour. 98 In September of the same year,  

T. Reebye and R. Teeluck of the Health and Safety Section attended a seminar on Occupational 

Safety and Health.99 

Moreover, in order to raise safety awareness, and develop the right skills among employees 

in line-work, the Health and Safety Section gave no less than 1,563 trainee hours of safety 

lectures and classes at the C.E.B. Training School, in 2002. The Annual Report for that year 

strongly stated: “Constant efforts have been made to help employees become conversant with 

the safety rules. The concept of accountability for unsafe acts and unsafe conditions and the role 

of adequate and proper supervision have been stressed upon.” 100 A review of C.E.B. Safety Rules 

by a sub-committee of 2 Senior Engineers and 1 Health and Safety Officer, neared completion 

in 2002, thankfully since the existing Rules were, by then, 18 years old. 101 And so it was that, 
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from one millennium to the next, the health and safety of its employees and of the general 

public remained close to the heart of the C.E.B., as was repeatedly demonstrated by the 

considerable sums spent over the years on training, equipment, the work environment and 

safe installations, as well as on repeated awareness-raising campaigns.

Course on Climbing Towers
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BIOGrAPHy: 

Mr. Narain started his career at the C.E.B. in January 1964 as Assistant Electrical Engineer. In the 

1960s, he was promoted Assistant Departmental Head until the late 70s. He worked as General 

Secretary for the “Union des Producteurs, Transporteurs et Distributeurs d’Energie électrique 

d’Afrique”, between 1983 and 1985, in the Ivory Coast. Back at the C.E.B., he assumed the Head 

of Department’s function and afterwards that of Deputy General Manager until he ended his 

career in 2002. He was also one of the founders of the C.E.B. Magazine “Échos Electriques”.

S.J: In which project(s) were you involved when you started your career at the C.E.B. and 

what do you remember particularly of these times? 

S.N: When I started in 1964, I was much involved in the rural electrification programmes and I 

witnessed the benefits that electrification brought, for example, to small artisans like carpenters 

and to the economy of the country in general. I remember that we used to put the light on by 

night so that people could really enjoy the difference. This was a very pleasing moment.

S.J: What were the most important improvements made by the C.E.B. during the past two 

to three decades? 

S.N: In 2001, we commissioned a new and more sophisticated Supervisory Control And Data 

Acquisition (SCADA) System in Curepipe. It is probably the most perfected SCADA system in 

the Indian Ocean. In 2002, we upgraded the 66 kV high tension lines and this work will last 

for at least 40 years but, of course, with any increase in demand, the network will have to be 

continually upgraded.

If we look at the period 1990 to 2000, the rate of increase in demand was about 8 to 9%. With 

such an increase, there was a need for continuous investment and development. Investing 

on more generators, larger transformers, more lines and upgrading the voltage level, were 

the important issue during this period. I can proudly say that the C.E.B. has not failed in this 

mission. In general, this period was characterized by perpetuating the work started years 

before and that needed to be extended to keep pace with the increasing demand of electricity.

“this interview was carried out 

by sharon Jacquin-ng Ping cheun 

(s.J), on 14 october 2012 at Quatre 

Bornes.”

interview
 

Mr. sadatmanund narain (s.n.)
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One thing worth mentioning, for this period, is that with the development of technology, 

the design of machinery regarding electricity production and generation was completely 

different, and much progress occurred as a result. The implementation of the Fort George 

Power Station was a significant leap forward in achieving a modern base-load diesel Power 

Station, still unique to-day in its size and technology in the whole Sub-Saharan region.

Another point would be the Champagne Hydro-Electric Project which was the major 

innovative project carried out during these years. This project was the result of a combination 

of the best technologies and engineering know-how in Mauritius. The C.E.B. invested much 

of its resources in this venture, and the people associated with this development were very 

proud of the result. 

Concerning the projects on Renewable Sources of energy, the C.E.B. has, in Mauritius, started 

some Wind Energy Projects in the eighties but all had to be abandoned due to too high costs 

and poor technical viability. In Rodrigues, the Wind Energy Projects were a success, mainly 

due to the island’s small size. However, many incentives have been given, by the C.E.B. and 

the Banking Sector of Mauritius and abroad, to individual consumers in order to purchase 

small solar energy units for part of their electricity consumption.

Green Energy
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1 The opening section of this 
chapter was composed with 
the direct input of Mr. Gérard 
Hébrard. We wish to express 
our deepest gratitude to him.

8.1. LOOKING TO THE FuTuRE THROuGH RENEWABLE ENERGY

The decade under review was marked by significant initiatives to consolidate the power 

generation capacity of the C.E.B.’s own Thermal and Hydro Stations, whilst seeking to 

optimize all available indigenous primary energy resources, with the chief focus on bio-mass 

and photovoltaic generation.1

 

The ageing generating units at St. Louis and Fort Victoria, which had a direct impact on the 

availability of sufficient generating capacity, coupled with the natural increase in demand, 

warranted the consideration of new generation capacity.   The pressure to optimize available 

energy from ‘bagasse’ through the installation of modern boilers, operating at optimized thermo-

dynamic cycle efficiencies, resulted in formal tendering by new Independent Power Producers 

(I.P.P.) partners, following the successful implementation of the ‘Centrale Thermique de Belle Vue’ 

(CTBV) in the year 2000. Paradoxically, the choice of a new plant of 30 MW, operating exclusively 

on coal at La Barraque, was retained, and a formal Power Purchase Agreement (P.P.A.) was signed 

“Significant initiatives to consolidate the power generation 

capacity, whilst introducing the concept of renewable energy ”

chapter 8
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Grenade Wind Farm, rodrigues
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on 15 October 2003, with the generating unit coming into commercial operation on 7 September 

2005.   That generating plant was directly connected to the nearby Combo Major Station, which 

was ideally located to meet demand in the South of the island.

Combo Substation

The salient element of the Agreement was the introduction, for the first time, of the concept 

of a Two-Part Tariff System to distinguish a payment term associated directly with the capital 

investment incurred by the promoters, from other operation charges linked directly to the 

energy dispatched from the facility. The previous I.P.P. contracts and, in particular, that with 

CTBV, were signed on a ‘Take or Pay’ basis, through which the promoters were guaranteed 

a fixed annual energy off-take, at an agreed price, to cover all elements of its costs structure 

and remuneration of the project promoters.  Despite discussions on what approach was best, 

it is today recognized that each type of contract has its advantages and inconveniences, and 

that the choice should rather be made on a case-to-case basis.

Meter reading Tour

Chaper 8 – On the path to the Future (2003–2012)
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The ‘Centrale du Sud’ I.P.P. Project was immediately followed by a new development at 

Savannah, again implemented after a transparent tendering procedure, and following the 

same contract rationale at CTDS.   This time, however, the choice was made of a ‘bagasse’-

coal plant to accommodate all ‘bagasse’ available in the Southern part of the island, through 

the installation of a 2 x 37 MW capacity for export to the grid. The contract was signed on  

18 February 2005, and the facility came into operation on 1 August 2007.

Contemporaneously to these two major Projects in the South, consideration was given 

to medium-speed diesel alternator units for the next phase of the Generation Expansion 

Programme of the C.E.B., basically to meet the semi-base load requirement of demand on 

the C.E.B. network.   The choice of the ideal site for such a development was the St. Louis 

Power Station, on account of the existing infrastructure facilities, such as fuel storage and 

ease of connection to the main 66 kV network through the existing main high-voltage 

substation.  A recommendation of the Production Department for the installation of 3 x 12 

MW units, to replace the old de-commissioned units, installed in 1958, was made in mid-

2003. After an international tendering process, the choice was made of Wartsila Diesel sets 

for that purpose.  The first two units came into commercial operation in February 2006, and 

the third one in April 2006, marking the clear policy of a power generation development by 

the C.E.B. in parallel to similar developments in the private sector.

By that time, significant problems were encountered at Fort Victoria with regard to the 

operation of Mirrlees units, installed from 1973 to 1978.   In the first place, the units were 

not very reliable from a technical point of view, since they had a history of breakdowns.  In 

addition, the units were not strictly compliant with the environment standards, as laid down 

under the Environment Act of 1991. A decision was taken to phase out these sets in July 2009, 

whilst a new project emerged for the installation of 2 x 15 MW plant in the building which 

housed the old Fiat engines, commissioned in 1964, which, in its day, had been considered 

adequate for that purpose.  Finally, after tendering procedures, it was decided to pull down 

the old Fiat building and proceed with the construction of a new Power House to meet strictly 

all the requirements of the updated Environment regulations which had come into force.   

Mirrlees Engines, Fort Victoria Power Station, 1973

Chaper 8 – On the path to the Future (2003–2012)
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Mauritius Generation Stations and Transmission System

Chaper 8 – On the path to the Future (2003–2012)
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Both units, similar to those installed at St. Louis, came into operation in 2010. The phasing out 

of the Mirrlees units left room for the development of further generation expansion.  Since the 

CT Power project with a 2 x 55 MW coal facility at Pointe aux Caves, Albion, scheduled initially to 

become operational in 2009, was considerably delayed, on administrative grounds associated 

with the E.I.A. permit, the C.E.B., therefore, had no choice but to consider an alternative as a 

back-up solution.  Consequently, a second phase of 4 x 15 MW sets were commissioned in mid-

2012, when the peak demand reached a new threshold of 429 MW in February 2012.

The concept of renewable energy, a high priority of Government in the wake of International 

concern on Environment and Climate Change, was fully taken on board by the C.E.B. 

Generation Expansion Programme, both for Rodrigues and Mauritius.

The initial successful results of the Wind Park at Trèfles in Rodrigues has prompted further 

development of the new capacity of wind power with a higher unit capacity of 275kW at 

Grenade, where four units were installed from 2009 to 2010. In 2012, the contribution of wind 

energy to power generation in Rodrigues is of the order of ten percent.

In Mauritius, a Wind Power Project, on the MW scale, was firmed up with an Independent 

Power Producer, Messrs Padgreen-Sulzon, for a total capacity of 30 MW.   Sited at Plaine 

Sophie, near Mare-aux-Vacoas, the units were expected to be in full operation by 2014.   

Another similar Wind Park of 9 MW was at the negotiation stage, with Messrs Aerowatt for 

Wind Power Generation at Plaine des Roches. 

Small-scale power generation, through the use of photovoltaic cells, up to a capacity of 50 kW, 

was proposed by the C.E.B. in December 2009, with very attractive feed-in tariffs, in the context 

of a Pilot Project aimed at reaching a threshold of 3 MW in Mauritius and 100 kW on Rodrigues 

island.  This Small Scale Distribution Generation (SSDG) proved to be very successful, after 

receipt of a few hundred applications.  Some units were already in service, and it was expected 

that the corresponding connected capacity would reach 1 MW by the end of  Year 2012.

The decade under review, moreover, saw the further development of Micro-Hydro projects at 

Nicolière (350 kW), commissioned in 2010, and Midlands Dam, where the commissioning of a 

similar unit was expected to take place in 2013.

Fort Victoria Power Station

Chaper 8 – On the path to the Future (2003–2012)
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La Nicolière Hydro Power Station

Landfill gas, available at Mare Chicose, had been tapped for the generation of electricity, 

through the initiative of a private promoter, Messrs Sotravic Ltd, which signed a Power 

Purchase Agreement with the C.E.B. in July 2011. A 2 MW plant came into operation in 

November of the same year, and the expected annual energy generation from that source 

would reach 20 GWh, for at least five years after commissioning.

The Focus for the coming years would be a more aggressive development of photovoltaic 

power generation to a Megawatt scale, where a potential of nearly 100 MW might be possible 

in the decade ahead, subject to financial considerations. A modest 10 MW project was already 

in the pipeline, and the signing of the corresponding P.P.A. was expected for early 2013.

Despite the above-mentioned efforts, it seems likely that the future generation of bulk 

power would be dominated by Fossil Fuel Generation for quite a few decades ahead, but the 

objective is to continue with renewable energy development, as far as  is realistically feasible.

Chaper 8 – On the path to the Future (2003–2012)

Pointe Monnier Power Station, rodrigues
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2 I.E.P., 2003-12, p. 6.

8.2. electrIcIty In rodrIGues From 2003-2012, 

8.2.1. Growth in demand in Rodrigues (2002-2012)

In 2002, the generating sets on the island had clocked the highest number of hours for the 

entire Organisation – 25,364 or an annual average of 8,454 hours per generating set.  It had 

been decided to construct a new power station at Pointe Monnier, instead of extending the 

Port Mathurin Power Station.  

The total energy generated for the year 2002 had increased by 9.37% to 22.558 GWh because 

of better rainfall.  Moreover, renewable sources of energy became the major project, as a 

contract was signed between the C.E.B. and ‘La Société Vergnet’, at the start of 2003, for the 

installation of wind energy converters on the existing site at Trèfles.

The way forward for Rodrigues was unequivocably laid down in the Integrated Electricity Plan, 

2003-2012; the Executive Summary spelt it out thus:

Energy generation to meet demand in Rodrigues is expected to roughly double, rising 

from 23 GWh in 2002 to 42 GWh in 2012, or to 50 GWh in 2012 if the proposed seawater 

desalination project is implemented in the near future.  Peak demand will grow at an average 

cumulative annual rate of 5.4 percent, or about 300 kW per year over the same period.  Two 

new generating units of 1.9 MW capacity are scheduled to come into service at a new power 

station at Pointe Monnier by the end of 2004.  A third unit of the same size will be required 

in December 2005 to meet demand growth and allow for the retirement of the older units 

at Port Mathurin.  A fourth new generating unit will be required at the time as the proposed 

seawater desalination project is implemented.2 

And the ‘Action Plan’, which described the “actions C.E.B. must take in the short term” – 

including in Rodrigues – and formed “the blueprint identifying the way forward” confirmed 

the above in Chapter 9 of the I.E.P., 2003-12, as follows:

Chaper 8 – On the path to the Future (2003–2012)

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Generation

Port Mathurin Power Station Develop a retirement strategy for MWM units and spare holdings.

Pointe Monnier Power Station
Continue Phase 1 development for late 2004 in-service date.  Prepare for 
Phase 2 development, with next new unit for late 2005 in-service date.

Renewable Technologies

Commission wind farm at Trèfles for supply to Rodrigues grid starting in 
December 2003. Continue to collect information, monitor technological 
advancements, and provide annual updates of technology information 
summaries. Support information exchange and establish demonstration 
projects, if cost-effective.

Distribution

Rodrigues

Commission two underground circuits linking Pointe Monnier power sta-
tion to Port Mathurin power station by late 2004.  Commission Petite 
Réserve switching station in 2004 with new interconnector to Port Mathurin 
power station in 2005.

Source: I.E.P., 2003-12, pp. 78-79
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3 I.E.P., 2003-12, p. 60. 
4 Ibid., p. 60
5 I.E.P., 2013-22, p. 5.
6 I.E.P., 2013-22, p. 5.

If one then jumps forward to the year 2008, by way of example, one finds confirmation of a 

further rise in demand; from 22.558 GWh, generated in 2002, the energy produced went up 

to 31.1 GWh, the bulk (98.88%) being, in 2008, from fuel oil-based power stations, while the 

three wind converters at Trèfles only contributed 1.12%.

The load distribution island-wide, at 31.12.2008, also provides useful data:

The C.E.B.’s I.E.P., 2003-12 went a long way towards stressing the future developments in 

Rodrigues and the requirements of the local population: “The island has been targeted for significant 

development in the short term, with aid and incentives that will promote more rapid economic 

growth and, as a consequence, encourage electricity consumption.” 3 It declared unequivocably: “As 

a complement to the recent setting up of the Regional Assembly to administer the island, the time is 

right to give separate and focused attention to an electricity plan for Rodrigues.” 4 

8.2.2. Recent, Past and Future Trends in Electricity Consumption in Rodrigues

Between 2006 and 2011, the overall demand for electricity in Rodrigues, according to the 

Integrated Electricity Plan, 2013-2022 (hereafter I.E.P., 2013-22), grew on average by 1.7%, 

far below the 7.6% growth per year for the previous comparative period.  The table below 

indicates the growth rate for specific consumption during previous quinquennial periods:

Chaper 8 – On the path to the Future (2003–2012)

Source: Annual report 2008, p. 44

loAd dIstrIbutIon IslAnd-wIde

Western Area 23%

Port Mathurin 15%

Eastern Area 23%

Centre and Southern Area 39%

Source: I.E.P., 2013–22, p. 4

GROWTH RATE IN SPECIFIC CONSuMPTION MAJOR CATEGORIES

Customer Category 1996 – 2001 2001 – 2006 2006 – 2011

Residential 6.9% 3.1% -0.6%

Commercial 6.2% 9.1% -1.1%

Industrial -9.1% 7.4% -3.5%

For the period 2006-2011, it is noted that the most negative growth was in the Industrial 

Sector, where a negative 3.5% rate was recorded.  This was probably due to a fall in 

investment in industrial activities which had, in turn, a negative impact on the social and 

economic conditions in Rodrigues.  The apparent fall in the inhabitants’ purchasing power 

had, ostensibly, an impact on the 0.6% fall in electricity consumption per household.  Perhaps, 

too, greater emphasis on energy savings and efficiency through, for example, the widespread 

distribution of energy saving lamps in 2009, had a role to play in this.5 

Following the same trend as for the Industrial Sector in 2006-2011, the consumption of electricity 

by the Commercial Sector also went down by 1.1%, as indicated in the above table.  This was, 

in all likelihood, the direct result of the downturn in overall economic activities in Rodrigues.  

However, every cloud has a silver lining, since the reduction of electricity consumption had a 

positive impact on the overall costs of electricity sales in Rodrigues, thereby, paradoxically, 

improving the C.E.B.’s financial position and performance on the island.6
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7 I.E.P., 2013-22, Part 2, pp. 1-18.
8 Annual report 2004, p. 49.
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Integrated Electricity Plan 2003–2012

The first I.E.P., 2003-2012 commented on the high ongoing costs of operations in Rodrigues 

but saw these as justified: “We have always regarded the supply of electricity to the population 

as an important social and developmental service.” 7  The present I.E.P. (2013-22) does not 

envisage that financial investments to date have been “optimal in terms of financing the cost 

of operations”, but it adds: “Hence, while formulating this I.E.P., the C.E.B. has paid special 

attention to Rodrigues’ activities”, notably by devoting Part 2 of the Plan to the island. 8

Integrated Electricity Plan 2013–2022
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9  Annual report 2004, p. 49.
10  This section is based on 

information provided by 
C.E.B.’s Offices in Rodrigues. 
We would like to express 
our appreciation for their 
assistance.
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8.2.3. other key develoPments For the c.e.b. In rodrIGues (2003-2012) 

8.2.3.1. Pointe Monnier Power Station, Phases I and II

The construction of a new Power Station at Pointe Monnier started on 27 November 2003, and 

two new generation sets were commissioned in December 2004.9 Phase II was soon conceived 

and planned after Consultant Mott MacDonald had been appointed to conduct a feasibility 

study in February 2005.  The objective of the project was to determine the redevelopment of 

the Pointe Monnier Power Station, and two phases of development were envisaged on the 

site, away from the existing engines.

The Power-House for the new generating sets was viewed as an annex to the existing 2 x  

1.8 MW heavy fuel/oil diesel Power Plant at Pointe Monnier.  Thereafter, tenders were 

called for on 19 January 2010.  Civil works were to include the Power-House, and the project 

related to the commissioning of one generation unit of 2.5 MW capacity.  The contract for 

the design, supply, installation, testing and commissioning of the 2.5 MW Power Station was 

awarded, on 8 September 2011, to the Danish Engineering Company, Burmeister and Wain 

Scandinavian Contractor A/S (BWSC).  The same Danish Company had, in fact, designed, 

delivered and overseen Phase I of the Pointe Monnier Power Station in 2004.  Phase II was 

geared to meeting an increasing demand for electricity in Rodrigues and, at the same time, to 

replacing the old generating sets which ran on diesel oil.  The expectations were that the new 

generating sets would produce, annually, approximately 16 GWh.  The project was launched on  

23 September 2011, and the contract stipulated a completion time of 14 months.

A great deal of attention was paid in this project to environmental factors, both at the design 

and construction stages of the new Power-House.  The latter was fully expected to abide by 

international environmental norms.  Thus, as regards emission, a 60-metre high stack had to 

be provided for the Power-House.  Moreover, state-of-the-art sludge treatment technology 

would guarantee that the level of oil in the water outlet would conform to acceptable 

international standards.  Phase II of Pointe Monnier Power Station was handed over to the 

C.E.B. on 23 November 2012.10   

Pointe Monnier Power Station, rodrigues
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Ensuring tHE rELiaBiLity, QuaLity anD  

continuity of ELEctricity suPPLy

(2013–2015)

chapter 9

Le Val Power Station

Original painting by Sylvio de Lapeyere, 75x50 cm



The years 2013, 2014 were marked by greater democratisation of energy generation, a 

considerable amount of strategic planning, by way of studies and the launch of the new C.E.B.  

Integrated Electricity Plan (IEP), 2013-2022, released on 19 February 2013. It must also be 

noted that the Organisation had duly celebrated the Sixtieth Anniversary of its creation  

(8 December 1952) at the end of 2012, with an appropriate logo. But the C.E.B.’s day-to-day 

“To give further access to the Grid for RE systems, with 

capacities greater than 50 kW, at a higher voltage level (for 

instance at the 22 kV medium voltage level) while satisfying 

technical requirements, the C.E.B., using its in-house 

expertise, established two new Grid codes for the integration 

of Medium Scale Distributed Generation (MSDG) projects.”

chapter 9
 
the start of a new decade (2013–2015): 
Ensuring the reliability, quality and  
continuity of electricity supply

u.N.D.P.’s Visit to Midlands Dam in 2014
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service to its clientele never slackened, partly through the production of its own thermal and 

hydro stations, and partly through its I.P.P. partners.

In 2013, the C.E.B. produced 44.46% of Mauritius’s electricity demand,1  which amounted 

to 2,576 GWh and represented a growth of 3.26% compared to 2012. Independent Power 

Producers (I.P.P.s) met the rest of the electricity demand. The following year, C.E.B.’s 

production amounted to 43% of all electricity demand – 2,642 GWh, representing a growth 

of 2.5% over 2013 - with the remaining 57% being supplied by I.P.P.s.2  

Nature, once more in the history of the C.E.B., unleashed her fury. In 2013, the C.E.B. was 

affected by the devastating flash floods that hit Mauritius on Saturday 30 March. Heavy 

flooding in the Port Louis and Canal Dayot regions resulted in the tripping of the Dr. Ferrière 

22 kV feeder at Fort Victoria and the 22 kV feeder supplying  the Pailles and St. Louis areas. 

After an inspection by C.E.B. teams on the same day, 15 flooded substations in Port Louis 

were isolated and four transformers, supplying the Canal Dayot area, were disconnected for 

safety reasons. Additional labour force was called in on Sunday 31 March to restore supply 

to the affected areas. Re-establishing normal electricity supply at the Harbour Front and 

Esplanade du Pouce buildings, two places where the water had accumulated significantly, 

was a slow and lengthy process. Following the flooding of 30 March, an action plan for post-

flooding reinstatement works has been set up in case of future heavy torrential rain.

 

9.1. THE C.E.B. INTEGRATED ELECTRICITY PLAN (IEP) 2013-2022 (19 FebruAry 2013) 
This vital document, which followed in the footsteps of the previous IEP 2003-2012, and 

outlined the strategic orientation of the Organisation, was released and became the subject 

of much debate in several quarters. The Plan “aimed at ensuring the reliability, quality and 

continuity of electricity supply for the coming 10 years, and demonstrated the commitment 

of the C.E.B. towards all stakeholders and the country at large”.3

The cornerstones of the IEP 2013-2022 are: to optimise the use of the existing power system, to 

keep electricity prices as low as possible through a least-cost capacity expansion, to encourage 

electricity consumers to participate in Demand-Side Management (DSM), and to provide 

continued Private Sector opportunities in the Electricity Sector. These objectives are to be met, 

while, at the same time, due consideration is to be given to emerging challenges, such as the 

protection of the environment and the maintenance of Grid stability through an increasing share 

of renewable energy sources. (The IEP 2013-2022 is downloadable from the C.E.B.’s website.)

Stacks of Fort Victoria Power Station

1 Annual report 2013, p. 22.
2 Annual report 2013, p. 25.
3 Annual report 2013, p. 31.
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9.2 ELECTRICITY GENERATION PROJECTS: DEMOCRATISATION OF POWER 
GENERATION

 9.2.1 Independent Power Producers

 

The Annual Report 2014 categorizes Independent Power Production into: Large Scale 

Independent Power Producers (LSIPP), Medium Scale Distributed Generation (MSDG) and 

Small Scale Distributed Generation (SSDG) schemes. The LSIPPs were mostly bagasse- and 

coal-operated Sugar Estates, with the exception of CT Power and Sarako (see Solar under 

Renewable Energy below). 

The launching of Small Scale Distributed Generation (SSDG) project in 2010 marked an 

important step forward by the C.E.B., with the collaboration of Government, in an effort to 

democratise access to the National Electricity Grid. The SSDG project, however, entertained 

only low-voltage connection of Renewable Energy (RE) systems, with capacities up to 50 kW. 

The 50-kW technical limit was determined following a consultancy exercise funded by the 

U.N.D.P.

According to the U.N.D.P. document, the goal of this project was to 

“Accelerate sustainable on-grid PV electricity generation in Mauritius by leveraging $ 17.5 million 

in private sector investment over a four-year implementation period. This, in turn, is expected to 

generate direct global benefits of almost 13,295 tons of CO2 over the same period and almost 5,318 

tons CO2/year thereafter in avoided greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The project will do this by 

introducing a conducive regulatory framework that will facilitate private sector participation in 

supplying the national grid with PV-generated electricity at market-determined prices and assist 

the Government in closing private sector funded PV investments. It is envisaged that this project 

will enable Mauritius to meet (and may be even surpass) its target of 2% of electricity generation 

from on-grid PV by 2025, as established in its “Long-Term Energy Strategy 2009-2025.”

A project management team was nominated later that same year by the C.E.B. to coordinate 

this project.4 

Moreover, to provide further access to the Grid for RE systems, with capacities greater than 50 

kW, at a higher voltage level (for instance at the 22 kV medium voltage level) while satisfying 

technical requirements, the C.E.B., using its in-house expertise, established two new Grid 

codes for the integration of Medium Scale Distributed Generation (MSDG) projects. These 

would accommodate larger photovoltaic, wind-turbine, mini-hydro, and biomass electricity 

generation systems. The two new Grid Codes, downloadable from C.E.B.’s website, are: (a) 

the Grid Code for capacities greater than 50kW, but less than 200kW, and (b) the Grid Code 

for capacities greater than 200kW, but less than 2 MW. 

Thus, while the MSDG scheme involved renewable energy projects, that of SSDG empowered 

“the public at large to produce electricity primarily for their own consumption and export any 

surplus energy to the C.E.B. grid. A Feed-In-Tariff was developed to remunerate the exported 

energy by the SSDGs.”4 Annual report 2013, p. 26.
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The total energy purchased for the year 2013 from Independent Power Producers (I.P.P.s) 

and Continuous Power Producers (CPPs) – only Médine for that year - amounted to 1,433.65 

GWh, equivalent to a 3.7% increase compared to 2012. Of those, 346.49 came from bagasse, 

1,067.15 from Coal, and 20.01 GWh from Landfill Gas. In 2014, the total energy purchases 

for the year from the LSIPPs were 1,501.66 GWh, representing a 4.7% growth over 2013. Of 

those, 334.53 GWh came from bagasse; 1,125.4 GWhfrom Coal; 21.3 GWh from the Landfill 

Gas-to-Energy facility, and 21.3 GWh from Sarako Solar Farm. 

In 2014, with the Power Purchase Agreement with Médine Limited (ML) due to expire on  

31 December, a new agreement was signed on 12 September. ML had previously made  

C.E.B. aware, through Médine Sugar Milling Limited (MSML), of its intention to upgrade its 

existing bagasse-fired steam power plant, located at Bambous, to optimise its energy production 

from bagasse.5  During the same year, Consolidated Energy Limited (CEL) made C.E.B. aware 

that it would no longer be able to burn bagasse after the closure of the Deep River Beau Champ 

Sugar Factory. Consequently, CEL and C.E.B. signed an amended agreement on 14 April.

Sarako Photovoltaic Farm, La Ferme

9.3 renewAble enerGy Projects  lAunched In 2013-2014

The rapid acceleration towards a greater  democratisation of energy generation can be seen 

in the following developments in 2013-2014:

9.3.1 Wind

Two major projects had been in the pipeline since 2012: the construction of wind farms at 

Curepipe and Plaine des Roches. In June 2013, the consortium Suzlon-Padgreen Co. Ltd., 

which signed an Electricity Supply and Purchase Agreement (ESPA) with the C.E.B. in August 

2012 with respect to the Curepipe Point Wind Farm of 29.4 MW capacity, obtained its EIA 

License.6  In 2014, the ESPA between Aerowatt for a 9.35 MW windfarm at Plaine des Roches 

was approved by the Board. However, the commissioning of both projects was delayed until 

2016 due to administrative and legal issues.

5 Annual report 2013, p. 10. 
6 Annual report 2013, p. 26.
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Pointe aux Caves Lighthouse, Albion, 2015Construction of Lighthouse at Pointe aux Caves 1905-1910

Pointe Monnier, rodrigues
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9.3.2 Solar

In the years 2013 – 2014, the C.E.B. laid the foundations for the construction of six solar farms. 

The Sarako Project : Firstly, on 21 May 2013, the C.E.B. signed an ESPA with Sarako PVP 

Co. Ltd. (SPCL) for the construction of a Solar Farm at Bambous. Sarako Farm went into 

commercial operation on the 18 February 2014. It has a maximum installed capacity of 15 

MW and exported some 20 GWh of green energy during the year. This project represents a 

significant milestone in the history of electricity in Mauritius since this is the first Large Scale 

I.P.P. to generate solar energy from a renewable and clean source other than hydro.7 

9.3.3 Moreover, being a forward-looking organisation in terms of renewable energy, the 

C.E.B. planned the setting up of 10 MW Grid-Connected Photovoltaic Farms. In line with the 

national objective to encourage the penetration of renewable resources so as to reduce our 

dependency on fossil fuel, the project made significant progress. Following a bidding process, 

three promoters, aiming at a total capacity of 10 MW, were selected. The C.E.B. successfully 

negotiated the energy purchase price, based on market conditions and agreed ESPAs, with 

the promoters in December 2013. According to the schedule, the five Solar PV Farms of 2 

MW each are expected to supply, jointly, around 18 GWh of energy, when they come into 

operation in 2014/2015.

   

9.3.3 Feasibility Studies and looking to the near future

Research and feasibility studies have been an integral part of the C.E.B.’s action plans since 

its inception in 1952. The year 2013 was, in this regard, no different to the 61 preceding years, 

with considerable energy and resources being expended on studies and planning for the 

future. A few examples will suffice here to underline the C.E.B.’s research towards its Power 

Generation Expansion Plan.

A case in point was the Pre-feasibility study for the use of liquefied natural Gas (lnG) 

in Electricity Generation in Mauritius. This project falls within the Energy Diversification 

Strategy of the C.E.B. and the Government of Mauritius. A consultant from South Africa, 

Worley Parsons, was awarded the contract to conduct a pre-feasibility study to determine 

whether Mauritius had the necessary facilities to move forward with this technology. To this 

end, the first mission was completed in December 2013. In order to have a critical mass for the 

use of LNG, the study’s scope was further broadened to include the highly energy-dependent 

Transport Sector, in addition to the conversion of existing diesel energy-generating engines 

and the setting up of a 100 MW combine-cycle gas turbine. 

Another detailed study involved the Identification of Potential Sites for Mini/Micro Hydro 

Power Plants. This project is very much in line with Government Policy of optimising 

renewable energy sources and the cost-reduction strategy relating to fuel purchase. The RFP 

was expected to be launched in early 2014.

7 Annual report 2013, p. 26.
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Construction of Fuel Tank, Fort William

9.4.1 Signing of Power Purchase Agreement (P.P.A.) with M.C.T.P. 

Following the Environment Appeal Tribunal’s judgement in favour of the Mauritius CT 

Power (M.C.T.P.) and after the latter had secured the mandatory EIA license, a new round 

of negotiations to review and finalise the Power Purchase Agreement (P.P.A.) between the 

M.C.T.P. and the C.E.B. was held during 2013. On 27 December 2013, a major milestone in the 

project development was reached, whereby the P.P.A. was agreed and signed. 

9.4.2 Other important projects:

The year 2014 also saw the beginning of two important projects with funding from the United 

Nations Development Program (U.N.D.P.) and the World Bank.

(a)  The first one concerned the recruitment of a consultant to carry out a determination 

of the Grid Absorption Capacity, the preparation of a Grid Code, Feed-In Tariffs (FITs) 

and a Model Energy Supply & Purchase Agreement (ESPA) for Renewable Energy 

System Greater than 50 kW Capacity. After a competitive bidding process, consultant 

AF-Mercados from Spain was recruited.8 

(b)  The second project, “Removal of Barriers to Solar PV Power Generation in Mauritius, 

Rodrigues and Outer Islands”, was a joint venture between the U.N.D.P., Global 

Environment Facility (GEF), and the C.E.B. A project management team was 

nominated later that same year by the C.E.B. to coordinate this project.9 8 Annual report 2014, p. 66.
9 Annual report 2014, p.66.
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Saint-Louis Power Station

9.5. PROTECTING AND MANAGING THE ENvIRONMENT

Throughout this History of Electricity in Mauritius, and more particularly, during the 63-

year existence of the C.E.B., it has been manifest that the Organisation is keen to respect 

and protect our natural environment; hence the trend in the last twenty years towards 

renewable energy both in Mauritius and Rodrigues. As well as planning for future electricity 

generation expansion, due attention needs to be given to protecting the environment and 

complying with environmental regulations. In this regard, several studies were conducted 

to ensure that new projects conform to the existing environmental regulations and adhere 

to good environmental practices. It is to be noted that national legislation, with regard to 

the mitigation of environmental impact, has been reinforced to bring in the concept of 

sustainability and environmental stewardship. In this respect, the C.E.B. continues to oversee 

the implementation of all measures required to ensure that its power generation activities 

are carried out within the limits of the environmental standards and guidelines.

Within this framework, the chief activities and projects of the Environment Unit in 2013 were 

as follows:

9.5.1 Environmental Monitoring Exercise:

Air Quality monitoring was carried out in all Thermal Power Stations in Mauritius and 

Rodrigues. It was observed that emissions from the power stations complied with Mauritian 

Standards. In Rodrigues, noise surveys and waste audits were also carried out as part of a 

Comprehensive Study of the island’s Power System. 
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Furthermore, in line with requirements of the Environment Protection Act, EIA Studies were 

carried out for the following projects in the year 2103: (a) New Tank Farm at Bain des Dames 

for the storage of Heavy Fuel Oil. This comprises six tanks with a capacity of 6500 m3 each 

which would be used for the storage of Heavy Fuel Oil. The EIA Study considered the potential 

impact on the surrounding areas and the local population. Public consultation meetings were 

held with the inhabitants and all the clearances were obtained. Subsequently, the EIA license 

was granted in September 2013. This new tank farm will increase C.E.B.’s storage capacity 

for HFO and will supply heavy fuel oil to Rodrigues Island. (b) Relocation of HFO Pipeline. 

The Mauritius Ports Authority has requested that the C.E.B. relocates the HFO pipeline that 

supplies HFO to the Fort George Power Station. As this activity required the submission of an 

EIA report, a consultant was hired to carry out the study. The EIA report was submitted to the 

Ministry of Environment and Sustainable Development. 

9.5.2 Playing an active Part in a National Environmental Strategy

The C.E.B. is committed to being an active player in any national initiatives launched by the 

Ministry of the Environment and Sustainable Development; this was very evident in 2013 and 

2014. Two pertinent examples will suffice here: 

(a)    The Ministry of the Environment and Sustainable Development had commissioned a 

consultancy for the preparation of a Grid Emission Factor (GEF) for Mauritius. The GEF 

represents the average emissions of Green House Gas from electricity generation. The 

C.E.B. provided the necessary support in the preparation of this parameter.

 (b)   The C.E.B. collaborated fully with the Third National Communication (TNC), the 

national reporting document of the Government of Mauritius that is submitted as 

part of the obligation of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 

Change (UNFCCC). This activity is chaired by the Ministry of the Environment and 

Sustainable Development, with the C.E.B. being a major stakeholder in this project. 

The work started in 2013 and is scheduled for completion in 2015.

9.5.3 Global Support Ltd.: 2014 was a year of important environmental undertakings for 

the C.E.B. With the aim of making all Board-related processes paperless, Global Support Ltd. 

was tasked with the implementation of ICSA Board Pad. The project will enable the C.E.B. 

to electronically prepare and circulate all Board-related papers, thereby significantly saving 

time as well as reducing costs and ensuring the prevention of deforestation. 

9.5.4 During the same year, the C.E.B. also began preparing for the setting up of an 

Environment Management System in line with the ISO 14001 standard to improve the overall 

environmental performance of C.E.B.’s power stations. This involves the preparation of an 

Environment Policy, and an Environment and Waste Management Manual.10

9.6. THE C.E.B. KEEPING uP WITH GENERATION PROJECTS

As demonstrated, in the previous paragraphs, one of the chief priorities of the C.E.B. remains 

renewable energy, in line with Government Policy. This democratising approach towards energy 

10 Annual report 2014, p. 67.
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production through SSDG and MSDG (see above) did not prevent the C.E.B. from catering for, and 

looking after, its faithful servants, its pioneering Thermal and Hydro Power Stations, for on these 

depends the provision of the bulk of electricity to Mauritius. Hence, in 2013, out of necessity, the 

Organisation embarked on the redevelopment and revitalisation of its power stations.

9.6.1 The redevelopment of Saint-Louis Power Station forms an integral part of the 

contingency plans of the C.E.B. The power station has all the required amenities which can be 

used to augment its generation capacity. The proposed redevelopment consists of retiring the 

six old and less efficient Pielstick engines, and the commissioning of new 60 MW medium-speed 

diesel engines in two phases of 30 MW each. The services of a Consultant, Mott MacDonald, were 

secured in 2013 with a view to starting the preparation of tender documents to hire a contractor 

for the execution of the Phase 1 of redevelopment. The Consultant was also to assist the C.E.B. 

in bid evaluations, ensuing negotiations with the preferred bidder, the award of a contract to 

the successful bidder, and in providing technical advisory services during the implementation 

phase. The bidding exercise has raised some concern but is in progress.

9.6.2 Fort Georges Power Station

The Fort Georges Power Station accounted for 24.4% and 24.7% of the total energy generation 

in years 2013 and 2014 respectively.11  Scheduled maintenance was successfully carried out 

on the different engines. However, in September 2013, cracks were noticed on engine Units 

1 and 2, which resulted in unscheduled outages and reparation costs of about R 35 million 

(obtained by reallocating funds from underspent capital projects). In 2014, both engine Units 

were reported to be performing satisfactorily.12

9.6.3 Fort victoria Power Station

The Fort Victoria Power Station accounted for 10.4% and 9.34% of total energy generation 

in 2013 and 2014 respectively. In total, 22,000 hours of scheduled maintenance were carried 

out on the all engines in 2013. Towards the end of 2013, Unit G12 had operated a total of  

1,113 hours without any abnormality. 2013 also saw the design and construction of a 5000 m3 

(cubic meters) Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) tank at the Fort William Depot, which started in 2012, 

successfully commissioned and put in service in January 2013. Finally, a major capital project 

in the pipeline was the construction of a 6 by 6500 m3 HFO tank farm at Les Grandes Salines. 

A pre-qualification exercise was undertaken through the Central Procurement Board (CPB).13 

9.7. HEALTH AND SAFETY, ENvIRONMENT, AND CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

9.7.1 Health and Safety

In 2013, the C.E.B. carried out more than 500 safety inspections across Mauritius and  

Rodrigues. In addition, a group of 69 employees from different sections of the Organization 

received training in First Aid; the objective of this initiative was to have a maximum number 

of First Aiders available in the event of an accident. 
11 Annual report 2014, p. 26.
12 Annual report 2014, p. 26.
13  Annual report 2013, p. 24. 



The C.E.B. also embarked on a program to test and replace unsafe wooden poles as well as all 

round concrete poles which were over 40 years old. By the end of 2013, some 1,140 HT and LV 

poles had been replaced island-wide. 

Under the Removal of Life Threatening Situations Scheme, introduced in late 2012 to 

eliminate potential sources of danger associated with houses erected too close to High 

Tension and Low Voltage networks, inspections were carried out across Mauritius to make 

an audit of the above-mentioned dangerous situations for appropriate remedial measures. 

Some ten projects were approved and implemented. 

The World Day for Safety and Health at Work was celebrated on 30 April, 2013. The theme was 

“The prevention of occupational diseases”. To mark this occasion, an exhibition on “Safe and 

Unsafe use of Electricity” was held at C.E.B. Rose Hill Customer Service Centre.

9.8 CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

As a parastatal body, the C.E.B. has contributed significantly to projects aimed at helping the 

poorer members of the Mauritian population, for example under the Low Voltage Network 

Extension Government Assistance Scheme. This provides assistance in respect of the supply of 

electricity for their first residences to needy households, whose income is less than Rs 17, 500. 

Ninety-five projects (including 9 in Rodrigues) were implemented in 2013 and 154 in 2014.14

Moreover, as of December 2014, 7,702 households were classified under the “social tariff” 

category, a scheme whereby needy customers whose monthly consumption does not exceed 

75 kWh benefit from concessionary electricity rates. In 2013, Rs 1.7 million were allocated, 

partly by the Government, and partly by the C.E.B., for 52 projects under the Assistance 

Scheme for the Extension of Low Voltage Network which provides assistance to households 

who cannot meet the cost for supplying them with electricity. 
14 Annual report 2013, p. 15;
 Annual report 2014, p. 17.
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Providing electricity to needy households, Barkly, Beau Bassin



9.9 FuRTHER INNOvATIONS 

9.9.1 Technology

•  During the 2013 – 2014 period, the C.E.B. made considerable efforts to embrace the all-

pervasive power of technology.  One major innovation was the Smart Meter Project. These are 

meters equipped with Automatic Meter Readers (AMR) for all High Tension (HT) customers. 

These AMRs help reduce the C.E.B.’s losses due to under-billing, either because of defective 

meters or illegal tampering. In 2013, approximately 2,570 AMRs meters were installed. By the 

end of 2014, 3,634 customers, or 50% of the C.E.B.’s clientele, were equipped with AMRs.   In 

May 2013, the Mutidrive Software (Meter Management Software) was commissioned. Since 

then, AMR meters are remotely accessed, and the readings obtained via GPRS network on 

a monthly basis. Inspections are carried out by the Meter Labaratory Officers on site if any 

doubtful readings and alarms are observed. This project enables billing to be carried out on 

the 1st of every month, thus improving the C.E.B.’s cash flow.15

•  In 2013, the C.E.B. also partnered Emtel in two major projects: the Board approved an 

agreement with Emtel for infrastructure-leasing for the Fibre to the Home project to 

improve internet connectivity in Mauritius, and the signature of a Confidentiality Agreement 

for electricity bill payment through Emtel Mobile Payment Solution.16

• Three other major technological projects were undertaken during 2014; 

(a)  C.E.B. adopted an IT Governance Framework, referred to as COBIT (Control 

Objectives for Information and Related Technology) to implement, operate, and 

maintain its IT infrastructure and applications.17

(b)  The network connectivity for the New Engineering Building at Curepipe was 

undertaken and completed and Local Area Network (LAN) and Wide Area Network 

(WAN) connectivity at the new Corporate Office at Ebène was installed.18 

(c)  Finally, during 2014, the project to replace all traditional earth conductors 

on transmission networks by Optical Ground Wires (OPGW) was undertaken. 

OPGWs shield the transmission lines against lightning-stroke effects and provide 

communication facilities between the System Control and all the major 66/22 kV 

substations. The existing earth conductor from Le Val to Champagne over a distance 

of approximately 11 km on the 66 kV Champagne – Wooton was replaced by OPWG 

conductor. By the end of 2014, 219.6 kms of OPGW were installed, corresponding to 

64% of the total planned length.19

 

9.10 RODRIGuES

In 2013, the total energy generated was 35.58 GWh, a 5.89% growth over year 2012. 89.86% 

of it was produced from fuel oil-based power stations, with the wind turbines at Grenade and 

Trèfles Wind Parks contributing the rest. In 2014, 37.26 GWh of electricity was generated, 

representing a 4.72% growth over 2013. The bulk of energy, 91.48%, came from fuel oil- based 

power stations, while the wind turbines supplied the rest. 15 Annual report 2013, p. 41. 
16 Annual report 2013, p. 10.
17 Annual report 2014, p. 23.
18 Annual report 2014, p. 62.
19 Annual report 2014, p. 37.
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20 Annual report 2013, p. 72.

In 2013, notable events were the passage of Cyclone Amara, which caused only minor 

disturbances, and a major breakdown whereby the crankshaft of engine G7 at the Port Mathurin 

Power Station suffered severe damage. A number of important projects were earmarked in 

Rodrigues in the course of 2013-2015:20   A few examples, among many, will suffice here:

• Construction of a new HFO Storage Tank at Pointe Monnier;

• Upgrading of Turbochargers on MAN Engines at both Pointe Monnier and Port Mathurin;

• Construction of indoor substation at Port Mathurin;

• Installation of auto-reclosers;

• Refurbishment of Malartic and Oyster Bay feeders;

• Ring Cotton Bay feeder with Malartic at Mourouk.

9.11 BACK TO THE BEGINNING

the official re-naming of réduit hydro Power station as Amode Ibrahim Atchia Hydro 

Power Station

The most significant event in 2014, which represented a milestone in the History of the 

C.E.B., occurred on 5 February 2014. On that auspicious day, the old Réduit Hydro Power 

Station witnessed a most unusual scene. Surrounded by the Atchia Family, other VIPs, the 

Chairman, General Manager and several Staff of the C.E.B., Dr. the Honourable Rashid 

Bebeejaun, Deputy Prime Minister, paid homage to a truly great pioneer of Electricity in 

Mauritius: Amode Ibrahim ATCHIA. This entrepreneur, born in Rose-Belle in 1868, who died 

in 1947, was the first Mauritian citizen to have a Power Station named after him. (For details 

of the pioneering work of the “Major”, the reader is referred to Chapter 1 of this book).

In his address, the C.E.B. Chairman highlighted the immense debt of gratitude that Mauritius 

and the present C.E.B. owed to such pioneers as “Major” Atchia: 

“Ladies and Gentlemen, we are assembled, today, to do our “devoir de mémoire” by recognizing 

the immense innovative contribution made by Major Atchia to the early development of 

Electricity in Mauritius.” 

For his part, the C.E.B. General Manager recalled the pioneering work a number of electricity 

entrepreneurs, without whom Mauritius would have had much longer to wait  in the 1900s 

for electricity:

“We can only marvel at the inventiveness and determination of such pioneers as Major and 

Hossen Ibrahim Atchia, and Messrs Sylvio Fanucci and Pierre Adam, the promoters of Tamarind 

Falls Hydro Power Station. [...] Long may the ‘Amode Ibrahim Hydro Power Station’ continue 

to serve the C.E.B. and Mauritius well, and long may it bring greater honour to its founder and 

creator – a great Mauritian!”

And so, through a strange twist of Fate, the History of the C.E.B. has come full circle; we 

started with such pioneers as the Atchia Brothers in the 1890s, as they overcame almost 

insurmountable odds to light the way ahead. 
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Since then, the C.E.B. has made tangible progress, but in celebrating its accomplishments, 

we should not forget how far the Organisation  has travelled, thanks to its dedicated leaders 

and Staff. The Réduit [Amode Ibrahim Atchia]  Hydro Power Station in 1906 represented, to 

adapt the words of Neil Armstrong, “one small step for Man, one giant leap” for Mauritius!

The Amode Ibrahim Atchia Hydro Power Station at Réduit, together with Tamarind Falls, were, 

and remain, jewels in the crown of the C.E.B., symbols of where we started and where we have 

arrived in the 21st century. The auspicious ceremony of 5 February 2014 was, in all respects, a 

generous and symbolic gesture to honour an illustrious predecessor. In Cultural, Political and 

Economic History, there are always lessons to be learnt from the past, even as we forge ahead 

towards the future. Hence the relevance of the oft-quoted line by the Welsh poet, T.S. Elliot!

“In my beginning is my end”

(Four Quartets, ‘East Coker’ Part I, 1940)

Official re-naming of Réduit Hydro Power Station as Amode Ibrahim Atchia Hydro Power Station, February 2014
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BIOGrAPHIE
J’ai débuté ma carrière au General Electric Supply Co.Ltd (GES) qui opérait alors deux centrales 

hydro-électriques, celles de Tamarind Falls et de Réduit, pour alimenter les régions urbaines des 

hautes PlainesWilhems. 

Je me suis joint au C.E.B. en juillet 1956, quand la GES fut achetée dans le cadre de la nationalisation 

de l’industrie électrique. Celle-ci avait un but social et économique: permettre à toute la population 

d’accéder à l’électricité et aux secteurs industriels et commerciaux de se développer.Cela impliquait une 

extension massive dans le temps des réseaux de transport et de distribution, ainsi qu’un accroissement 

majeur des moyens de production que le secteur privé n’aurait pu financer ni  rentabiliser.

Une grande partie de ma carrière s’est passée dans le département comptable et financier et, en 

1975, je fus promu au poste de Personnel Manager, poste que j’ai occupé jusqu’à mon retrait du 

C.E.B. en octobre 1990 pour me joindre à Beachcomber.  Je garde un souvenir impérissable de ces 

34 années passées au service du plus important et du plus efficace des corps paraétatiques du 

pays.  Elles m’ont apporté beaucoup d’expérience et de satisfactions professionnelles. 

K.D.: Quelles sont, selon vous, les améliorations majeures apportées par le C.E.B. durant 

les années que vous y avez passées?

F.M :  Sur le plan comptable, l’avènement de l’ordinateur fut sans aucun doute l’amélioration la 

plus marquante.  Il y eut aussi la création du département du personnel en 1975 qui avait pour 

objectif une orientation vers une vraie gestion des ressources humaines, plaçant l’humain au 

centre de l’entreprise.  C’est ainsi qu’il fut possible de créer un fonds de pension interne contributive, 

offrant des conditions qui n’existaient nulle part ailleurs, un plan d’assurance maladie, une 

structure salariale dissociée et supérieure à celle du secteur public pour marquer le statut spécial.  

Le gouvernement d’alors nous l’avait accordé en raison de notre efficacité, l’introduction de 

mesures incitatives telles le performance bonus basé sur la diminution des pertes sur le réseau qui 

amena une baisse sensible de celles-ci rapidement et l’attendance bonus qui rendit les employés 

plus conscients de leurs responsabilités et des méfaits de l’absentéisme sur le service à la clientèle. 

Je laisserai le soin à mes autres anciens collègues de parler des immenses progrès  accomplis 

dans tous les autres domaines. 

“This interview was carried out by Kerr 

Dinally (K.D.), on 21 December 2015 at 

Curepipe. The interview was carried out 

in French.”

interview
 

francis Montocchio (f.M.)
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K.D.: Y-a-t-il eu des événements marquants dont vous avez été témoin durant vos 

années de service tels que des situations cycloniques, des innovations ou des visiteurs 

importants?  

F.M : Les évènements les plus marquants, et de loin les plus dramatiques, furent sans nul doute 

les grands cyclones qui nous visitèrent, et principalement Alix, Carol et  Gervaise. Carol fut le 

plus dévastateur vu son intensité exceptionnelle, son temps de passage extrêmement long 

et les structures relativement fragiles de nos réseaux aériens de transport et de distribution 

en 1960. Il fallut près de six mois avant que le courant ne soit rétabli partout et jusqu’à la plus 

modeste chaumière. C’est dans ces moments-là qu’on peut admirer le courage et la solidarité 

d’un peuple face à l’adversité. 

Les personnages importants, j’en ai rencontré bien sûr dans l’exercice de mes différentes 

fonctions.  En interne, j’ai connu beaucoup de Présidents du conseil d’administration, dont    

M. Borland et, par la suite, MM. René Maingard, Maurice Paturau et Dayendranath 

Burrenchobay, pour ne parler que de ceux qui m’ont le plus impressionné.  Ils se cantonnaient 

strictement à leurs fonctions et s’assuraient que le conseil d’administration s’en tienne au rôle 

statutaire qui  était le sien et qui consistait à donner les grandes directions au Management.  

Le gouvernement de Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam entendait qu’il en soit ainsi et avait 

pleinement conscience que c’était la seule voie susceptible de responsabiliser le Management 

et lui permettre de gérer l’entreprise en toute confiance et sérénité.

Pour ce qui est des Directeurs Généraux, j’ai aussi connu et travaillé avec tous ceux qui ont 

occupé cette importante fonction jusqu’à mon départ, à savoir Noel Albert Bott, le premier, 

Roland Desmarais et Jules Labat. 

En externe, j’ai eu le privilège et beaucoup de plaisir de collaborer avec les représentants 

de la Banque Mondiale pour la Reconstruction et le Développement, les grands techniciens 

d’Electricité de France qui nous ont accompagnés dans beaucoup de domaines, dont la mise 

sur pied et le suivi de notre centre de formation et de perfectionnement professionnels qui 

incluait, dans son programme, la pratique des travaux sous tension.  J’ai aussi rencontré des 

commissaires aux salaires tels que Sedgwick et Chesworth, venus pour arbitrer  les problèmes 

de rémunérations des secteurs publics et paraétatiques respectivement. 

Sur le plan syndical, les négociateurs qui m’ont le plus impressionné sont, dans l’ordre 

chronologique: Kher Jagatsing, Paul Bérenger et Jack Bizlall.  Mon association avec ce dernier 

ne s’est pas arrêtée avec mon départ du C.E.B. car je l’ai retrouvé au Beachcomber et, nous 

avons pu, grâce au respect que nous avions l’un pour l’autre, travailler en bonne intelligence 

pour ne pas faire mentir à l’adage qu’il n’y a de richesse que d’hommes au sein d’une entreprise.

K.D. : Que pensez vous de l`importance des energies renouvelables a Maurice ?

F.M : Nul ne peut nier la grande importance que revêt le développement des énergies 

renouvelables. Le monde est à la croisée des chemins, hautement menacé par le 

bouleversement écologique et climatique causé par les excès des pays industrialisés. L’effort 

de redressement doit  prioritairement venir de ceux-là.
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Ceux qui, à Maurice, s’insurgent bêtement contre tout développement qui ne serait pas 

écologique ne connaissent pas les enjeux réels pour nous, ou font semblant de les ignorer. 

Seraient-ils pour autant disposés à subir les inconvénients de délestages qui seraient causés 

par un manque de capacité de production du C.E.B. en périodes où les énergies renouvelables 

ne seraient pas disponibles? La réponse est sans doute négative, mais ils seraient certainement 

les premiers à monter au créneau pour clouer  la C.E.B. et ses dirigeants au pilori si une telle 

chose arrivait. 

Nous avons connu cela par le passé.  Des projets de développement indispensables furent 

retardés pour des raisons pas toujours limpides, pour avoir recours par la suite à des solutions 

de facilité telles que l’installation de turbines à gaz, certes plus rapides et moins onéreuses 

à installer, mais combien plus coûteuses à opérer. Cette problématique refait surface 

aujourd’hui et les mêmes causes produiront les mêmes effets si nous ne prenons garde. 

Le degré de pollution atmosphérique à Maurice est négligeable par rapport à ce qu’on 

peut observer ailleurs, particulièrement en Chine ou en Inde. Nous bénéficions d’un régime 

de vents généraux venant du sud-est et qui balaient de manière continue les gaz toxiques 

générés par nos centrales thermiques et les véhicules. D’ailleurs, on constate, au niveau de 

l’industrie hôtelière des Maldives et de Maurice, que les Chinois viennent de plus en plus en 

grand nombre pour justement pouvoir respirer l’air pur qu’ils y trouvent. 

Restons donc pragmatiques et tâchons de concilier au mieux nos contraintes économiques 

et sociales avec notre devoir de participer dans la mesure de nos moyens à l’assainissement 

de la planète. 

K.D. : Y aurait-il des projets importants sur lesquels le C.E.B. devrait oeuvrer dans les 10 

ans  à venir selon vous?

F.M : Trois impératifs ont toujours préoccupé le Management.  En premier lieu : pouvoir faire 

face à la demande journalière en ayant suffisamment  de capacité effective de production 

pour le faire ; ensuite maintenir un réseau de transport et de distribution fiable avec des 

protections adéquates, et enfin avoir une structure tarifaire qui protège les plus défavorisés 

et permet à l’industrie et au commerce de se développer.  Il faut savoir que chaque groupe de 

consommateurs a un coût qui lui est propre, induit par quatre facteurs principaux : son nombre 

(Consumer Related Cost), sa demande en pointe (Demand Related Cost) l’énergie consommée 

(Unit Related Cost) et enfin, le timing différent de consommation entre abonnés de même 

type et entre les différents groupes d’abonnés (Diversity Factors).  Ceux qui consomment 

particulièrement durant la période de pointe sont les plus coûteux car c’est justement 

ce pic dans notre courbe de charge journalière qui détermine la capacité effective de nos 

moyens de production et l’adéquation de nos réseaux de transport et de distribution. Passer 

ces coûts réels à chaque groupe de consommateurs est socialement, économiquement 

et politiquement inconcevable. Il y a un arbitrage à faire et on débouche toujours sur des 

subsides inter-groupes.  Il est cependant important que cette étude soit faite à intervalles 

réguliers pour mesurer les changements qui s’opèrent dans le temps afin de répartir les coûts 

et les subsides de manière optimale et en toute connaissance de cause.
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Porlwi by Light, Caudan Waterfront, December 2015

Spectacle son et lumière, Sainte-Thérèse Church, Curepipe, October 2009

Spectacle son et lumière, Carnegie Library, Curepipe, October 2009
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Divali, C.E.B. Corporate Office, Ebène, November 2015 

Divali, C.E.B.  rose Hill, November 2015  

Porlwi by Light , C.E.B. La Poudrière, Port Louis, December 2015



This book does not claim to cover all events and developments that have occurred at the Central Electricity  Board during 

the period under review. Nor does it attempt to refer specifically, by name and otherwise, to the host of employees who 

have given of themselves for the cause of the Central Electricity  Board  in Mauritius and Rodrigues. 

To assess the invaluable contribution of the majority, or even a small minority, of these valiant workers would have been 

a herculean task. Instead, we have tried to convey to a general reader, in layman’s terms, the main trends and the major 

turning-points in the history of a complex and fast-developing organization that was both reactive and proactive, in serving 

the country’s needs through six challenging decades. The ground-breaking work of early pioneers of Electricity in Mauritius 

and Rodrigues is also analysed.

This book is dedicated to all who have toiled for, and collaborated with, the Central Electricity  Board  during the past sixty-

three years (1952–2015).

The author, Marc Serge Rivière, born in Souillac, was Laureate of the Royal College of Curepipe in 1965 on the Arts side. He 

completed an M.A. at Aberdeen University (Scotland, 1970), a postgraduate M.A. at McMaster University (Canada, 1971), 

a PhD at Glasgow University (Scotland, 1980) and a Dip.ed. at Monash University (Australia, 1982). From 1970 to 2008, he 

lectured on French and Francophone Literature and Cultural Studies in Scotland, Canada, Australia, France, Ireland and 
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Emeritus of Limerick University, Ireland. He was decorated by the French Government as Chevalier de l’Ordre des Palmes 

Académiques in 2005.

Professor Rivière has published 34 books in French and English and over 70 refereed articles on: Voltaire and the 18th 

century; Australian, German and Irish History; Travel Literature; Mauritian History and Francophone Literature, and the 

writings and biographies of great men. His latest works were: No Man is an Island: The Irish Presence in Isle de France/

Mauritius (1715-2007) (E.O.I., 2008) and Les Codes Noirs (Osman Publishing, 2009). He now resides in Mauritius and lectures 

at the Mahatma Gandhi Institute and the Open University of Mauritius.
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